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ABSTRACT
This module is designed to assist teacher educators,
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which transparencies may be made. Part III is an Independent :Burning
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approach. Included are masters for the participrnt guide of .e
Independent Learning Unit and a participant evaluation form. The
fourth part of the module contains information on directories of ERIC
search services, bibliographies, and other resources. (JD)
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FOREWORD

Professional preparation and development in education require access
toithe thinking and experience of professional practitioners. This think-

ing and experience, which make up the knowledge base of the profession,
are found in professional literature, a primary source of which is the
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), a national collection of
educational documents and journal liteniture.

ERIC is a comprehensive system, consisting of over 190,000 documents
in Resources in Education (RIE) and over 226,000 journal articles in the
Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). It is readily accessible

throughout the nation to support education personnel development and the
improvement of educational practice.

The purpose of this Resource Module is to assist teacher educators,
prospective teachers, and practitioners to become more familar with ERIC
and its use in solving educational problems. It has several distinctive
featufes. First, it is oriented around the solutio f educational prob-
lems, and demonstrates how to use ERIC for this p os021,-Second, it con-

sists of both an instructor-directed learning uni and an independent
learning unit to provide flexibility in use. Third, it incorporates a
simulation exercise which provides the student with an opportunity to
work on a particular educational problem using ERIC resources and it
guides the student's thinking through this process. Fourth, it includes
an instructor's guide and a list of other references to enrich instruc-
tion as desired or needed.

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education was fortunate in secur-
ing the services of Dr. W. Robert Houston, University of Houston, to
develop this Resource Module. Dr. Houston, widely known for his work in

program and faculty development, drew on his rich background of experi-
ence in the - development, and publication of this Module.

Earlier drafts of 'the Module were revised on tne basis of pilot

testing at St. Thomas University and the University of Houston, Houston,
Texas, and Western Kentucky University, Bowl:ng Green, as well as on the
basis of careful reviews by a number of qualified readers. We wish to

acknowledge the contribution of the following readers to the development
of the Module: Michael Butler, Dean Schwanke, and Sharon Boardman of the
Clearinghouse staff;,Robert Chesley, Cheryl Chase, and Frank Smardak of
the Central ERIC staff; Nevin Robbins, University'uf Mississippi; and
staff members of the Clearinghouses on Information Resources, Higher
Education, and Handicapped and Gifted Children.

We believe that this Resource Module is an important addition to the
resource tools for using ERIC, and express our appreciaiton to Dr.
Houston for developing it for us.

Karl Massanari, Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Educaticn
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P A R T. I

INSTRUCTOR GUIDE TO THE MODULE

Information, directions, and lesson plans for instructors are
included in this part of the module.

A. Introduction

B. How to Use This Resource Module

C. How to Use the Instructor- Directed Learning Unit
Preparation for Unit
Script for Transparency Presentation
Answers to Participant Test Number 1
Answers to Participant Test Number 2
Answers to Simulation Exercise

D. How to Use the Independent Learning Unit
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E. Notes About ERIC for the Instructor

F. Glossary of ERIC Terminology

G. Selected References/Resources on ERIC
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PART I.

INSTRUCTOR GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

n

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) provides a useful
support system for teachers and prospective teachers. ERIC has indexed and
published resumes of thousands of documents and journal articles that can
provide information to help solve educational problems. Many of these documents
are not otherwise available.

The purpose of this module is to introduce prospective and inservice
teachers to ERIC and to stimulate them to use ERIC as a resource. The objec-
tives of the module are as follows.

1. Describe information available in three ERIC publications: Resources
in Education (RIE), Current Index to Journals in Education (CITE),
and Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors.

2. Conduct an ERIC manual search.

3. Describe how to work with an information specialist to complete an
ERIC computer search.

Two optional instructional approaches are inclt led in the module: (a)
jristructor-directed Learning Unit, and (b) Independent Learning Unit.

INSTRUCTOR- DIRECTED LEARNING UNIT

The Instructor-directed Learning Unit is designed so you can present the
information via transparencies and a-Tecture to a group of preservice or
inservice teachers. Complementing this approach are (a) transparencies (b)
participant guide, Securing Information Through ERIC, and (c) two participant
tests.

The Instructor Guide is a resource, not a set of specifications to be
followed; indeed, you are encouraged to modify it to fit your own teaching style.
Typically, the unit will require about two hours to complete the lecture-style
format. This provides time for an introduction, lecture, test, and some
questions and review based on the test. Some instructors divide the session
into two parts, using the test as an introduction to the second session and as a
basis for discussion and clarification. This unit can be followed by a trip to an
ERIC collect;on so participants can have a hands-on experience.

INDEPENDENT LEARNING UNIT

In the Independent Learning Unit, participants learn to use EF IC; through a
self-instructional individualized approach. Masters for duplicating A 1 e3cher's

I-1
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Guide to ERIC, the participant self-instructional guide, are included in this
mo-d-ule. Kii-ip to an ERIC collection as an optional follow-up activity is an
effective way to strengthen student learning.

HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE MODULE

To use this module, first decide which of the two approaches (lecture or
self-instructional) you wish to use. Second, read the Instructor Cuide for the
selected approach (see page 1-3 for Instructor-directed Learning Unit and page
1-27 for the Independent Learning Unit). Third, use the masters to duplicate
participant guides and transparencies. These masters are included in Parts II
and III of the module.

Regardless of which approach is selected, instructors can extend learner
experience with ERIC by assigning them to find resources or solve problems by
conducting, an actual ERIC search. Whenever this is feasible, you are
encouraged to have participants actually become involved in a search using
ERIC

This module ,simes that instructors know about ERIC but are not experts
in the system.

Before you preceed further, take time to become familiar with the materials
in this module. The module is divided into four parts. You are currently
reading the first part which includes information for you as an instructor.
There is a section which p vides step -by -step information on implementing the
Instructor-directed Learning Unit (pages 1-3 to 1-26), including lecture notes.
A second section describes HOW to implement the Independent Learning Unit
(pages 1-27 to 1-29). Notes on information previous instructors have foul
helpful (pages 1-30 to 1-32), a glossary of terminology (pages 1-33 to 1-35), and
a list of selected references (pages 1-36 and 37) complete this part of the
module .

The second._ part of the module includes all the masters for the Instructor-
directed Learnin Unit. This includes the participant guide which is duplicate4
and distri ute to students, masters for the transparencies you can use to
complement your lectures, two participant tests, and a participant evaluation
form.

The third part of the module includes masters for the participant guide of
the Independent Learning Unit and a participant evaluation form. Thcse masters_

are used to produce altequate copies of this unit for your participants.

The fourth part of the module actually is a set of resources. Directories of
ERIC microfiche collections and of ERIC search services, bibliographies, end
other resources that extend your own data base on ERIC are attached fdr you!
use.

1-2



HOW TO USE THE INSTRUCTuR-DIRECTED, LEMOING UNIT

This is one of two proposed approaches to teaching about ERIC (the other
being an independent learning unit).

PREPARATION FOR UNIT

1. Prepare transparencies for overhead projection using the set of transpar-
ency masters included in Part 11,D of this module. The transparency
masters are designed to he used in thermal copy machines (e.g. , a 3M
Thermo-fax copy machine) and with projection (thermocopy) film.

2. Duplicate sufficient copies for each participant of (a) participant guide
"Securing Information Through ERIC" (Part ILA); (b) participant tests
(P?rt II,B); and (c) participTht assessment of unit (Part II,C).

3. If possible, secure a copy of: (a) the Completely Revised Edition of the
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (1980); (b) Resources in Education (Rif:),
published after July, 1980; (c) Current Index to Journal in Education
(1JE), published after July, 1980; (d) a recent ERIC docurrient on
microfiche (with an ED number greater than ED 182 413); and (e)
microfiche reader. It is important to use current resources since major
changes occurred in 1980.

4. Decide whether the unit will be taught in 2 one-hour sessions or in 1

two-hour period.

5. Read the suggested narration, making any changes in it you feel would be
< helpful. The introduction can be recorded or read in person. If you_

choose 4) use the recorded option, audiotape this prior to the session with
participants. No audiotape is furnished with this unit.

6. Secure an overhead projector, screen, and a cassette audiotape playback
unit (the latter needed only if the introduction is audiotaped).

7. If you are not familiar with ERIC, search for information in your particular
field of interest.

8. Review the Attached Resources Part IV of this module) so you can call
participants' attention to selected features.

9. As background information, you may wish to read (a) Notes about. ERIC for
the Instructor (Part I, pages 30-32); a Glossary of ERIC Terminology ( Part
I, pages 33-35); and Selected References/Resources on ERIC (Part I , pages.
36-37).

10. Please note that the participant guide, "Securing Information Through
ERIC'. is distributed after about an hour if the unit is taught in a single
session or at the beginning of the second session if the unit is taught in
two periods.

1-3



SCRIPT FOR TRANSPARENCY PRESENTATION

ACTIVITY

Instructor 'lecture

Overhead projector, trans-
parencies, cassette audio-
tape recorder, and cassette
for this introduction.

OVERHEAD
TRANSPARENCY

SUGGESTED NARRATION

FIRST SESSION
Introduction

Thousands of documents are written each year. Many of them
are _particularly helpful to teachers, prospective teachers, and oth6r
professional educators.

The problem is locating this information. Many materials remain
unpublished or available only to a limited group of educators. The
U.S. Department of Education sponsors an information-retrieval
system that helps us gain access to this literature. It is the
Educational Resources Information Center, or ERIC for short.

In this session you will learn about ERIC, its publications, and
how to use it.. The following transparency/audiotape introduces this
system.

(INSTRUCTOR NOTE: See script which follows. Use overhead
transparencies and cassette audiotape unit for this introduction.
You can use transparencies and read script yourself , if you
wish. )

Script: THE NEED TO KNOW ...

Transparency #1

AUDIOTAPE NARRATION

(Music)

Have you ever wondered how other teachers deal with discipline
problems in inner city schools? How effective is individualized
instruction? What's happening--nationwide--in the of
exceptional children and minimum competency testing? What do the
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OVERHEAD
TRANSPARENCY

'Transparency #2

Transparency it3

Transparency #4

AUDIOTAPE NARRATION

"experts" and educational researchers have to say about these trends?
What do other teachers say?

Answers to these questions and many, many others are
available to teachers and prospective teachers through the Educational
Resources Information Center--ERIC.,

You will find th4t ERIC can be an important resource for
several reasons:

-It provides ready access to over 400,000 documents and
journal articles .

-All are rellkd to education.
-ERIC, AT.Miihed, in the mid- 1960's, restricts itself to
acquiring documents which are recent and timely.
ERIC includes many documents not published elsewhere .

Education , is changing rapidly -today . New programs for
students, improved media, and Fiore effective teaching methods are
being developed , in schools, universities, and research centers.
Many are described in documents that are unavailable or unknown Lo
most teachers, yet could be of invaluable assistance. The purpose
of ERIC is to provide access`to this litetature.

dy,

Teachers have used ito learn abotlt new classroom-
techniques such as simulations and educational games, research and
practice in working with handicapped children, gifted and talented,
dropouts, and non-English speaking residents. They have secured
bibliographies on anthropology and world history' r9sources,
children's televisiOn, and Piaget. They have secured. information Cor)

L



OVERHEAD
TRANSPARENCY AUDIOTAPE NARRATION

legal issues such as student rights, implications of Public Law
94-142, and day care centers. Some teachers have found persc al
assistance in dealing with stress and burnout, in assertiveness
training, and in personal and family finance. i

Transparency #5 Note on the screen just a few of the titles of publications
Flnotated by ERIC.

Transparency #6 ERIC doesn't do everything, but because it is specifically
devoted to the problems of educators, it is especially useful in
gaining new ideas for your classroom or preparing a research paper.

Transparency #7 ERIC is a national information system supported by the U.S.
Department of Education. ' There are 16 clearinghouses in the
nationwide ERIC network, located at universities and professional
associations. Each Clearinghouse specializes in a different
educational area. Each searches out pertinent documents or journal
articles which are screened, abstracted, and indexed.

.

Transparency #8

*A*

13

ERIC, helps you find relevant documents through two monthly
publications.

Resources in education (called RI[) inciudes indexes and
resumes of research findings, project reports, speeches, program
descriptions, and curriculum materials.

Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE) covers educa-
tional articles in about 800 major educational or education-related
journals. Both HIE and CIJE are published monthly.

14



ACTIVITY

Transparency #9

Transparency #10

(end of audiotape )

Instrucwr lecture

SUGGESTED NARRATION

A third publication is also useful, the Thesaurus of ERIC
Descriptors. ERIC has developed a standard vocabulary with cross-
referencing for consistency in indexing educational documents and
journal articles. These descriptors are listed in the Thesaurus.

The purpose of this unit is to help you learn to _use these
three ERIC resources to gather information or solve educational
problems. In an age that is characterized by a knowledge explosion,
such a resource is especially helpful to teachers whose available time
is very limited. You, like other educators, will find that ERIC can
assist in solving even your knottiest problems. (End of
audiotape )

Objectives

Transparency #11 Upon completing this module, you should be able to accomplish
3 object Ives .

Show CI JE , R IE, and We will explore each of the 3 major ERIC publications: RIE

Thesaurus to class, if CIJ , and Thesaurus of ERIC', Descriptors.
available Using these, you will learn to complete d manual search, and

tinally, you will learn how to work with an information spe. ',list who
completes the computer' search .

Resources in Education

Transparency #12 The first publication we will explore is Resources in I ducat ion,
usually referred to as RIF is a ciuide to documents such as
descriptions of educational progrdms , research reports . project
descriptions, curricula, and other educational r e.(Jurces I a( h issue
inc ludes <ibout 1200 resumes of documents and 1 indexes.

15 16
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ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

Transparency #13

Transparency #14
(point out parts of the
resume when discussing
each one)

Each document in RIE is indexed by its author; by the
institution originating or sponsoring the document; third, by the
subjects covered in the document; and last, by the publication type.
The resume provides more detailed information, and can be divided
into 3 parts. During the next few minutes, we will use this
particular resume because it illustrates all the elements of an ERIC
resume.

The first part of the resume includes BIBLIOGRAPHIC
INFORMATION.

Each document in ERIC is given two numbers. When the
document is first received, it is given an accession number. In this
case, the SP identifies the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education
which reviewed this document and entered it in the ERIC system.

ED 183 510 is the ERIC Document (or ED) number. Resumes
from 411 16 cie-a-iinghouses are listed sequentially by ED number in
RIE, therefore, this is the important number for users to remember
when referencing ERIC documents.

The AUTHOR and TITLE are listed.

The SOURCE or agency that originated the document is listed.
In this case, ICE- the Florida State Department of Education.

The SPONSORING AGENCY funded in part or whole the project
or research upon which the document was based. The National
Institute of Education funded this document through its CONTRACT
NUMBER 400-76-0089.

NOTES, include the length of the document (28 pages). problems
with reproducability, and other relevant information. Many
documents are AVAILABLE from their original source as well as
through ERIC. This document is available from the office of Dissemi-
nation/Diffusion for $1.00.

18



ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

(Show microfiche if one
is available)

PUBLICATION TYPE and EDRS PRICE are also listed.

The PUBLICATION TYPE categorizes documents to describe
their-form or organization as contrasted with their subject matter.

Irr the resume we are examining, the publication type is
"Reports--Descriptive" with the code number 141. Other types
include books, legislative materials, speeches, reference materials,
and tests.

About 95% of documents currently being ',cited in RIE are
available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service, known as
EDRS. EDRS furnishes documents in two forms.

1) , Microfiche', a 4" X 6" transparent sheet of film containing
up to 96 reduced pages. A microfiche reader enlarges
these microfiche images.

(Show paper copy report 2) Paper copies made from the microfiche.
if one is available)

Transparency #15

19

The coded EDRS prices for this document are MFO1 and PCO2.

To find the cost of a microfiche, refer to the back of a current
RIE. PC codes are for paper copy and MF codes for microfiche. A
microfiche coded MF01 would cost .83 according to the December 1980
RIE, while a paper copy .coded PCO2 would cost $3.32.

The order form is found in the back of RIE.

Many universities and organizations have complete microfiche
collections. They can enlarge and reproduce paper copy from the
microfiche for each page in the document. (NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR:
Discuss where this is available locally. See the Directory of ERIC
Microfiche Collections, included in this module's Attadied Resources
or available-Tree from ERIC. )

20



ACTIVITY SUci(1ES1 ED NARRATION

Transparency #16

Transparency #17

Trar,sparency #18

The second part of a resume includes the INDEX TERMS. ERIC
uses two kinds of indexing terms. Descriptors are included in the
controlled vocabulary of the Thesaurus of ERIC. Descriptors.

Identifiers are additional words and terms that may be useful in
locating a document or identifying concepts with specialized meanings.
Identifiers include proper names of people, tests,- geographical
locations, projects, or organizations. Two identifiers are listed:
Linking Agents and Research and Development Utilization Program.

Some descriptqrs and identifiers are preceded by asterisks.
These represent the most important concepts in the document, and
are called the major descriptors and identifiers. These are included
in the RIE Subject Index. In this case, there are five. Can you
name them? (Group Dynamics. Instructional Materials, Learning
Modules, Problem Solving, and Research and Development' Utilization
Program.)

The third part of the resume is the ABSTRACT. Abstracts
usually are less than 200 words long and provide adequate informa-
tion for you to determine the usefulness of the document. They are
not designed to replace the document, but to outline major concepts.

The initials at the end of the resume are those of the person
writing the resume (LH in this case).

Current Index to Journals in Education (C1JE)

To locate materials in journals, we turn to ERIC's second major
publication, the Current Index to Journals in Education, usually
referred to as CUE. Relevant articles from about 800 journals are
indexed in CIJE..



ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

Like RIE, CIJE includes Subject and, Author indexes. Unlike
RIE, there is no Institution Index. Instead, there is :A Journal
Contents Index o which contains an alphabetical listing of journ
reviewe d in a w.rticular issue of CIJE and, under each entry, titles
of articles indexed from each journal.

Annotations which provide detail about each article are found in
t1 e front of CIJE in the "Main Entries" section.

Transparency #19 Examine this annotation. Note how it differs from an RIE
resume.

In CIJE, ERIC accession numbers are coded EJ for "ERIC
Journal." Resumes are listed sequentially by EJ numbers in CIJE.
The ERIC Clearinghouse entering this article into the system is CS,
or Reading and Communications Skills located in Urbana, Ill. and
operated by the National Council of Teachers of English.

'23

As in the case of an ERIC; document (ED) number, the EJ
number is the one to- remember when searching for a partice!ar
article.

The bibliographic information includes the TITLE or THE
JOURNAL ARTICLE, AU,THOR(S) TITLE OF JOURNAL, VOLUME
AND ISSUE NUMBER, PAGE NUMBERS, and DATE.

Reprints of articles from many journals ,are available from
University Microfilms International. Availability is indicated by the
initials UMI. This service was initiated in 1978 as an arrangement
between UMI and individual journals.

It should be noted that copies of journal articles are not
Available directly from ERIC or CUE. Articles are secured either
through your library, directly from the publisher of the journal, or
as a reprint from UMI. Ordering and pricing infurmAtion for UMI is
found in each issue of (;I JE.



ACTIVITY

Transparency #20

SUGGESTED NARRATION
-7

DESCRIPTORS, as in RIE, are drawn from the Thesaurus of
ERIC Descriptors while IDENTIFIERS are not. CIJE ANNOTATIONS
are shorter than those in RIE, limited to 50 words, and are included
for articles with less than fully explanatory titles. Most articles do
have annotations. The current practice is to annotate all article.:.

In addition to 1,,onthly issues, both CIJE and RIE, publish
cumulative volumes each oyear. CIJE semi-annual volumes include
both indexes and resumes; RIF. semi-annual volumes include only the
itaixes. To read RIE resumes, users refer back to monthly RIE
issues. RIE also publishes hard-bound -annual editions which include
both the indexes and the resumes.

These two volumes, RIE and CIJE, are the major sources of
information about educational documents and journal articles.

Transparency #21 Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors

Transparency #22

The third resource, Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, provides a
controlled vocabulary which simplifies ERIC searches. The Completely
Revised Edition, published in 1980, organizes ERIC descriptors into
four displays. Two of these are used regularly by persons making
ERIC searches--the Alphabetical Descriptor Display and the Rotated
Descriptor Display.

The Alphabetical Descriptor Display lists descriptors in
alphabetical order, using bold-face capital letters; for example,
PERCEPTION.

Examine the information under "Perception." This descriptor
was used first by ER16' in July 1966. Since then, 1,604 articles
have been indexed under this term in CUE and 1,092 documents in
RI:.

26



ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

Transparency #23'

(Turn off overhead projector)

Several aids help in locating the most appropriate descriptors to
use in the search.

ENScot Note, which defines the descriptor
UF--Useu ar, terms such as "Awareness" that are synonyms

TOT-the oescriptor, but are not descriptors themselves.
NT-- Narrow': Term, "Auditory Perception" is a specific insta "ce

of "Percepliiiic."
BT--Broader Term, such as "Cognitive Processes," extend

Se3i and include "Perception".
RT--Related Term, is just that -- related to "Perception," and

can helpiharpen your search.

The last thrr...e lists (NT, BT, and RT) are of descriptors that
could provide additional terms to use in searching RIE and CITE
indexes for information on the topic.

The second section in the Thesaurus that is used most often is
called the Rotated Descri for Display. This lists descriptors
alphabetically with each word in each term) arranged alphabetically
down the center of the column. This organization helps in finding
related terms, since conceptually-related terms may not he closely
together in a regular alphabetical display.

A good example of this is the listing of descriptors containing
the word "Reading." Reference to the Alphabetical Display under
"Reading" would lead you only to those descriptors whose first word
was F Ading. By using the Rotated Display, all 4 3 current
descriptors containing the word "Reading" can be noted. The user
can then refer to the Alphabetical Displays of those terms that
app9ar useful.

28
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ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

Participant Test Number 1

Distribute to participants
the guide Securing
Information Through ERIC

29

Summary

So far we have reviewed the three major ERIC publications--
RIE, CIJE, and the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. Knowing how
to use them effectively opens new opportunities for tapping a vast
storehouse of innovative ideas.

(NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: You may wish to administer
Participant Test Number 1 at this time and use its results to review
the three documents. Masters for Participant Test Number 1 are
found in Part II, B of this module.)

(If you are dividing this program into two sessions, administer
the test at the end of the first session, grade the papers and
analyze answers, then use the results as a review or discussion at
the beginning of the second session. The answers to Participant
Test Number 1 are on pages 1-21 to 1-23 of this Instructor Guide. )

SECOND SESSION OR SECOND PART OF A SINGLE SESSION

(NOTE: Begin the Session by reviewing the major uses of the
3 ERIC resources--RIE, CIJE, and Thesaurus. Pass out graded
participant Test Number 1 and use it as a guide to discussing the
three resources. )

The major purpose for studying ERIC is not simply to know
about it, but to use it to solve problems. Thi_. is the focus for
this session.

Open your guide to the first page. Note the three objectives
for this unit.

Since we have already considered Objective number 1, we are
concerned with Objectives 2 and 3. "2. Conduct an ERIC manual
search. 3. Describe how to work with an information specialist to
o-replete an ERIC computer search."
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ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

Participant Guide, Page 4
Transparency #24

31

Read the 3 vignettes on the next page (NOTE: allow time for
participants to read them).

What is the basic question in the first vignette?
What are the key words or concepts in that problem?
What are the basic questions and concepts in the other two

vignettes?
How could these three questions be more sharply defined?

Think of a question, problem, or area of interest about which
you would like additional information. Write this down. Discuss it
with a colleague to refine the wording. Underline the key variables
in the question or statement. (NOTE: Ask participants to share
their statements. Discuss ways to sharpen the problem statements.
Use the Thesaurus to search for descriptors of key variables. )

Conducting a Manual Search

Turn to page 4. How does one complete an ERIC manual
search? Note that Step 1 is defining the problem. The illustrative
problem statement is: "What can I do to improve discipline in my
fifth grade class?" Key variables in the , problem are "Discipline"
and "Fifth Grade Class."

The Thesaurus is used in Step 2 which helps translate key
variables into ERIC descriptors. Two displays, the Alphabetical
Descriptor Display and the Rotated Descriptor Display, are
illustrated here. Recall that the Thesaurus also contains two other
displays - -the Two-way Hierarchical Term Display and the Descriptor
Group Display--each of which may be helpful, but neither is
included in this introductory unit.

In Step 3, turn to the Subject Indexes of RIE and CIJE,
searching for appropriate titles of documents and journal articles.

Remember to use the cumulative volumes that are published
semi-annually and annually which will save you time. Also, begin
with the most recent issues of RIE and CIJE.
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ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

In Step 4, resumes of documents and journal articles are read
to determine which are most appropriate.

Finally, in Step 5, the actual articles and documents are read
to obtain information on the problem. Note the five options for
obtaining a copy of an RIE document. Number 1 reters to the
reduced order form.

One further note. A search of the ERIC information data base
is similar to any literature research project. It can be conducted
systematically and thoroughly and yield useful, organized information
or it can be conducted in a sloppy, haphazard manner with sloppy,
haphazard results. ERIC is organized so that a systematic,
thorough search is possible and relatively easy to do, provided these
five common-sense steps are carefully carried out.

Transparency #25 This chart summarizes the relation of the five steps and applies
them both to RIE and CIJE.

Transparency #26

33

Conducting a Computer Search

Computer searches provide practical alternatives to manual
searches. They may be necessary when the question is complex.

An example of a complex, multi-faceted problem is "What are
the effects of classroom environment on disadvantaged youth
elementary schools?" There ar., three aspects of the question:
classroom environment, disadvantaged youth , and elementary schools.
Locating documents that deal specifically with the question in a
manual search would be extremely time consuming and difficult. And
because each of the three facets of the problem has a number of
related descriptors, it is even more difficult.

OPTIONAL SECTION (NOTE: Some instructors May wish to
include tie following section on the operations AND, OR, and NOT;
others may choose to delete it. )
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Transparency #27

Transparency #28
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- Computer search analysts use three operations from Boolean
Algebra to simplify the search process : AND , OR , and NOT .

Understanding the use of these terms aids in working with search
analysts .

To understand the three computer operations, think about all
third graders in Texas and call this Set A. Then think of sin
Mexican Americans in Texas and call this Set B .

A AND B means "A and also B ", thus the only persons
describee 3rd graders in Texas who are also Mexican Americans.
Mathematicians call this the intersection of two sets.

A OR B means "either A or B ," thus being a 3rd grader or
being Maican American qualifies a person for the new set. This is
called the union of two sets.

A NOT B means "all of A except that part which is also in B ,"
thus only non - Mexican American 3rd graders are included.

How do these operations help computer search analysts? Let's
look back at the question concerning classroom environment of
disadvantaged youth in elementary schools .

We would like to include all descriptors in our search, yet our
problem is concerned only with the intersection of the three sets of
descriptors.

All of the descriptors related to Classroom Environment are
combined using the operation OR so that the computer will consider
any document or article indexed under any one of these terms.

This same operation is completed for Disadvantaged Youth and
for Elementary Schools .
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ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

Participant Guide,
"Scenario of a Search"

3"

But since we are concerned only with the intersection of the
three concepts, the AND operation is used between sets.

If we call all descriptors related to Classroom Environment "Set
C", all related to Disadvantaged Youth "Set D", and all related to
Elementary Schools "Set E", then the computer would retrieve only
those documents indexed in all three sets; that is, only documents
addressing C and D and E. This is illustrated by the shaded
portion of the Venn diagram. (This is the end of Optional Section
on operations.)

Your major responsibility is formulating a specific question in
working with an information specialist. Review the two rules for
this that are Wind page 7 of your participant guide.

Now let's return to our fifth grade teacher with a discipline
problem. In "Scenario of a Search" on page 7, we follow an on-line
computer search.

In searching for appropriate documents, the fifth grade teacher
and an information specialist found that there were:

1,109 documents indexed under "Discipline;"
664 documents indexed under "Discipline Policy;"
469 documents indexed under "Discipline Problem;"

1,898 documents indexed under either "Discipline" or
"Discipline Policy" or "Discipline Problems."

Some of these documents were indexed under more than one
descriptor (1,109 plus 664 plus 469 = 2,232; however, the "or"
statement tells us there were only 1,898 documents in all).

Not all 1,898 documents and journal articles have DISCIPLINE,
DISCIPLINE POLICY, or DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS as major concepts.
Descriptors are marked with asterisks in resumes for those that do,
however. The computer search found that 1,055 of the 1,898
documents and journal articles were concerned with discipline as a
major concept.
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4

Transparency #29
Transparency #30

Participant Guide:
Simulation

I

1

39

Some of these, no doubt, were concerned with young children,
others with high school and older youth and adults. To narrow the
search further, descriptors related to intermediate grades were
identified (GRADE 4, GRADE 5, GRADE 6, INTERMEDIATE GRADES,
and ELEMENTARY EDUCATION). Not all these nearly 20,000
documents and journal articles were concerned with discipline.

To find how many of these documents were alSo about
discipline, the computer was again queried, this time for journal
articles and documents about intermediate grades that also were
about discipline. The answer: 52 titles. These 52 manuscripts
were most likely to yield answers to the fifth grade teacher's
question.

A printout of 20 titles is found in your participant guide. How
many are journal articles? Read the titles and identify those that
could be appropriate. (Discuss which ones were selected by
part.cipants and why).

Three" resumes are reprinted 4to illustrate information that is
found when referring to that sectiori. of RIE and CIJE.

(
Let's review the advantages and disadvantages of manual and

computer searches. (Read through material in transparency,
commenting on it as appropriate.)

The material in the simulation will provide further experience
in working with ERIC by further exploring resources related to
fifth-grade discipline. Turn to page 10 in your participant guide.
(NOTE: Read or summarize the introduction, then continue with the
first two instructions.

First, read through the titles of articles from CUE and
documents from RIE, liSting El and ED numbers of those you think
might be appropriate. The Subject Index from a semi-annual volume
and two monthly issues of RIE. and CIJE are included.
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ACTIVITY SUGGESTED NARRATION

Second, using the list of ED and r, j numbers, turn to the
resumes which immediately follow the Subject Indexes to identify
those that may be useful in solving this problem. Not all resumes
are reproduced, so you may encounter an EJ or ED number for
which there is .co resume in the .simulation materials.

(INSTRUCT')'' NOTE: After students hav' e completed this
phase of the simulation, lead them in a discussic . )

Which EJ and ED numbers did- they shoos
*Why?
Which article and document resumes are most likely to

include helpful information?

(. ollowing that discussioa ask participants to examine the
Subject Indexes and Resumes to answer the 6 probing questions in
the simulation. These questions are designed to extend their under-
standing of ERIC resources and how to use them. The answers are
not as important as the increaser: perspective of participants after
they have analyzed these resources ),

(After participants have individually 'answered the 6 probing
questions have them discuss their resp,.ises . Some potential
answers are listed , on pages 1-25 and 26 as a a uide to you as
instructor. They are not definitive, only illustrative, so let
participants work through their own set cf solutions .)

Actual Search (Optional) ) (INSTRUCTOR NOTE: If possible !-- we students complete an
actual search on a topic problem important to them using a nearby
ERIC collection .

Participant Test Number 2 Participant Test Number. 2 could be administered as part of
this activity. Masters for reproducing it are found in this module,
Part 11,B. )

Participant Assessment of Unit To obtain feedback from your students about this unit,
distribute "Participant Assessment of 1,1t1(. Unit" at this time, and

4 analyze results. A Master for reproducing this form is found in
Part 11, C of this module.
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PARTICIPANT TEST NUMBER 1
USING INFORMATION FROM ERIC

1. Match the ERIC resource with its appropriate use.

a. Guide to journal articles

CIJE b. List of ERIC descriptors

Thesaurus c. Includes resumes of unpublished
documents

Z. RH: and ,IJE are published

V

a. weekly

b. Monthly)

c. Annually

44,4,4:aot Ar ea. Agvq+A(44e
aryl_

3. ERIC generally_ does not accession certain types of resources. Mark the
resources listed below that you would expect to find in ERIC files.

a. Journal articles about education

b. Jdurnal articles about the substance of political science (not
political science education) 7714.01e.r.tst

c. Audio-visual resources (e.g. ,. films, film strips)

d. Education conference reports

e. Educational research final reports

f. Educational dissertations

g. Advertizing or promotional material

h. Catalogs

Legislation in progress. c",,,,q,A 6d

Final reports of federal projects

43
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4. RIE and CI JE contain several indexes. Circle R1E and/or C:1 J1. il
partculaL index is included .

Index

Subiect Index
Author Index
Institution Index
Journal Contents Index
Publication Type

found in

Semi-annual cumulative issues of R11: include indexes only.

S

or f tarsi''

annual cumulative issues of CI I E include both indexes and resumes.
or False"'

ERR: pro ides copies f mos jour dl d des i dexe in CI] E. 'Fru,' or '

J6444.fta4 d^.-
ERIC provides copies of most -documents indexed in RIE. False"'

E1 stands for "ERIC Journal" while ED epresents "ERIC Document ." Fru
False")

10. Identify the meanin of each part of the following RIE resume.

11

_1.1) 184 679 I", I); I '
--- 0 ,t.c. `,. 1 tatIth I' 14 ,'', 11 , h.., I

/k %lull' Ihmens)^41 Approach to Successful
F irls ( hldhood Intersention/1' Dth Nr, pop .,/\,,, 4; Part( pf( ..L. I, I I, ; 1,, , \I ,

11 ii ,,I ,ht \n A..' 01 1 I - I:, I it,. , h 1.

/ f t'"'"" lk"'''"+ \i: \r''
,,,,, ,

' A . , r'. ..,p,Is _L, : 4 I Sr 'I4
\I, L Ing ParLI, I I COI

I. PRS Price %11.011 P( 02 Plus Postage

//c10.,1 1 ,11th I At, t I i I' '0,1 t

' .. I, I, V, Id' mi. NJ' ',Utt't I 1) . , 1

/ # 'I II, ;Is S" ' thtt ft' lAtt,tr,h,rt 11,,, L % l I
Ill ki,IF Instl. II,n If IL rso t , I

Sit1,I,. V troll Pall, 4,0 , ' PR -. I , I

1

ht 11 PI.,p,I dill i IlL,I1,1.11... ,,,,,,
/I.,' 1,I,', I, 1,11hpl, \I,,,j,' 1,,,h,, 11,g 1'1

1r 111 1.111[1l1 r ..t fit, II1L .14,p, III" I,' ik II1L ,
, I 1,11 I , y , , , ' ofm, ,I If , \ I "4, , \l,,,I,

, , 1,,,,,, (NI \UT, ,,1,,, ,,r , 1, 1 ,1
.11 . till 111 11q1 1141 11 1 Cf 1011, tti '

II, I Vt'. 1 I It lt ttItt .f. IL, 'I''LL I., ,',.. I, ,1
; l'L ' i " o s . IT'L I I IlottIL ...., of I, 0,o1 tt 1't

h,, ,I. II thr II.LI,h' 144.,,, ,,Ir I, ",
\ I \11'1' ,,..orlriLd I 'l t 'Il..Itt t...1: I , t
rt.t,. I t o II , gr.,. III ,t .4 , t. t t

I, : II,/ 0 JiL II 'LL I, r, t. t .,I,

th' h,t,l', rnE,,,AL I hl A `t t

a Where and when was this

paper presented?

b What would a microfiche of this

document cost from EDRS?

(Oue Look at sample order

form on page 14 )

What does this asterisk rnean?

\t \ 'Pr, 1.1 t,t t ,1 "1

1 o'r '1

Identify the meaning of each part of the following CUE resume.

212 454 I

kerbal Tes Performance of Superior High School/
Students 1965.19 ( olanpel, ()Out!' a Which Clearinghouse entered

itlAr 1,utnii for the fdu..otro, of ;,7c
.2 M 2111 Star p-r this article in ERIC?

Deu ',Nor %,cptonal ( h Id RCSC4,. .(Ott
"01 Students Sc"ondirt. I d,..

end Analysis est.
hr art, lc present, a Trend 4nallow. ,,t
/',I 'Ai Ain, n; super.'" htith ult ,,I st ,tent. the V. t

sin Insenht, t,, lilt 'tied Studcr's %oh's vet' I n111 r
on the s'rhal Kst ornttns supenut hthtt, Rude i\
and cIrscrith rade \ I) students has tc,,A rd .,sct
the pest I: ',ear% 14 uthtui

(Que Use Clearinghouse list

in back of this unit



12. What is the meaning of the following terms used in the Thesaurus of ERIC
Descriptors?

10 SN Seor 144 14

U F tielgul Fat"
N T Wir-Ar'fir---#4,- 74144",

BT Feeed46". 7;101
RT RAAstzil Ttex...
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PARTICIPANT TEST NUMBER 2
USING INFORMATION FROM ERIC

1. What is the 'cation of the nearest ERIC microfiche collection? (NOTE: If
you do not now, consult the "Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections"
available ,free from FIRIC or from your instructor. 6114,4

,440-4"4;cA.

*144 11,4441...
COE, and the Thesaurus2. Where are copies of RIE,

located in your library?

4.14-e4-1

3. Identify
about.

of ERIC Descriptors
64ce-

A
Gt

EL/C'
a topic, problem, or conc.lat you would like, to know more
State it as a question. 4.

4(11 gt4A

4. Make a manual search using this question as a guide.

5. If this is your first experience with ERIC resources, spend some time
simply glancing through each to become better acquainted. Find out in RIE
what the current cost for microfiche is from EDRS and how to order
documents. Read the ads in the back about other ERIC resources. Note
the names of journals indexed in CIJE. Learn to use two other displays in
Thesaurus not introduced herein Two-Way Hierarctil5a) Term Display and\.._

Descriptor Group Display. )170,61 944,42, idea_dr (
6. Where are computer searches available nearby? How long do they take?

How much do they cost? Who do you contact. to make one? .
arias, "AA. 9140,1 14114 elWit6XAmer1440-110.4.4614410:40.044fri 414

.C411100111404116 or-

A 44. 4,4
7. Ca icr e )be reproduced on paper copy at the library or institution

with an ERIC collection? How is this done? What are the costs?

46
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ANSWERS TO SIMULATION EXERCISE

1.&2. Some of the potential documents and journal articles include:

D 177 691 200 758 EJ 213
ED 178 40 EJ 21)7 504 EJ 216
ED 179 887 EJ 207 505 EJ 216
F1) 180 115 EJ 210 896 EJ 216
1.D 182 023 EJ 213 028 El 217

Documents with research- findings include:

EJ 218

ED 175 112 ED 180 985 EJ 209
ED 175 534 ED 182 780 EJ 210
ED 175 536 ED 183 285 EJ 210
ED 176 378 ED 183 j41 EJ 213
ED 178 094 ED 183 542 EJ 214
ED 179 328 ED 183 543 EJ 218
ED 180 075 ED 183 545 EJ 218

ED'183 549 EJ 218
ED 184 729

556
073
898
899
683
124

186
366
664
556
886
088 fro
657
696 irr

4. Documents summarizing information on "discipline.' include dti

ED 175 087 ED 181 150
ED 177 729 ED 182 015
ED 180 054 ED 182 827

5. Document accessioned by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education are
coded SP.

ED 183 541 EJ 210 271
ED 183 543 EJ 213 556
ED 183 545 EJ 216 898
ED 183 549 EJ 216 899

6. Teacher education modules include:

ED 183 545 EJ 207 538
EJ 216 899

f'S
s I I I y 01.-111/41\JI JG

:,.ciude
ly .7) ill

ED 175 534 ED 183 550 EJ 211 743
ED 178 *094 ED 183 551 El 213 028
ED 175 536 ED 184 722 EJ 218 124
ED 183 542 ED 164 729 EJ 218 238
*ED 183 549 EJ 208 467 EJ 218 657

EJ 209 458

4 7
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. Some of the cues for uestion i s title. "A study of ;" Publirdt;on
Type: Reports-researc reported in iournals like Ame_ rican
Educational Research Journal that publish only research studies.

Some cues for question 4: Publication Type. Information Analysis (07o).

The ERIC Clearinghouse accession code SP for Teacher Education, the only
clue, listed in resumes.

uestion 6 clues include titles, words like nservce and teacher educt.)n,
use of the descriptor, Teacher Education_

ad0 4,4,c 6444 eig;?'
em,rAbs.. Wafts

Is
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HOW TO USE THE INDEPENDENT LEARNING UNIT

The independent learning unit, A Teacher's Guide tq ERIC, is an optional
learning experience to the one directed by an instructor.

PREPARATION FOR UNIT

To prepare for the unit, complete the following steps.

1. Reproduce adequate copies for each participant of: (a) A Teachers' Guide
to ERIC (found in Part III, A of this module) and (h) Participant
Assessment of the Unit (Part III, B).

-,,. Complete the unit yourself as an orientation to be able to answer questions
that might arise.

3. You may wish to make available to participants the following resources: (a)
the Completely Revised Edition of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors
(1980); (b) Resources in Education (RIE), 'published after Jtily, 1980; (c)
Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE), published after July, 1980;

(d) a recent ERIC document on microfiche (with an ED number greater than
ED 182 413; and a microfiche reader. It is import4nt to provide access to
current resources since nvjor changes occurred in 1980.

4. Review the attached Resources (Part IV of this module) so you can call
participants' attention to selected features.

5. If you are not familiar with ERIC, search for information in your particular
field of interest.

6. As background information, you may wish to read (a) Notes about ERIC for
the Instructor (Part I, pages 30-32); a Glossary of ERIC Terminology (Part
I, pages 33-35); and Selected References/Resources on ERIC (Part I, pages
36-37).

USING THE UNIT

In distributing the Independent Learning Unit, A Teacher's Guide to FRIG,
you may wish to make these points.

1. Thousands of documents are written each year. Many of them are
particularly helpful to teachers, prospective teachers, and other professional
educators.

The problem is locating them. Many remain unpublished or available only to
a limited group of educators.

The U. S. Department of Education sponsors an information-retrieval system
especially for educators that helps gain access to this and other literature. It is
called the Educational Resources Information Center, or ERIC. The purpose of
this unit is to help you more effectively use ERIC resources.

49
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fietore giving you a copy of the unit , let me share three vignettes ,t)f
how teachers have used ERIC. (tiOT E. Thene vignettes are printed on page 11
in the participant guide, some instruc tors hand out guides, then read vignettes
with participants

A high school economics teacher wanted to make his course more meaningful
to his students through a career-exploration unit. He stated his need:- in tilld

: "1 iOVs, can I design a six-week unit on career exploration that is act i
entered and reality-based"" Using the description "( he found more

than 1(H) documents in a single month's issue of RIL, two 'of which he ordered,
read, and used in designing his unit (1.1) 183 926, "Community-Based Lear ning
Instructional Intbrmation for Developing and Implementing Communitv-lia-aqi
Learning Programs for Career Development in Secondary Schools," and 1.1)
920, "Dickinson High School Career Awareness. Nine Week Mini-unit" )

With the influx of Spanish-speaking students, a twat school in Ar i/ona
initiated an 1.R lc search, using as problem questions, "What ,are other sr hoof

, districts doing to teach bilingual students') What c urriculum material-, are
available' Are there any special student needs other than language that \\e
should be concerned with')" Several ERIC searches were conducted to gather
information on these questions, resulting in d wealth of ideas, lists, resource:,,
and research by schools and universities that formed the basis for d bilincfual
program that was unique to the community but based on d wealth of experience.

A third-grade teacher was concerned about her low-achkeving mathematics
pupils. Her methods and materials did not seem to motivate the children nor
result in increased learning. It was a frustrating time. Her problem was,
"What can I do to increase mathematics comprehension of my students" An
I.RIC search turned up a 63-page document developed by teachers and filled with
ideas, activities, and materials she could use. She has already adapted some of
these and marked others for future use.

3. Hand out participant guide, A Teacher's CAnde to ERIC ). This guide
may be completed independently. The three objectives are on the first page.
You will learn to use three major ERIC resourcesResources in Education ( called
RIE ), Current Index to Journals in Education ( CUE), and Thesaurus of ERIC
Descriptors. NOTE:: ''ou may wish to sbow copies of these at this time if they
are avaiTable, )

You will also learn to conduct a manual search and to work with an
information specialist to complete a computer search.

4. There are four self-tests. The first two test your knowledge of 1:1i IC;
the third asks you to locate ERIC resources in the local area ; while the last test
Is based on a simulated ERIC search . Answers to Tests 1 , 2, and 4 are located
in your unit; however, you are asked to answer clItestions yourself as a learning
process before checking the "textbook answers."

"id*" Nemplete this unit independently or, if you wish, with another person.
YourAnstructor will be available to answer your questions.

6. Finally, this unit is not one simply to complete; it is to be used You
will find that the more you use and rely on 1.1th the mort powerful t his
educational resource bec omen.

of/
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7. (NOTE TO INSTRUCTOR: You may wish participants actually to
complete a manual search, or to negotiate a computer search as a culmination
exercise. This could be used to test each participant's ability to use ERIC to
solve a problem. )

(Some instructors have used as final examinations on this unit the
Participant 'rests found in the Instructor-Directed Learning Unit ( Part II ,B ).
Please note that these are almost identical tc the self-tests in the Independent
Learning Unit. )

(To obtain participant feedback on the unit, ask each person to complete
the "Participant Assessment of the Unit." The master for duplicating this
instrument is found in Part III, B of this nodule. )

---------

1
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NOTES ABOUT ERIC FOR INSTRUCTORS

The following Notes were written in response to questions instructors ask
but are not directly related to the content in the units. They provide back-
ground information for you.

Names change over time. In 1964, ERIC stood for Educational Research
Information Center. The name was changed to Educational Resources Information
Center in 1967.

Resources in Education ( RIE ) was called Research in Education prior to
January, 1975.

ERIC is the major archive for the vast amount of "fugitive" literatur-e --
generated in education. Such literature is not generally published (or published
in limited quantities ) and is usually lost to 'potential users after a- short time.

Beginning with the August, 1979 issue of RIE, price codes for microfiche
(MI) and reproduced live! copies (PC) replaced the specific prices that had
previously been used. This avoided obsolete costs appearing in RIE.

The 8th Edition of the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, Completely Revised,
was published in .1980. Changes ark -idditions are continua-Ty being made and
are listed in each monthly issue of RIE and CIJE.

The Thesaurus includes four displays, only two of which are discussed in
this module: Alphabetical Display and the Rotated Display. The Two-way
flierachical Display lists descriptors in relation to Theirbroader and narrower
terms (A-T) and (NT). A system of colons, periods, and positionsvis used to
indicate the degree of broadness and narrowness of terms. The fourth display,
the Descriptor Group Display, clusters descriptors into 52 groups of topics such
as: --Abilities, Demography, Instruction, and Resources. It is useful when a
general area of interest is known rather than a specific topic.

In addition to coltecting the literature of education for announcement in RIE.
and CIJE, the ERIC Clearinghouses publish a number of Information Analysis
Products. A copy of the most recent IAP brochure is attached to this module.
The Clearinghouses analyze and synthesize the literature into research reviews,
annotated bibliographies, state-of-the-al I. studies, interpretative studies on
topics of high current interest, and many similar documents designed to
compress the vast amount of information available and to meet the needs of [Ric
users. These products constitute new contributions to the literature by ERIC.

The Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections rind the Directory of ERIC
Search Services, updated about every two years, provide useful information on
support services. Copies of both are attached to this module.



Periodically, ERIC prepares bibliographies of its Information Analysis
Products. All items in the series to date are listed below.

Accession Number of
Bibtiography (in RIE)

ED-029 161
ED-034 089
I.D-041 598
ED- -14 827
ED-017 512
ED-087 411
ED-126 856
ED-168 608

ED -180 499
ED-191 502

Period Covered
(Fiscal Year)

Number
of Items

FY1968 149
FY1969 240
FY1970 366-
FY.1971 416
FY1972 415
FY1973 396
1Y1974/1975 534
FY1976/1977/1978 600
(thru DPc. 1977)

Jan.-Dec. 1978 211
Jan.-Dec. 1979 159

TOTAL 3,486

A Each of tte 16 Clearinghouses is responsible for acquiring documents within
its scope; selecting those to be included in ERIC; cataloging, indexing, and
abstracting them; and preparing resumes containing this information. In
addition, each Clearinghouse provides services to users and conducts its own
publications program. Many Clearinghouses publish regular newsletters, free or
for a minimal charge. To receive them, write to those Clearinghouses in your
areas of interest.

The ,ERIC Processing and Reference Facility in Maryland receives document
resumes from all 16 Clearinghouses, checks them, and transcribes them on
computer tape.

AThese computer tapes are available for sale. While many organizations
purchase these tapes to use on their own computers, a number of special
retriev-,1 services are available. They supply the, computer, ERIC tapes, and
often other data bases. The user of one of these online computer services is
responsible for developing the search strategy and connecting (usually by
telephone line) a terminal with the central computer. For information on costs
and services, contact computer services directly. The three major ones
currently offering the ERIC database are:

Bibliographic Retrieval Services, 'Inc. (BRS)
Corporation Park
Bldg. 702
Scotia, New York 12302
800/833-4707
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Lockheed Information Systems
DIALOG Marketing Dept.

50-20/201
3251 Hanover Street
Palo Alto, :alifornia 94304
800/227-'1960

System Development Corporation (SDC)
2500 Colorado Avenue
Santa Monica, California 90406
800/421-7229

S4
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GLOSSARY OF ERIC TERMINOI,OGY

Several terms used in this module have been selected from a comprehensive
set by Marilyn R. Laubacher, A Glossary of ERIC Tcrminology (Sy-acuse: ERIC
Clearinghouse on Information Resources, 1978), -D 168 506.

ABSTRACT. A tersely written 200-word narrE've description of the subject
content and scope of a document. Each citation in RI,. includes an
abstract.

ALPHABETICAL DESCRIPTOR DISPLAY. Main sectinn of the Thesaurus, listing
Descii-Ptors in alphabetical order and for each descriptor providing scope

notes; synonyms, narrower, broader, and related terms; usage Dostirigs;
and a date indicating when the Descriptor was adop,.ed for usage.

CENTRAL ERIC (c ERIC). The organizational unit within the Department of
EciTacation responsible for the ERIC network, its budgeting, funding,
planning, pr.; ;ram development, monitoring, and policy sear g. All ERIC
contractors (e.g. , ERIC Facility, EDRS, Clearinghouses, CIJE Contractor,
etc. ) report to Central ERIC.

CLEARINGHOUSE. A contractor within the ERIC network that Likes responsibility
-Tor the acquisition and processing of materials in one of tne mr-ior areas of

the of edurition; e.g. , Information Resources, Higher Education,
Educational Management, Early Childhood Education. ERIC Clearinghouses
have traditionally been located within non-profit institutions such as
universities or professional associations; the exact number ,cul-netitly 16)
varies with the shifting needs of the educational community. A list of
Clearinghouses, with addresses and phone numbers . is included in the
participant guides.

CURRENT INDEX TO JOURNAL0 IN EDUCATION (CIJE). e monthly index to
the periodicafliterature covering about 800 major edi. ition and education -
related publications. It includes a Main Entry section ,.ith annotations and
is indexed by subject, author, and journal contents.

DESCRIPTOR. An index term of one or more words, found in the ERIC
Thesaurus, which can be chosen for the purpose of describing,
Ch-aract-eFzing, or indexing the subject content of a document or journal
article. ERIC users can locate documents and articles by searching RIE
and CIJE subject indexes using selected descriptors.

DESCRIPTOR GROUP DISPLAY. W rd by word alphabetical listing of Descriptors
witEin Descriptor Groups; found i the back of the Thesaurus.

ED NUMBER. ERIC Document Number, an accession number assigned to titles in
RIE and used to locate abstracts in the Resume section as well as
microfiche.

EJ NUMBER. ERIC Journal Number; an accession number assigned to titles in
CI JE and used to local article annotations in the Main Entry section.
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ER lc "I he acronym for Educational Resources Information Center.

ERIC: DoCUMEN REPR(DDUCTI0N SERVICE (EDRS). The ERIC contractor
Uresponse for -filming documents, Tait ling SIAM-ding orders (subscriptions )

for microf lc ha, and processing on-demand individual order's for both
microf lc he and paper -copy. Receives documents and data for this purposc
from ERR: I P.,cidress for ordering is P. 0. Box ,r1rlington,
Virginia 2.'210

Mc: TAPES Nlagnet tape copies of t h- files of bibliographic (fta assembled by
the EP k: system Dit fere, I files and formats tire available trom the I.R
Proi essing and Reference Facility.

till RAW :1-11CAl. I 1.104 DISH AY ( T)A0 .AY). A listing of Descriptors :ihowing
relations-hips between broader and narrower terms; found in the bac k ot the
I hesaurus

'DEVI If II R An index term for a specific en ; e g. project,
person , organization , coined term, acronym, or equipment . I here
are ERIC guidelines tor the construction of Identifiers, but, unlike
Descriptors, they re not formally controlled, defined, or strut ut ed.
Identifiers are intended to provide additional specialized indexing depth.
Major Identifiers are listed in the Subject Index of RIF. and CUE.

Itif ( )RM.11 ION ANAL YSIS PRODUCTS OAPs ) Publications commissioned and
pcoauced by each Clearinghouse, including bibliographies, topical papers,
literature reviews, directories, and state-of-the-art papers within the scope
of interest of that Clearinghouse.

INS i t. I IoN, INDEX . Found in RIE , this index lists document titles under the
institution responsible for producing them and under their sponsiii rnq
agency when applicable. Arranged .n alphabetical order by name of
university, agency, association, etc.

R 'ONTENTS INDEX. Located in the back of etch issue of (111 , this
alphabetical listing of journals reviewed for that issue also inclicif es the
titles of the articles indexed from each lour-nal

MA 1( R ' LSCR IP I OR . A Descriptor ropresenting one of the major «i( opts
contained in a document :Major Descriptors appear n the hod-
nclexes In c,roer to restrict the -lie of the indexes, no more than ix tc,)

Descriptors may he designated as Nlajor A Descriptor is NIcijor c,r !,.11 nor

only in the context of peirti( ular document or jour nal article here it is
being used and hOt in her en tiy . An asterisk c *) is used to denote a Maim'
Descriptor in the Doc ument Resume Seclior RU, and the 'Agin I ntry
Section of CUE.

RI Sot licES I EDUCA ['ION c RIE ) A monthly journal of resumes announcing
recently completed rest rc h reports,- descriptions of fire jec is and
oub,tanding programs, and ot her documents of educational signifRance It

contains ;,ubject author, and institution indexes
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ROTATIA) :RIP'l OR DISPLAY. A list of all Thesaurus Descriptors in which
the complete terms for multi-word Descriptors are entered in alphabetical
order by each word in the term Used to trace a single word or concept
which o« ur , in More than one Descriptor; e.g. , Information, Information
Retrieval, Community Information Services.

R DESt ;R PTuRS . A book containing 1 he : t ruct u red

ontroIled \,o( abuliary of educational terms used by ERIC which are called
Descriptor ['hese terms are used in indexing and retrieving documents
and iournal artik ies in the ERIC system. New terms are added to the
vocabularly as it becomes necessary, and are included in the bac k of

monthly and semi-annual RIL and CUE: volumes.

t:N!VIAiSITY MICROFILMS INTERNA FIONAL tIMI This company provides
commercial- reprint service for many of the journals regularL, covered by

The availability is found in the Source Journal !minx
address is 31)0 Nor th Xeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
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I
Introduction to LRIC, Information Resources Pub. , Syracuse l,nversity,

School of Education, 130 Huntington Hall, Syracuse, N .Y . 13210 (20 masters for
transparency production, script ), ($5.50 ).

CI JE, (rryx Press, 2211 North Central Ave. , Phoenix, Ar ii. W)0/1
( brochure ) , ( f ree ).

lio)A to Sear( h the 1.1tIc System, Library Accounting office, l ni3, ersity
Research Library, Loiv,Tsty of calitorna, Los Arweles, cal . 90021 ( Y) i',nim
.,ldes, a 121,, mnu-e . .ssette, and 12-page guide ), ($35.00).
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USING INFORMATION FROM ERIC
TO SOLVE EDUCATIONA1: PROBLEMS:

A Resource Module for
Teacher Education

PART II
0

INSTRUCTOR-DIRECTED LEARNING UNIT

This Part of the Module includes all the masters required for
the Instructor-directed Learning Unit on ERIC.

Duplicate sections A, B, and C for participant use

A. Participant Guide: SECURING INFORMATION THROUGH ERIC

B. Participant Tests

C. Participant Assessment of the Unit

Make Transparencies from the Masters in Section D

D. Transparency Masters: Numbers 1-30
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11. INSTRUCTOR-DIRECTED LEARNING UNIT

A. The following 23 masters are used to

duplicate the Participant Guide,

securing Through ERIC

uu



ERIC.

lo

Participant Guide

SECURING INFORMATION

THROUGH ERIC
W. Robert Houston

University of Houston

Clearinghouse On Teacher Education

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 610

Washington, D.C., 20036



THE NEED TO KNOW

Thousands of documents are writte r. Many are
particularly helpfu teacher*: The problem is locating them. Many

or available only to a select few people who
happen to be aware of their existence.

..----------

The U.S. Department of Education sponsors an information-
retrieval system especially for educators that helps gain access to
this and other literature. It is called the Educational Resources
Information Center, or ERIC.

This guide is part of a unit designed for teachers and prospective
teachers. The unit has three objectives.

1. Describe information available in three ERIC publications
(Resources in Education, (RIE], Current Index to Journals in
Education (CUE], and Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors).

2. Conduct an ERIC manual search.

3. Describe how to work with an information specialist to c "mplete
an ERIC computer search.

This guide focuses on Objectives 2 and 3.
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SOLVING PROBLEMS/SEEKING INFORMATION

How can the ERIC resources be used to
solve your problems as a classroom teacher
or to provide needed information? Read
these three vignettes of how teachers used
and were aided by ERIC.

A high school economics teacher
wanted to make his course more
meaningful to his students through a
career-exploration unit. He stated his
needs in this way: "How can I design a
six-week unit on career exploration that
is activity-centered and reality-based?"
Using the descriptor "Career," he
found more than 100 documents in a
single month's issue of RIE, two of
which he ordered, read, and used in
designing his unit (ED 183 926,
"Community-Based Learning: Instruc-
tional Information for Developing and
Implementing Community-Based
Learning Programs for Career Develop-
ment in Secondary Schools;" and ED
183 920, "Dickinson High School
Career Awareness. Nine Week Mini-
unit").

With the influx of Spanish-speaking
students, a rural school in Arizona
initiated an ERIC search, using as
problem questions, "What are other
school districts doing to teach bilingual
students? What curriculum materials are
available? Are there any special student
needs other than language that we
should be concerned with?" Several
ERIC searches were conducted to .

6''

gather information on these questions,
resulting in a wealth of ideas, lists,
resources, and research by schools and
universities that formed the basis for a
bilingual program that was unique to the
community but based on a wealth of
experience.

A third-grade teacher was concerned
about her low-achieving mathematics
pupils. Her methods and materials did
not seem to motivate the children nor
result in increased learning, It was a
frustrating time. Her problem was "What
can I do to increase mathematics com-
prehension of my students?" An ERIC
search turned up a 63-page document
developed by teachers and filled with
ideas, activities, and materials she could
use. She has already adapted some of
these and marked others for future use.

We can draw two conclusions from these
illustrative situations: (1) ERIC is helpful to
teachers in solving a wide range of
problems, and (2) the first step in the
process is defining the problem.

These are two basic ways to use ERIC,
each of which will be described in the next
section. In one, we search for documents
ourselves (called a manual search); in the
other method, an information specialist
helps us complete a computer search.

A search of the ERIC information base is
similar to any literature research project. it

can be conducted systematically and
thoroughly and yield useful, organized
information or it can be conducted in a
sloppy, haphazard manner with sloppy,
haphazard results. ERIC is organized so
that a systematic, thorough search is
possible and relatively easy to do, provided
a few common-sense steps are carried out.

C (4
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CONDUCTING A MANUAL SEARCH

To illustrate a manual search, let's take a
topic teachers generally indicate is one of
their most persistent and pesky problems
classroom discipline. What does ERIC offer
with regard to this problem? Follow these 5
steps.

1. State Problem

Define the problem This is usually stated
as a question. Attempt to be precise. It often
helps to think of concepts or key variables to
be used in the search

Problem Statement

What can I do to improve discipline in
my fifth grade class?

(key variables are underlined )

2. Identify Key Descriptors

Use the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors to
identify key terms for the search.

The Alphabetical Descriptor Display
includes "Discipline" as one descriptor if
additional search terms are needed, use
narrower terms (NT), or related terms (RT),
or turn to other descriptors such as
"Discipline Policy" and "Discipline
Problems."

She Rotated Descriptor Display often
suggests additional descriptors to use in the
search.

DISCIPLINE
CUE 509 RIF 513

OF Classroom Discipline
Disciplinary Action

NT Dismissal (Personnel)
Expulsion
Suspension
Teacher Discipline

RT Classroom Techniques
Codes 01 Ethics
Corporal Punishment
Delay Of Gratification
Discipline Policy
Discipline Problems
Proctoring

Punishment

Sanction
.Self Control

Jul 1966

DISCIPLINE POLICY
CIJE 351

BT Policy
RT Codes Of Ethics

Corporal Punishment
Discipline

Dress Codes
Plagiarism

School Policy
Student Rights

Jul 1966
PIE 284

DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS Jul 1966
CUE 252 RIE 202

BT Problems
RT Behavior Problems

Discipline
Stealing

Alphabetical Descriptor Display

PHYSICAL
SEVERE

ACCESSIBILITY ( FOR

ECONOMICALLY
EDUCATIONALLY

TEACHER
INTELLECTUAL

DISABILITIES
DISABILITIES
DISABLED)
DISADVANTAGED
DISADVANTAGED
DISADVANTAGED -

DISADVANTAGED ENVIRONMENT
DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS
DISADVANTAGED YOUTH
DISARMAMENT
DISCIPLINE
DISCIPLINE POLICY
DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS
DISCIPLINE
DISCIPLINES
DISCLOSURE
tr.SCOGRAPHIES
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

Rotated Descriptor Display

f;
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3. Examine RIE and CIJE for Appropriate
Documents and Journal Articles

Consult the Subject Index in recent
monthly issues of RIE for currnnt documents
listed under "Discipline" and other applicable
descriptors you have selected. Also, check
the cumulative indexes to RIE using these
same descriptors.

Discipline
Classroom Management in the Social Studies
Class How to Do It Series. Series 2, No 7

ED 178 419
Discipline. Discrimination, DispropZotionality
and Discretion A Legal Memorandum

ED 177 731
The Forum, A Publication of the Department of
Studies in Education, volume I, Number I,
Spnns, 1979

ED 178 478
Student Discipline Practical Approaches

ED 177 691
Styles of Parental Disciplinary Practices As a
Mediator of Children's Learning from Antisocial
Television Portrayals

ED 178 094

RIE Subject Index

6

Extend your search to journals by
examining both monthly and cumulative
issues of CIJE.

Do Cohn.
I'suung to Ration t Idt-n's Att. nu% cites% and Peen's! Do

plum %hod! Palo.; ()won't' v2S n4 p2S I 64 I I, I 1479
I I 21191'0

loco ( an Do It' lb% 'onto, b,.i,u,G4 v1I9 n2 1.10f,
08,110,112 Sep 1979 11213102N

Open Education And Pupil (onto,' Ideologies of 1 eat.hers
Journal of Edmational Resear.h v73 n1 p15 49 Sep-Ott
1979 EJ 21.1536

Discipline Problems
su 1. a tine Young Man Independent thool, v31 n4

.16 May 1979 U2119911
Set Dificiences m Rivoll.c to Sintubuccl Employee Discipline

eses Personnt/ Ps). hology, v32 n1 039 SO tall 1979
EJ 212 067

the Relationship between Student Victories in the Courts and
Student Violence in the Schools Contemporary Education.
v50 n4 p226.312 Sum 1979 El 213 502

Classroom Discipline Where Are We Now' Education. v;c10
n2 pl .11 37 Win 1979 EJ 211816

CIJE Subject Index

List the ED numbers from RIE and the EJ
numbers in CIJE of potentially appropriate
documents and articles.

Cs
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4. Read Resumes of Documents awl
Journal Articles

Use the ED numbers to find the RIE
resumes in the Resume section of RIE
volumes . .

ED 177 691 EA 012 182
Modest Discipline: Practical Approaches.
National School Boards Association, Washington,

DC
Report No NSBA-RR-1979.2
Pub Date- 79
Note -34p
A%ailable from National School Boards Assoc.a-

Hon, 1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N W Wash.
ington, D C 20007 (S7 50, quantity discounts,
shipping and handling charges will be added to
billed orders)

Pub Type Reports Descriptive (14!)
EDRS Price MF01 Plus Postage. PC Not Ave..

ble from EDRS.
Descriptors Community Involvement, Disci-

pline, Discipline Policy. Elementary Secondary
Education. Instructional Impro%ement, Pro-
gram Descriptions
This report covers trends in discipline policies and

policymaking and alternativc and innosativc

RIE Resume

And EJ numbers to locate annotations of
journal articles in both monthly and
cumulative issues of CIJE

EJ 213 0211 PS 508 010
You Cu Do It! Discipline. Canter, Lee Instructor,
v89 n2 p106-08,110,112 Sep 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors Assertiveness. Disciphne. Discipline

Problems. Elementary Education. Elementary
School Teachers, Guidelines, 'Teacher Attitudes

Discusses classroom discipline and presents suuestic ,s on
how teachers can become more assertive in their class
rooms (CM)

CIJE Resume

6;)

5. Finally, Secure Articles and
Documents

If you want to read the full text of the
RIE document, you have several options

(1) Order microfiche from EDRS using
the ED number

(2) Order paper coi:v from EDRS

MOW TO ORDER ERIC DOCUMENTS

WINO "tozt;.1.,
sow.. calm., ,111 O. X. 1 CO.

.11PORTANTIMS1WC
Ali...

WM. 1111.0 -V....
.16/1.10111 ay.10111

11.1, 1 PINGO MUIR
,nowsn raom

WC% 4.11..11.1.1t.

r

(3) Read microfiche at any convenient
ERIC collection

(4) Reproduce paper copies of
individual microfiche page's at the
nearest ERIC collection

(5) Order the document from its
original source

To read the full text of an article identified
in CIJE, you have three options

(1) Locate Journal in the nearest library.

(2) Order reprints from journal publisher

(3) Order reprints f -c University
Microfilms International if UMI is
indicated on the resume

7r)



0
NEGOTIATING A COMPUTER SEARCH

..

Computer searbs of the ERIC database
often are more effident than manual
searches, particularly when the problem is
complex. .

A search may be conducted through an
ERIC Clearinghouse or through one of the
many-organizations or libraries with
resources to do so. These are listed in a free
booklet, Directory of ERIC Search Services.
Users do not complete the search
themselves; they work with a computer
search analyst or information specialist.

Your major task is to formulate a specific
question for the Search. The computer
search analyst will help in defining your
problem, then will translate it into descriptors
to be used in the search.

The more specifically the topic is defined,
the more easily it can be researched and the
more useful the information obtained from
the search is likely to be. Two rules help
define a problem more specifically.

1. Think about the facets of the topic that
are of particular interest to y ur. For
discipline, as an example, ask:

Why is disc phne of interest or
concern to me?

What particular aspects of discipline
am I interested in?

Who or what specific population
stimulated my interest?

71

2. Write a complete statement or
question on the topic or problem on
which the ERIC search is to be
conducted.

SCENARIO OF A SEARCH

A fifth grade teacher was concerned with
classroom discipline. The problem statement
was as follows:

What can I do to improve the discipline
in my fifth grade class?

He wondered how many documents were
related to each of these variables. The
computer was asked to provide the number
lot the descriptors, Discipline, Discipline
Policy, and Discipline Problems. The printout
was

1,109 documents
664 documante
469 documents

1,996 documents

DI*CIPLINE
DISCIPLINE POLICY
DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS
DISCIPLINE or DISCIPLINE

POLICY or DISCIPLINE
PROBLEMS

Some of these documents were indexed
under more than one descriptor. How do we
know? (1,109 -f 664 + 469 = 2,232:
however, the last statement tells us that
them were only 1,898 documents in all.)

Recall that Major Descriptors describe
important concepts in a document. Unless
otherwise directed, computer searches will
identify documents that are classified by
both major and minor descriptors. To further
limit the search, the teacher asked how
many documents had DISCIPLINE,
DISCIPLINE POLICY, DISCIPLINE
PROBLEMS as major descriptors. The
answer: 1,055.

Some of these documents and articles
were concerned with young children while
others with high school students or adults.
To narrow the search further, only
documents related to upper elementary
grades were considered. The following
descriptors were used: GRADE 5, GRADE
6, GRADE 4, ELEMENTARY EDUCATION,
and INTERMEDIATE GRADES. The number
of documents classified under each heading
was great.

1,331 documents
1,432 document.
1,197 documents
1,525 documents

16,623 documents
19,943 documents

GRADE S
GRADE 6
GRADE 4
INTERMEDIATE GRADES
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GRADE 5 or (MADE 6 or GRADE 4

or ELEMENTARY EDUCATION or
INTERMEDIATE GRADES

Of the 19,943 documents or articles on
Grades 4, 5, 6, Elementary Education, or
Intermediate Grades, how many also were
concerned with discipline? The computer
responded 52. The answers to the teachers
question about discipline for fifth graders are
more likely found in these 52 manuscripts
than in other ERIC resources.

7
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A printout of the titles of the first 20
documents (ED numbers) and journal
articUs (EJ numbers) follows. Read-them,
marking those thz.: seem most relevant to
the original question.

7:3

ED156314
The last straw A handbook of solutions to

school behavior problems

ED155216
Students' expectations. Rat.ngs of teacher

performance as biased by teachers' physical
attractiveness

ED153717
Parental disciplinary technique and the

development of children's moral judgment.

ED151334
An ethnographic study of an elementary

school teacher's establishment and mamtenance
of group norms

ED' 50159
The Texas teacher effectiveness study.

Student sex, grade, and socioeconomic status
differences in classroom process measures.

ED127380
Towards a theory of selected knowledge

acqu'sition patterns among black children.

ED095991
Influence of behavior settings on role of

inappropriate and appropriate behavior.

ED094420
Language arts in the open school.

E D084489
The modification of undesirable attitudes

and classroom behavior through constructive use
of social power in the school peer culture

ED084475
Disruptive students

EJ209067
Expectations and readies A study of tran-

sition from primary to intermediate grades

EJ192942
If I were boss . . .

EJ184001
The effect of observation of model behavior

on the establishment and stability of resistance
to deviation in children.

EJ161646
More theater and less creativity, please

EJ156309
Ten ways to prevent classroom chaos

EJ105559
Behavioral group counseling with disruptive

children

EJ103607
Get kids into the act

EJ099911
Socialization practices of parents, teachers,

and peers in Israel. The kibbutz versus the city

EJ093371
Other centeredness and susceptibilih to

chartable appeals Effects of perceived discipline

EJ089277
The effect of individual and interdepen-

dent contingencies on inappropriate classroom
behavior

8
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4

From the 52 documents, the resumes of
several were requested from the computer.
Three resumes are found below Which
would be most helpful to the fifth grade
teacher seeking assistance in handling
discipline problems?

EJ156309 AA525049
Ten ways to prevent classroom chaos

Garwood, S Gray
Teacher, 94, 2, 75 Oct 76

Descriptors *Discipline *Guidelines 'Substitute
Teachers, 'Student Teachers *Teacher Respon-

sibility/Elementary School Students
Substitute teachers are professional educators,

not merely shadows of regular classroom teachers
Here are some suggestions that not only encour-
age creative teaching but also make the job and the
students easier to handle (Author)

EJ192942 RC503103
If I Were Boss ...

Taylor, Raymcnd G , Jr
Education, v99 n1 p8-9 Fall 1978
Reprint UMI
Language English

Descriptors. *Curriculum *Discipline Elementary
School Students 'Facilities. Secondary School
Students Student Attitudes *Teaching validity

Identifiers *Pennsylvania
Describing Pennsylvania student responses (N

3,000, aged 8-19) to an open sentence "If I were
boss ", this article relates those responses to the
developmental stages of youth, evidencing concern
with facilities and discipline among younger stu-
dents and more intellectual preoccupations among
older students (JC)

75

ED153614 PS009919
The last straw: A handbook of solutions to school

behavior problems.
Volkmann, Christina 5
78 105p
Available from R & E Research Associates, Inc ,

936 lndustnal Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94303
(Paper, $6 00)

Document not available from EDRS
Descriptors' 'Behavior Problems 'Class Man-

agement Classroom Arrangement Discipline
Policy, Discipline Problems 'Elementary School
Students, Elementary School Teachers Par-
ent Teacher Cooperationi*Problem Solving
Resource Guidesi*Student Behavior Student
Teacher Relationship Teacher Responsibility
*Teacher Role
This informally written handbook for elementary

school teachers describes typical classroom be-
havioral problems and proposes ways of dealing .
with them The "problem" student is identified as
one who iequires tne teacher's personal energy or
reactions, drawing attention away from the remain-
der of the class and creating added burdens for the
teacher. Nineteen specific ca egones of problem
students are descnbed, include g the bully, the quiet
one, the superior snob, and the sneak For each
category, possible solutions to the behavior prob-
lem are described Penalties that students may be
subjected to in case the solutions prove inadequate
are also suggested. In addition to this, general sug-
gestions pertaining to ways of building a classroom
behavioral foundation are discussed These include
daily, informal conversation sessions which allow
for free discourse between teacher and students
parental involvement, and careful attention to the
physical arrangement of the classroom (CM)



SIMULATION OF ERIC MANUAL SEARCH

Now that you have learned about oach of
the ERIC resources, you should be ready to
apply your knowledge in a simulated
situation. Read the information on this page,
then respond to the problem using materials
on the following pages. Also, please answer
the probing questions since they are
designed to provide further experience in
using ERIC.

The most persiste0 problem identified by
teachers is classroom discipline. A fifth grade
teacher initiated an ERIC search on this
topic because he wished to improve his
eldlls in managing disruptive students. The
problem of his manual search was:

How can I Improve discipline in my fifth
grade class? Descriptors used in the search
were:

DISCIPLINE

DISCIPLINE POLICY

DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS

On the following three p ;es are the
Subject Indexes for a semiannual volume of
RIE, two monthly issues of RIE, a
semiannual volume of CUE, and two
monthly issues of CUE.

1. Read through the titles on these three
pages, listing the ED numbers and the
EJ numbers for documents you think
might be most appropriate for this
problem.
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2. Resumes for some of the documents you
Identify are reproduced on the seven
pages following the Subject Indexes.
Read them, identifying those that might
be helpful in answering the problem
posed above.

Now, please consider these probing
questions. They will heir provide new
!risights in using ERIC resources.

3. Which documents include researct.
findings?

4. Which documents summarize
information from other Sources.

5. Which documents were accessioned
by the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Teacher Education?

6. Which documents are teacher
education modules?

7. Which documents are concerned with
the elementary school setting?

8. What cues in RIE and in CUE did you
use in answering these probing
questions? Discuss them with your
colleagues. Did you use Publication
Type in RIE resumes as a cue?
Descriptors for both RIE and CUE? If
not, please review resumes for these
cues.

After you have answered all eight
questions, check your responses with those
found on page 20.
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ED 175 087 . EA 011 824
Duke. Daniel L. Ed
Classroom Management. The Seventy-Mink Year-

book of the Natinnal Soclev for the Study of
Lineation. Pa-t II.

National Sacrav for the Study of Education,
Chicago, Ill

Pub Datc May 79
Note-447p
Available fromThe University of Chicago Press.

5801 South Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637
(f 13 00)

Pub Type Books (010) Collected Works - Gen-
eral (020) Information Analyses (1,70)

Docsmert Not Andlink from EDRS.
Descriptors Ability Grouping, Class Manage-

ment. Discipline Problem' Educational Re-
search. Educational Theories, Elementary
Secondary Education. Environmental Influences,
Equal Education. Grouping (Instructional Pur-
poses). Handicapped Students, Misbehavior, Or-
ganizational Theories, Parapro(essional School
Personnel, Special Education. Student Behavior.
Student Grouping, Stvdent Rights. Teacher
Aides, Teaching Methods
IdentifiersEducation for All Handicapped Chil-

dren Act
This collection of essays is intended to give a

broad view of what is currently known about the
unagement of classrooms Contents include "Con-

ceptualizing Classroom Management" by Mauritz
Johnson and Harr) Brooks, "Making Managerial
Decisions in Classrooms" by Walter Doyle, "Au-
thority and the Management of Class. am Activi-
ties" by William G Spady and Douglas E Mitchell,
"Task and-Authority A Sociological View of Class-
room Management" by Elizabeth G Cohen, Jo-
Ann K Inhh, and Susan Hurevitz Robbins,
"Grouping Students for Instruction" by Robert Cal-
fee and Roger Brown, **Classroom Management in
the Elementary Grades" by Jere E Brophy and
Joyce G. Putnam. "Problems of Student Behavior in
Secondary Schools" by John Feldhusen, "Class-
room instruction and the Matter of Tur-" by Lyn
Orrno, "Utilizing Nonteachers in the Instructional
I 4" by Beatrice A Ward and William J Tikun-

Classroom Management and the Exceptional
i..earner" by El ink M Hewett and Philip C Wat-
son, "Environmental Influences on Classrvam
Management" by Daniel L Duke, "The Rights of
Students in the Classroom and School" by Donald
A Myers, and "Perspectives , Theory, Research,
and Practice" by John I Goodlad (AuthornM)

ED 176 378
Hyman, Irwin
An Analysis of Stalks on Effectiveness of Training

and Storting to Help ' :Mole Manage Student
Conflict and Alienates. A Report.

EA 012 084

Temple Univ , Philadelphia, Pa National Center for
the Study of Corporal Punishment and Alterna-
tives in the Schools

Spons AgencyNational Inst of Education
(DHEW), Washington, D C

Pub DateI5 Jan 79
ContractNIE-P-78-0063
Note-305p , Occasional pages may be marginally

legible
Pub Type Information Analyses (070)
EDRS Price - MFOI/PCI3 Plus Postage.
DescriptorsAdministrative Personnel, Behavior

Change, Behavior Theories, Bibliographies,
Conflict Resolution, Discipline, Efficiency,
Elementary Secondary Education. Inservice
Teacher Education, Program Effectiveness, Pro-
gram Evaluation, Research Methodology, Re-
search Pro3,1ems, Staff ImprOvement, 'Student
Alienation, Training
A search of the literature was made on the effec-

tiveness of recruitment and selection procedures for
identifying and retaining administrators Ind school
staff who are effective in managing student conflict
and alienation A classification scheme devised to lit
approaches to school discipline within a .theoretical
framework includes (I) the psychodynamic-interp-
ersonal model, (2) the behavioral model, (3) the
sociological model, (4) the eclectic. ecological
model, and (5) the human potential model At least
one approach within each model was reviewed In
the first section of the report, each model is ex-
plained and available research studies are cited The
limitations of the research and apnlici..i,m of the
model are discussed followed by i. bibliography The
next seems. contains summaries of selected pro-
grams from 52 ofthe largest city dmtncts The con-
cluding section discusses the lack of data on both
the inservice training of school administrators and
the area of problems of recruitment, selecion, and
irtention of school staff who can manage student
conflict and alienation The report concludes with a
summary of the findings, methodological problems,
and suggestions for further research (MLF)

ED 177 691 EA 012 182
Student Discipline: Practical Approaches.
National School Boards Association, W -gton,

DC
Report No NSBA-RR-1979-2
Pub Date-79
N ote-- 34p
Available from National School Boards Associa-

tion, 1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N W , Wash-
ington, D C 20007 (17 50, quantity discounts,
shipping and handling charges will be added to
billed orders)

Pub Type-- Reports Descriptive (141)
EDRS Price - MEW Plus Postage, PC Not Availa-

ble from EDRS.
scriptorsCommunity Involvement, Disci

continued on next page
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plate. Discipline Policy. Elementary 'secondary
Education Instructional Improvement, Pro
gram Descriptions
This report covers trends in discipline policies and

policymaking and alternative and innovative
school programs designed to diminsh behaworal
problems in the classroom The programs range
from improvement, in a school s physical plant to
specific action plans for teachers and options in the
curriculum dsigned to stimulate alienated students
'some of the nroarains a-e preventive others .crsc
as intervention measures But characteeises of each
is an e. 'phials on identifying end dealing with the
root problem rather than symptoms of the problem
The programs presented lie intended as frame
works from which a school system may Mold a pro
pram Pissed on its own resources and needs The
ippendis offers sample discipline policies from
[lace tilifereia school districts (Author,

ED 177 729 EA 012 22-
Arsutich 5fiehrrei
Discipline. A Review of Selected 1 iterature
'sari Diego ( ounty DLrt r,t Educ.tion : alit
Pub Date Nos "9
Note :4r
Pub 15pr. IntorinJtion Xnalr se,
ED Price N1101/ PC01 plus Postage
Dc.. nolo!, lichas los( h.mgc Changc

Tics orpotal Punrshmcrit Delinquen_y Crust s
Dis, 'One Polis), DIM. I piles Problems I lernen-
tary Education Plublein 'soling
School Security. School Vandalism, Student
School Relationship. Vio:encc
The nature of sx.lool discipline problems has

changed over the past few decades In the 1950s,
teachers thought that fighting, stealing, and disre-
spect toward authority were the most serous forms
of student misbehavior Violent assaults or teachers
and pupils, gang warfare, burglary. extortion, and
destruction of school property are included among
the discipline problems of today The existence of
these problems is well documented Some of the
causes as suggested by research studies, are peer
and gang influences, televised aggression. and poor
home conditions Negative school expenerces con-
sidered as causal factors include large classes, in-
competent and indifferent teachers, lack of
authority in the schools, and irrelevant curriculum
Some measures that research findings indicate may
help solve the problems are teaching school person-
nel alternative classroom instructional and manage
ment techniques. Involv.ng students, parents, and
the community in developing corrective measures,
strong leadership by principals, and it...es 01 conduct
that are specific, publietzed. and enforced (Au-
thor' MLF)

E

ED 178 09 SO 012 079
Sullivan. Cheryl Granade
Clessroom Management in the Social Studies

Ws. How to Do It Series, Series 2, No /
National Council for the Social Studies. Washing-

ton. D C
Pub Date 'n
Note 9p /or related documents. see SO 012 080-

081 and ED 088 756
Available fromNational Council for the Social

Studies. 3615 Wisconsin Avenue. N W , W ash-
ington. D C 20016 (SI 00 paper copy, quantity
discounts available)

Pub Type Guides Classroom - Teacher (052)
Collected Works - Serials (022)

EDRS Price MFOI Plus Postage. PC Not Availa-
ble from EDRS.

DescriptorsBehavior Change. Change Strate
gies. Civil Rights. Class Management, Class-
room Arrangement, Classroom Techniques,

Discipline Effective Teaching. Elementary Se-
condary Education. Social Studies
Classroom management is discussed in terms of

effective instruction. successful group management,
maximum use of space, time, and resources, mean-
ingful discipline, student rights, and change strate-
gies The discussion of effective instroction stresses
appropriateness, completeness, clarity. and a var-
iety of lessons Techniques for successful group
management include the teacher's ability to attend
to several issues at once and to achieve smoothness
in ongoing academic activities, group focus, student
Accountability, and a variety of activities Sugges-
tions for maximum use J. tee. time, and resources
refer not only to the teacher who has his/her own
classroom but also to the floating teacher Measures
for assuring effective handling of routine matters
Include learning students' names immediaiely,
providing activities during roll call, returning papers
efficiently, making available enrichment materials.
and developing standard ope acing procedures
Classroom discipline is discussed in terms of pre-
venting and dealing with problems through reality
therapy. behavior modification. and changing ex-
pce...2tIors Leg_' ogtix cf students arc presented
relative to Supreme Court casts Finally, the author
outlines steps for initiating change through 'force
field analysis which includes a written statement of
the goal, a brainstorming session. selection of appro-
priate ideas, and development of a plan of action
(KC)

ED 179 324 RC 011 688
Ogletree. Earl J Rodriguez. Margarita
The Attitudes of Latino Parents Toward School

Disciplinary Mawr,
Pub Date (73]
Note ISp
Pub Type Reports Research (143)
EDRS Price MFOI/PC01 Plus Postage,
DescriptorsAcculturation, Child Rearing, Cor-

poral Punishment, Disc,plume, ElementaryoEda-
cation, Family Structure, Lem American

Culture, Mmucan Americans, Parent Attitudes,
Parent School Relationship, Punishment, Spanish
Speaking
To determine the attitudes of Latino parents to-

ward school discipline of elementary children,
qt cumuli= was sent to families of 120 rust, thud,

ourth grade Latino students in Chicago public
school The parents were Spanish-speaking Mexi-
can Amencar a of low socioeconomic status, some
were recent ...mils from Mettle° and others were
long-time U S. residents. The questionnaire, which
was in both Spanish and English, contained 30
open-ended Items related to three general questions.
(I) Should schools use corporal punishment? (2) If
so, who should be the disciplinarian and what form
should punishment take? (3) It not, r' irms of
discipline would parents favor? The use o. Jrporal
punishment in the school was favored by 39 of the
parents and rejee cad by 45%; 16% were undecided
Those favoring corporal r mushment indicated that
the punishment should be administered by the
ti cher, using the hand. The majority of those re-

ng corporal punishment felt that embarrassing
the child and standing the child in the classroom or
hallway were acceptable forms of discipline The
parents' rejection of corporal putushment-unes-
pee ted in the ban of tnidmonal Latino child rearing
practices, which include stric discipline and the use
of corporal punishment with younger chilken-may
reflect the parents' distrust of the school or their
assimilation of Amencan child rearing practices
OH)

ED 180 075 EA 012 271
Gulyas Paul 4
Improving the Behavior of Habitually Disruptive

High School Students.
Pub Date 26 Apr 79
Note -52p, Revised Individual Piacticum Report

Nova University
Pub Type Dissertations Theses (040) Reports

- Descriptive (141)
EDRS Price ME01/PC03 Plus Postage.
Descriptors Corporal Punishment Discipline,

Discipline Problems. High School Students,
PrOgram Descriptions. Progr mi Evaluation
Senior High Schools. Student Behavior. Suspen-
- ion

Identifiers- Thomas Jefferson High School PA
A means was developed to reduce the necessity

for discipline among the 25 students who were the
most chronic discip'ine problems at Thomas Jeffers
son High School. a 1,500- student school in subur-
ban Pittsburgh The students were identified by
assigning point salt/ to various diseir nary mes-
utes administered to students The 25 students met
with a vice principal once each week tor a minimum
of five minutes to discuss any school problems, po
tenoal discipline problems they felt might arise, or
recent discipline they had received It was hoped
that the talks would help.prevent more set mus prob

continued on next page
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lens or additional disciplinary measures Weekly
sessions wcrc scheduled during each student's study
hall The student could arrange impromptu confer-
ences if an immediate problem could not wait until
the next scheduled session Results of this -precen-
nye maintenance' approach revealed that. com-
pared with the same semester a year earlier. total
suspension days wcrc reduced 50 percent instances
of corporal punishment wcrc reduced 24 I percent.
and dewntion hours were rcduccd 54 percent (Au-
thor 'IRT)

ED 180 115 E. 012 11+
Positive Approaches toward Student Discipline
Sew lurk State Education Dept Albans
Pols Date '9
Noir 46p
Pub 1 ype Guides Nein ( lassroom 1 1551
F DRS Price - N11-01 P( 02 Plus Postage
Desc r.ptors Akoheilic Best rages Attendance

Dcmonstroniin Programs Disciplit, Policy
Disciplaic Problems Drug %hum. PrOgrxi, De-
scriptions School Policy School 1 iT1(1.111Sfr
Secondary 1- docatam Smoking s WS( Vs suspc n
shin Truants lolcnce

\ cw ork
This wort presents a number of discipline polio

rciommendations based on the results of a surety of
students. leachers. and administrator, in 60 ran
domly selected high schools in soss York State 1 he
bulk of the report is contained in the appendix and
presents exemplary disuplinc programs in public
and pulsate secondary schools in New York -these
programs were identified through a surety sent to
all Nei York schools The program, are concerned
with methods used to handle attendance problems
smoking drug and kohol abuse. candalism, cur
knee. atid fc.dd war, Inschool suspension programs
arc also presented (Author AI)
3

ED 182 021 PS 01 I 1-
Classroom Management -leeching Techniques and

Strategies for Dealing with Disciptine Emblems
Atlanta Teacher Corps ( onsornuin Go
Pun Date [714j
'sole 'lip Pages 105 -109 Of the original do,

merit arc uipynghtcd ,,nd therefore not
They are not included in the pagination

Asileb,e from AtIonta Tea, her Corps 2910 Fur
rest Hill Dr S W Atlanta te A 101I5 ($1 00 10
or more copies SO 50 coal

Pub Type Geodes Classroom Teacher (0521
DRS Price - \DOI P( 04 Plus Postage

Descriptors Class Orgarwat on ( 'assn., MI
( rninunic anon, ( lassroom Ens ironment
( 16ssrooin Techniques DisCipline
Problems Elementary Seconders Education flu
monistic F du, anon 1. corning Acticitics Pefor
mance.Contract, Role Playing Self rcpt sell
F., aluenon Student Bchasior Student Interests

Sc

Student Teacher Relstionship. *Teaching Tech
niques t.rben Education
Techniques and ac tic Ines for Wrens c classroom

menogement arc presented in this module The
stated obtec tic es of th. module ere to promote ap-
propriate student bcha' lor to des clop good inter!)
crsonal relationshins ant a posltlsc socioernotional
climate and to establish Ind maintain a productice
classroom organization Samples of prepost assess-
ment instruments -.arc included for student self-
es aluation. student interest insentory and eacher
it administrator self es aluation A profile of the
typical disrupt], c student is also included Learning
tasks and attic itics are r,,chted for ..,rainsteirming
role playing contracting utilizing a rewards pro-
gram employing a buddy system communicating
clarifying salues, exploring self concept (Moslow 1.
and folio,' mg a positice discipline model (Glosser)
Types of control te hniqucs arv examined brie,'
and classroom organization is touched upon Gcn
crol tips for being a good classroom manger and
specific tps for managing inner city classrooms are
offered A IN, of printed and audio, isual re
is included (JMB)

ED 182 034 PS 011 187
Suiort /I

Dissipline A Different Perspectne
Atlanta Public Schools Go
Pub Date 79
Sole 64p
As elle' c from AtIonta Teacher Corps. 24 30 Fur

Or Hill Dr S NA Suite 208 Atlanta GA 3031'
151 50 10 or inure copies 51 IX) each)

Pub Type Opinion Papers 112W
I. DRS Price N111.01 PC03 Plus Postage
D.scriptors BI4C1, Students, ( ultural Rack

ground :ulwral Differences. Disadcantaged
Louth Discapline Educational History Educe-
tional Objet toes Educational Sociology Insti
tutiorol ( horacteristics School Comm ants
Relationship Social Differences Teacher Cher
acteristics
The central ;hems of the paper is that students in

Amcrn an Schools come from do ersc cultures and
backgrounds end that appropoote instructional
strategies teaching styles. administrons c behaciors
and °serail school climate must reflect a sensitic its
to those realities The fist part of the paper exam-
ines the historical philosophical and psychological
factors which hose contributed to the discipline
problem in American schools especially foi low in
come blacks Specific fat. tors"disc ussed include 111
de iumanizing school practices 12) telecision influ
ences, (3) increased acailabil of drugs and guns
(4) cis :I right, and women s rights .nocemenis. (5)
economic problem. (6) c wturc conflict. 17) increase
in single parent families (8) increase in maternal
rtiployment, and (9) history of racial disc rimina-
win The second part of hie paper caal, with psi
toe approaches to discipline Issues Among topics
examined arc societal attitude, toward education

culture conflict, community in Icement. adminis-
tratise leadership, parent support and teacher-siu-
dent relations Specific suggestions are offered for
principals on how to ameliorate school-community
problems and for teachers on their role in working
with 'ruer it children (JMB)

ED 183 541 SP 015 735
Coping Nub Classroom Distractions. Teachers

D&Z Ferspective. Third & Fourth (ins& gm-
ronms. Open Environments

Far Mem Lab for Educational Research and Dec c
lopment San Francisco. Calif

Spans %gem, National Insi of Hui anon
(DIII N i Washington. D C

Report No IR&DT79-6
Puh Date 79

01001( I ( iOloh
Grant 014 NI. -6 711 010( OH %II G 7N 1)1111
:want 014 NH G78-0101. OB5.11 (e 7N WW1
Note 7,p Prepared through the San Diego In

terse live Research and Development on feac rung
Team For related documents. see SP 015 736, SP
015 7313. SP 015 748. SP 015 766.76R

Pub Type Reports Research (143) Reports
Descriptive (141)

FORS Price h4F01/P('04 Plus Postage
Desc raptors Oise Studies. Class Management

Coping. Discipline, Educational Anthropology
Educational Research. Elementary Education
Cita& 3 Cirade 4. Open Plan Schools. St. hoot

Ensoronment Student Behavior Student
1 ca, her Relationship. learner Behavior Teach
mg styles

Identifiers I)isrupleve lichayien
this smile sixth in a series of seven. .114 WIIITC11

by in third grade and one fourth grade tea, her
E an different open plan ah,ids The 'march. Initial
environments of each neighborhood. school 4110

lassr,Han as well as the chsrac tenches of the teach
cr, and then pupils arc desi...hed The ty(rs of dot
trio ilOTIS encountered by the teac are des, tined
and a discussion is prevented on coping techniques
used by the teachers and their comparative elTe,
heelless In luded m .he appendices are the diston
lion clasi.dication system. the coping techiennee
, favor', anon system sample of the teachet 5 daily
response form, a quamititiye checklist. and samples
of eihnograplue notes t ID)

ED 183 543 SP 015 738
Coping With Classroom 'Distractions. or Please

Take Number De Rigbt with You. The
Formal Research Study.

Far West Lab for Educational Research and Deve-
lopment, San Francisco, Calif

Spons Agency- National Inst of Iiii)cation
(DHFW), Washington, DC

Report NO IR&DT-79-2
Pub Date 79
Contract NE-C 00-3-0108
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Grant Oft-NIE-G-78 -0103, OB-NIE-G78-0203
Grant OB-NIE-0-78-0103, DB-ME-G-78-0203
Note 248p, Prepared through the San Diego In-

teractive Research and Development on Teaching
Team For related documents. see SP 015 735-
736, SP 015 748. SP 015 766-768 Best copy avail-
able

Pub Type Reports - Research (143)
FDRS Price - NMI /PCIO Plus Postage
Descriptors Class Management, Classroom Ob-

servation Techniques, 'Coping. Data Collection.
Research Design. Research Me-

thodology. Student Behavior. Student Teacher
Relationship, Teacher Behavior. Teaching Mod-
els

Identifiers Duruptive Behavior
This report, second in a ;cries of seven, addresses

the question. "What events disrupt classroom in-
striation and what are the most effective tee'miques
teachers use to c....pe with these disruptionsl" This
report is a formal presewation of the research The
methodology of the study i delineated, the partici-
pants (teachers and observ, rs) are described, and
the general data collection p-m.edures which were
used are summarizer; C ommei 's regarding the na-
ture of the data sources. and a v.-scription of the
training of observers are also provid ti General de-
scriptive information relative to distr tenons, coping
techniques. and distraction-coping linkages is prov-
ided A model emerging from this research is dis-
cussed and general conclusions or the study are
presented UM

ED 183 545 SP 015 748
( ogling With Classroom Distractions or Please

Take a Number IV Ile Right with You. Training
Report

Far West I sh for Educational Research and Deve-
lopment San Francisco Calif

Spoils Agency National lint
(MEN, Washington. DC

Report 1R&DT-79-7
Pub Date 79

ortraet NE-( -00-) -0108
Giant On-SIE-G-18-0101, OB-NIE-0 78 0203
(tram OB-NIE-G-78-0103. ORA IE-G-78-0203
Note 145p Prepared through the San Diego In-

teractive Research and Development on Teaching
Team For related documents. see SP 015 735 -
'736, SP QI 5 738. SP 015 748. SP 015 766-768

Pub Typc Reports - Research (1.43)
EDRS Price MFOI fPCO6 Plus Postage.
Descriptors Coping. 'Discipline, Elementary

Education, Inservice Teacher Education, Pro-
gram Design. Program Development. Program
Evaluation. Student Behavior. Teacher Behav-
ior, Teaching Models. Teaching Techniques.
Trainees, Training Techniques

Identifiers Disruptive Behavior
This report, final in a series of seven, describes the

training model developed from a research project

of Edo, Ation

8c;

addressing the problem of coping with disruptive
behavior in the classroom A detailed description is
given of the activities undertaken by an inservice
class A preliminary evaluation of the impact of the
class upon participants is presented There are four
major sections The evolution of the training-
development design. activities occupying the ten

sessions of the inservice program, and two sections
evaluating the activities and implications for future
replications Samples of the instruments, materials,
and data oisplays used in this program are ap-
pended (ID)

Coping With
S

Distractions.
54e7r66

Case Study. Teachers Adlk% Perspective. Kinder-
garten Classrooms.

Far West Lab for Educational Research and Deve-
lopment, San Francisco, Calif

Spons AgencyNational Ins( of Education
(DHEW), Washington. D C

Ripon NO IR&DT-79-3
Pub Date-79
ContractNE-C-00-3-0108
GrantOB-NIE-G-78-0103, OB-NIE-G-713-0203
GrantOB-NIE-G-78-0103, OB-NIE-G-78.0203
Note-110p , Prepared through the San Diego In-

teractive Research and Development on Teaching
Team For related documents, see SP 015 735-
736, SP 015 738, SP 015 748. SP 015 767.768

Pub Type Reports - Research (143) Reports -
Dtscnptive (141)

EDRS Price - MFOI/PCOS Plus Postage.
DescnptorsCase Studies, Class Management,

Coping, Discipline, Educational Research,
Kindergarten, Preschool Education, School En-
vironment, Student Behavior, Student Teacher
Relationship, Teacher Behavior, 'Teaching
Styles, Teaching Techniques

IdentifiersDiseuptive Behavior
This study, third in a series of seven, was wntten

by two kindergarten teachers in different schools A
descnption is given of the two schools, the com-
munity in which they are located, and the physical
layout of each of thgoteachers' classrooms The char-
actenstics or the ifichers and their pupils are de-
scnbecl as are the types of distractions encountered
by the teachers in daily interaction with students A
discussion is presented on coping techaiques used
and their comparative effectiveness Appended are
lists of common distractions, classification of coping
techniques, a quantitative checklist, and a teacher's
daily response form (ID)

ED 183 646 UD 020 238
Ogletree, Earl
Classroom Management and the Socially Mad

vutaged.
Note -9p, Not available in paper copy due to

broken pnnt
Pub Type Opinion Papers (120) Guides -

Classroom Teacher (052)

EDRS Price ME01 Plus Postage. PC Not Availa-
ble from EDRS.

Descnpiors--Class Management, *Classroom
Techniques, Dissdvantaged Youth, *Discipline,
Disaphne Policy, Discipline Problems, Elemen-
Lary Secondary Education, Teacher Attitudes,
Teacher Influence, Teacher Role
Because of their deficits in academic attainments

and different cultural styles, socially disadvantaged
children create more potential tna other children
for classroom management problems. To improve
classroom managem..nt, teachers should maintain a
clean room and train their students to enter that
room in an orderly fashion In dealing with their
students, teachers should learn their names, be im-
partial. be clear in their instructions, require their
students to be accountable in their homework as-
signments, and aim at full class participation In the
matter of discipline, the effective teacher, always
taking note of undercurrents of behavior and em-
ploying high Interest activities to maintain order,
will develop a rapport with students charactenzed
by fneadluiess, flexibility, and consistency with dis-
cipline The good teacher, eschewing threats and
the temptation to frequently call in outside help, will
work with individual offenders and will avoid taking
misbehavior personally (Author /WP)

ED 184 729 PS 011 388
Zahn - Waxier. Carolyn Chapman. Michael
The Effects of Children's Transgressions on Par-

ents' Methods of Discipline.
Pub DateApr 80
Note -13p, Paper presented at the Biennial South-

eastern Conference on Human Development (6th,
Alexandria. VA, Apnl 17-19. 1980)

Pub Type Speeches/ Meeting Papers (150) !te-
nons - Research (143)

EDRS Price - MFOI /PCOI Plus Postage.
DescriptorsChild Abuse. Discipline, Infants,

interaction Process Analysis, Motners, Parent
Child Relationship, Punishment, Self Control,
Socialization
This study attempted lc determine whether di0er-

2nt forms of child misdemeanors lead predirtahly to
given types of parental discipline Twenty-four
mothers and their children who ranged in age from
10 to 20 months, participated in the stud) for a
9-ntor th period Mothers were trained to report
their children's behaviors and their cwn socializa-
tion practices in harrative, eciuential. tape-recorded
reports of their children'f responses to the positive
and negative emotions expressed in the familial en-
vironment Mother and child behaviors were also
assessed by home observers during 14 home visits
One finding was that immediately tollowir g a trans-
gression. mothers were more likely to use verbal
prohibitions than any other type of discipline ..nd

continued on next page
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RIE RESUME [cont.]

that if children did not comply to initial discipline.
mothers used additional discipline Additional re-
sults showed that children who were frequently im-
plicated in harm to persons wee especially likely to
have mothers who used explanation. while children
xho were frequently involved in property damage
were likely to receive physical punishment and un-
likely to hear explanations Frequent lapses of self
control in children were reliably asi mated with
mothers' relatively frequent use of love withdrawal
Other results, are presented and discussed and im-
plications for issues of child abuse arc examined
(J MB)

CURRENT INDEX TO JOURNALS
IN EDUCATION (CIJE)
MAIN ENTRY SECTION

U 207 504 AA 529 999
Rights,'Reipect-,11-Ml(iiiiihility: Those 3 R's Are Im-
portant, Too Oliver°, James thrust Mr Educa-
tional Leadership 01 n3 p8- 10 Jan 1979 !Reprint
UMI)
Descriptors C Flange Strategies (.. °Mimi

Resolution C urne ul um, Discipline Pi hey
Discipline Problems, Improc ement Programs

St ad Environment Secondary Education, Staff
Role

Several eyrrenIty fun. tionina. u. hniques are noted for oil
-Istrverirse hind climate and reducing the atinosphele of
stress and conflict which (cads in violence IA" imindi.
celebrating learning providing "e001 down" Nams or sus
tamed silt ni reading periods to relics. tension during the
whim! day Jr- I implementing eonfliet revolution en,
ne Mum

1.1 207 505 AA 529 956
Competency-Based Approach to Discipline It's Ass-
ertive C enter 1 ce thrust for Edin diurnal I each
ship cit ni pi l-I3 Jan 1979 (Reprint 1 MII
Descriptors A .sertiveness Bchas mral Obiectis es

C lass Management Distipline Policy
Elementary Secontlari Ede], atom, Performonec
Based leacher Education, Program
De selopment Program Elkins cries. Student
leacher Relationship leacher Behavior

Identifiers Assertise Discipline. Rice Elementary
hood ( A

Aswstu.c Dcipiine adsiwates a sysicinatir ap
h who h enables teaears to set lion consistent limits

for students *hilt remaining ognizant of students' need
for warmth and positive support This article describes cf
fee tile and ineftecove teacher disciplinary lyhavnirs AD
competent 'es and the implementation of AD at Rite I lc
me may S. hoot I Author Silt i

9 iLt .

EJ 207 528 AA 529 979
Corporal Punishment Brucning William 11 Jour-
nal of Thought v14 n1 p45-53 Jan 1979 (Reprint
LMI)
As, wows Constitutional Laas. Corporal

Punishment, *Court C, ses. 'Discipline Policy
Elementary Secondary Education, Student
Rights preme Court Litigation

Identifiers (Joss vv Loper 'Ingraham vs Wright
Thn pa/yr discusses the lower court decision and the L S
Supreme C ourt &Limon in the ease of Ingraham ss Wright
(Author S11

U 207 538 AA 529 989
Case Study Orientation for New Teachers. Richard-
son James M Independent School v38 n3 p27-29
Fcb 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors 'Beginning Teachers. Case Studies.

( lass Management, Discipline Pohr y Discussion
P Trams, Orientation Materials. School Policy

I eat hcr Orientation, Teacher Workshops
this article describes Oldfields School's systemaile orien-
tation program for beginning teachers They meet as a
group and discuss case studies, which give substance to the
regulations and policies listed in the school handbooks
00E1

EJ 208 467 RC 503 464
Schoolrooms, Pupils, and Rules: The Role of Infor-
mality in B atic Socialization. S,eber. R Tim-
othy Human Organization. v38 n3 073-82 Fall 1979
(Reprint U MI)
Descriptors Bureaucracy. Class Management,

Conduct. Conformity, !Discipline, Elementary
Eammion, Informal Organization. Organizations
(Gi.,ups), Rewards. School Role Social
Behavior, Socialization. Student Role

Identifiers Formality. Informality. Rules
Classroom informality helps attune pupil behavior to the
demands of bureaucratic life by contributing to pupil lea, n
mg of formal social behavior The paper discusses various
concepts of school and pupil roles and characterizes and
analyzes the function of the apparently paradoxical nature
of student rules (Author, SI3)

208 603 SP 508 397
Dealing With Student Misbehavior An Eclectic Re-
view. Glickman, ( arl D Wolfgang, C harles 11

JorzmI of Ica, her Lduc anon, .3n n3 p7. I3 May-Jun
1979 (Reprint
Descriptors Bchavi ( hange C lass Management

Dist allow Discipline Policy Disciplive
Proolcrns, EI:mentary Lducation Misbehavior
"student 110,11.11er Relationship

A eombination of prim. mks drawn from the . 'Arent maim
ill, ones ul be hasn't Joie ipline often proves to he more
elk, u, e then Mt use "I any single theory (1

EJ 209 186 Cu 5!6 788
Two Measures of Parental Consistency. Scheck,
Dennis C Psychology A Quarterly Journa of Hu-
man Behavior, v16 n2 p37.39 Sum 1979
Descriptors Behavim Rating Scales, Behavio. tl

Science Research, 'Discipline Policy. 'Parent
Attitudes. Parent Child Relationship, Parent.
Role, Parents

Identifiers Consistency
Presents two scales which attempt tc measure two distinct
aspects of consistency of parental behavior. Inconsistent
Parental Discipline Scale and Parental Disagreement on
Expectations of the Child Scale The parer concludes with
citations of reported research utilizing these measures
(Author/ BEF)

F 210 366 UD 507 424
...valuating School Discipline through Empirical Re-
search. Clune, William H .111 Education and Urban
Society, v11 n4 p440-49 Aug 1979 (Reprint UMI,
Descriptors Civil Rights, Constitutional t -aw,

Discipline. Discipline Policy. Elementary
Secondary Education, Justice, School Policy.
'Student Rights, Supreme Court Litigation

The problem of developing s widely,acceptable set of stan-
dards for evaluating school discipline is examined The
issue of determining what kinds or evidencibest indicate
whether schools are living up to norms of basic fairness in
their evaluation standards is also explored (RLV)

El 210 271 SP 508 919
Report Card on a leacher. Mack. Jean Journal of
Teacher Education, v30 n4 p37-38 Jul-Aug 1979 (Re-
print LIMB
Descriptors Class Management. Discipline,

Discipline Policy. Misbehavior. Primary
Education. Teacher Evaluation, Teaching
Techniques

The considerable gap between educational policy regard-
ing discipline techniques and the reality of the classroom
is explored (LH)

U 210 371 UD 507 429
Exploring Remedies from Within. Hollingsworth.
Ellen Jane Education and Urban Society, v11 n4
p511 -26 Aug 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors Changing Attitudes. Conflict

Resolution. Discipline Policy, Elementary
Secondary Education. Grievance Procedures,
Innovation, Ombudsmen, 'Organizational Change.
Student Rights, 'Teacher Attitudes

The article explores two types orinevance systems widely
utilized in the American public school system code grids-
ance systems and alternative structures (RLV)

continqed oil next page
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EJ 210 372 LU 507 430
Advocacy Groups and School Discipline Hardison.

Flip ynej .Pt. s I ri27.4h
Aug 1979 (Reprint I. 11I)
lAssiipton hild Ails as "mime,

!mole einem ( onn,0
koIona roar) Seconelaty f doeation rower

Sink tart Spceial moil 'Student Rights
Suspension

his repot Ittt uses tat the Huhn ail se huI al. tie a,s
groups in the ated tit st.his,1,11,1plin, that On
ant. Pt Si y ipproAch while riot always appr..priate is Ihi
insist testrdble foi problem. whit ti nether V11,1111,1J1
54 '14.'1 prninson' tlaPI toollit I .,"kit,ir

11.1111111N .1,11111t .141.1(k 1 Vith451

Ed 210 373 LD 50' 431
Improving School Disciplinary Practices. Commu-
nity Strategies. Mize1L M Hayes Educsition and
Lrban Society v11 n4 p547.66 Aug 1979 (Reprint
I.: MI)
Descriptors Citabn Participation, Community

Action, 'Community Involvement, Discipline
Policy, Elementary Secondary Education,
Grievance Procedures, Se. hued Community
Relationship, 'School Policy

Widely held community belief is that lack of discipline is
the biggest problem that public schools face Ibe commu-
nity must be better informed regarding senaoldisopline in
order to effectively participate in changing policy (RI v

EJ 20 644 CO 517 015
The hers Hari* Self-Concept Scale: Norms for Be-
imviorally Disordered Children. Bloom, Robert B
And Others Psychology in the Schools. v16 n4 p483.
86 1979 (Repnnt UMI)
Descriptors Aggression, Anti Social Behai tor,

Behavior Problems. Comparative Analysis,
'Emotionally Disturbed. Norms. Problem
Children. Self Concept

Identifiers !hers Harris Childrtns Self Concept
Scale

The Piers-Hams Self-Concept Scale was adminisierel to
behaviorally disordered children referred to a child study
center for antisocial, aggressive, and cnmtnal behavior
Compared to the aggregate mean for published scores of
normal children, the subject group's scores were signifi-
cantly lower and more vanable (Author)

Li 210 896 EA 511882
Two Successful Methods for Dealing with
Hudgens. John H NASSP Bulletin. v63 n430 pl I 3-
Id Nov 1979 (Repnnt UMI)
Descnptors After School Programs, Class

Attendance. Discipline Policy. Secondary
Education, Truancy

9"

Identifiers After School Detention Programs,
Richland Northeast High School SC, South
Carolina (Columbia), Student Courts

The Richland Northeast High Schooi n Columbia, South
Carolina. finds an after-school detention program and a
student supreme court to be successful in handling disci-
pline problems (JM)

EJ 211 369 HE' 511 896
Order M the Classroom! Postman, Neil Atlantic,
v244 n3 p35-38 Sep 1979
Descriptors Behavior Problems, Behavior

o Standards. Classroom Environment, Disciphne.
Dress Codes, Educational Change, Group
Relations, Higher Education, Intellectual
Development, Maladjustment, Student Behavior.
Student School Relationship

Student attitudes fundamental for achievement of certain
kinds of learning are identified tolerance for delayed
gratification, a certain measure of respect for and fear of
authonti. and a willingness to accommodate one'sindivid-
ual desires to the interests of group cohesion and purpose
(MLW)

EJ 211 743 SO 507 624
Court Intervention in Pupil Discipline: Implications
and Comment. Hazard. William R American Be-
hasioral Scientist, v23 n2 p169.205 Dec 1979 (Re-
print UMI)
Descriptors Court Role, Discipline, DistiplKie

Policy, Educational Environment, Educational
History, Educational Legislation, Elementary
Secondary Education, Student Attitudes

Traces expanding involvement by state and federal courts
in elementary and secondary schooling -particularly in
the area of pupal discipline Court cases and their influence
on school authorities are discussed (Author/DB)

EJ 213 0211 PS 508 010
You Can Do le Dlocipliae. Canter. Lee Instructor
v89 n2 p106-08,110.112 Sep 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors Assertiveness, Discipline, Discipline

Problems. Elementary Education. Elementary
School Teachers. Guidelines. Teacher Attitudes

Discusses classroom discipline and presents suggestions on
how teachers can become more assertive in their class-
rooms ,-.. M')

EJ 213 556 SP 509 063
Open Education and Pupil Control Ideologies of
Teachers Hoy, Wayne K , Jalovick, Judith M
Journal of Educational Research, v73 n1 p45.49 Sep-
Oct 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors Class Management, Classroo

Environmen:, Curriculum Design. Dist .ne.
Humanistic Education, Open Ediration.
Student Teacher Relationship, Ter.cher
Attitudes, Teacher Behavior

Tests of attitudes and behavior of teachers showed a direct
relationship between open attitudes and open educational
practices custodial pupil control onentation was inversely
related (Editor)

EJ 214 866 RC 503 550
Resource Management: The Key to Success. Amen.
can Indian Journal, v5 n11 p21,-32 Nov 1974 (Reprint
UMI)
Descriptors Amencan Indians, Coordination,

*Energy Conservation, Environment,
Environmental Education, Natural Resources.

Reservations (Indian), Resources. Tribes
Identifiers Energy Development, Resource

Management. Water Rights
Gary Kimble. past staff attorney of the Senate Select Corr-
=nee on Indian Affairs, cites resource management as one
of the most important current issues m Indian affairs Dis
cusses water rights, coordination of energy efforts between
tribes, and the need for Indians to know all the ramifica-
tions of reservation energy development (DS)

EJ 216 073 EA 512 481
Expkiring Alternatives to Punishment: The Keys to
Effective Discipline. McDaniel, Thomas R Phi
Delta Isappan, v61 n7 p455-58 Mar 1980 (Reprint

Descriptors Behavior Change. Class Management,
Classroom Techniques. Corporal Punishment,

Discipline, Elementary Secondary Education,
Models Pdnishment

Outlines the behavior, the human relations and the pcda
gogieal models of disciplinary practices that can scree as
Alternatives to punishment Argues that increased society -
wide efforts to find and implement elternatiecs to punish
ment are called for (IR n ti-

EJ 216 898 SP 509
The Discipline Dilemma lioracek, I helma To-
day 's Education v68 n2 p20-21 Apr-May 1979 (Re-
print MI)
Descriptors C lass Management Diseipline

Parent Responsibility, 'Parent I eacher
C °operation 'School Responsibility, Student
Behae tor

Ouideitnes for effective discipline techniques arc peen
(3D)

EJ 216 899 SP s09 223
The Teacher Who Disciplines LEAST . Mallory
Richard M Todas's Ldusation %68 n2 p2( 26 Aspr-
May 1979 (Reprint LAM
Descriptors Behd%lor Change Classroom

Environment, C. lassroom I cehniquti
Discipline Itaehe r Respinist, Teaching

Methods
Not overreacting to disruptive behavior sail be an ellestot
*ay of maintaining classroom discipline (MI

0
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1EJ 217 4113 EA 51242"
How to Discipline Handicapped Kids. Howe Jona
than T American -school Board Journal. %, 167 n2 p31_,
Feb 1980 (Reprint L'MI)
Descriptors Discipline, Due Process, Elementary

Secondary Education Expulsion 11inichcapped
Students Student Rights. Suspension

denufiers Education for All Handicapped
Children Act

Handicapped children are nut immune from a school's du
ciplinary rules but such 'children may have additional pro-
tection under Public Law 94 -t42 (Author IRTI

F.1 117 744 EA 512 550
Llarlfyiag Teachers' Beliefs about Disciphae. -

man, Carl D . Tamashxso, Roy T Educational L ci-
ershm v37 n6 p459-64 Var 1980 (Repnt L Mil
Descnptors 'Behavior Theones. Discipne Policy.

Elementary Secondary Education. EAaluation
Methods, Measurement Instruments Student
Tea elationship

Introduces an instrument for teachers to uwe in cdwrifying
their beliefs on discipline so they can select strategies with
which they are comfortahle (Author MLFi

EJ 118 088 , PS 508 194
Relahoaskip of Demographic Factors to Parental
Disciplise Teckalumes Zussman John Lnger De
celopmental Psyihology, c 14 n6 p685.86 Nov )978
Descriptors Assertiveness. Children. I

Demography Discipline. Family Structure,
Parent Child Relationship. Sex (Charactenstics)
Set Differeuces, Socioeconomic Sta1us

Employs three demographic variables Isei of child WC10-
economic status, and family sae) as predictors of parental
discipline l Subtexts were 44 (22 male 22 female, fifth grad-
ers and their mothers IMP)

EJ 118 114 PS 509 031
Children Live by Rules, Let Them Help Make Them
11esch Patricia Yunker Day Care And Early Educa-
tion, v' n2 p12.15 Win 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors Day Carr Sers'(ces, Disi mime, Early

Childhood Education ?reschool children,
Student Behavior Student Partici non
Teaching Methods

Identifiers R ules

`suggests some ways that teachers can espablish and main-
tain appropriate behavior in preschool children in day care
centers IMP)

9A

El 2111 138 "'" PS 509 150
Disciplimary Encounters between Yoga{ Boys,and
Their Mothers sad Fathers: Is There a Coatiageocy
System? Lytton. Hugh Developmental Psy-
chology. v5 n3 p256-68 May 1979
Descnptors. Behavioral Science Research,

Discipline, Fathers, Interaction Process
Analysis. Mothers, Observation Parent
Attitudes. Parent Child Relationship Preschool
Children

EJ 218 696 TM 504 897
Reactions to a Child's Mistakes as Affected by Her -
His Looks sad Speech. Berkowitz Leonard._ Frodi
Ann Social Psychology Chimer& s42 n4 p420-25
Dec 1979 (Repnnt LAI)
Descriptors Auression, Bias Children,

Disciplwe. Emotional Response. Females tiorer
Education, Intermediate Grades, Interperufal
Attraction, Physical Characteristics. Punishment
Reactise Behavior. Stimulus Behavior
Stuttenng

Identifiers!goersive Stimuli
Lndergraduate females were or were not procokei by
confederate and then required to discipline a girl who was
pretty or was unattractive, or to discipline a bus w ho clut-
tered or one ho spoke ri,,rmally The undesirable ohysicai
charatterivus provoked stronger punishment cspcciath
when subje.ts were angry I Author CDC)

12 219 179 AA Sinu71
I scrworking Helping `students son( Face in the
( lassroom 1 stirs I home, hs;oriz Mow., ,C I
tai p5 ' Nip IQ') print I fit))
Po Bc11,,; hang[ ( own

tic hinqut T)isorllitt I dui etuvonl Philosophy
111,,ns, I flit 1111101 I li incroars
I Jut mum Iluivanl.lu I Jmatwn lolirlrannnrl
liniditunststp tit 11 i ntt pt st if Ecteem student
lcdchir Rcletiouctur lnichi Attitudes leaching
Irchiirquc

I ot king 11/ 51110.01$ A 01.1[111 it 13,1. 1 14. " nables
ii i. to deal- w 1,10111f11111110111 t le

111141 1/1111C1110..111. PIC,C111C111 tit w1v's 1, at hers
,pf,g ,mg ,guuring t Illtn'e students

1.!Hiuniair thcir t.icrm while at 'Fit taut nine modl
lying 111l If 11l1"141,101 111/4( 1



ANSWER TO SIMULATION EXERCISE

1.&2. Some of the potential documents and Journal articles
include:

.

ED 177 691 EJ 200 758 EJ 213 556
ED 178 419 EJ 207 504 EJ 216 073
tD 179 887 EJ 207 505 EJ 216 898
ED 180 115 EJ 210 896 EJ 216 899
ED 182 023 EJ 213 028 EJ 217 683

EJ 218 124

3 Documents .with research findings include:

6. Teacher education modules include:

ED 183 545
ED 176 378

EJ 207 538
EJ 216 899

7. Documents on elementary school settings include:

ED 175 534 ED 183 550 EJ 211 743
ED 178 094 ED 183 551 EJ 213 028
ED 175 536 ED 184 722 EJ 218 124
ED 183 541 ED 184 729 EJ 218 238
ED 183 542 EJ 208 467 EJ 218 657
ED 183 549 EJ 209 458

ED 175 112 ED 182 780 EJ 209 186
ED 175 534 ED 183 285 EJ210 366
ED 175 536 ED 183 541 EJ 210 664 8. Some of the cues for question 3 title. "Study of . .,"

ED 176 378 ED 183 542 EJ 213 556 Publication Type: Reports-research (143); reported in Journal
ED 178 094 ED 183 543 EJ 214 883 like American Educational Research Journal that publish only
ED 179 328 ED 183 545 EJ 218 088 research studies.
ED 180
ED 130

075 ED 183
985 ED 184

549
729

EJ 218 657
EJ 218 696

Some cues for question 4: Publication Type: Information
Analysis (070).

The ERIC Clearinghouse accession code SP for Teacher
4. Documents summarizing information on "discipline" include. Education, the only clue, is listed only in resumes.

ED 175 087 ED 181 150 Question 6 clues include titles, words like inservice and teacher
ED 177 729-- ED 182 015 educiAtion, use of the descriptor, teacher education
ED 180 054 ED 1.82 827

5. Document accessioned by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher
Education are coded SP

ED 183 541
ED 183 543
ED.183 545
ED 183 541

95

EJ 210 271
EJ 213 556
EJ 216 898
EJ 216 899 96
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t
SOURCES OF ERIC PUBLICATIONS

Resources in, Education (RIE)

For subscription: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.

Back issues from 1968-1978: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc ,
100D Brown Street, Riverside, New Jersey 08075.

Back issues from 1979-present: Oryx Press, 2214 North Central
at Encanto, Phoeni):, Ariz. 85004.

Current Index 'a Journals in Education (CUE)

For subscriptiun: Oryx Press, 2214 North Central at Encanto,
Phoenix, Ariz. 85004.

'Back issues from 1969-1978: MacMillan

Back issue* from 1979-present: Oryx Press

Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, Completely Revised; 1980: Oryx
Press

Directory of ERIC Search Services

Free list of organizations offering computer searches of ERIC
ERIC Processing and Reference Facility, 4833 Rugby Ave., Suite
303, Bethesda, MD. 20014.

Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections

Free list of locations of ERIC microfiche collections: ERIC
Processing and Reference Facility.

Microfiche and Paper Copies of Most Documents: ERIC Documeni,
Reproduction Service (EDRS), P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Va. 22210
(703) 841-1212.

Reprints of Journal articles, University Microfflms International, 300
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, (800) 521-3042.

9"r



ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES

CE ERIC Clearinghouse on Career
Education
Ohio State University
National Center for Pesearch in
Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone (614) 486-3655
Career education formal and informal at all levels encompassing

attitudes self knowledge, decisionmaking skltls general and
occupdional knowledge and specific vocational and occupational
skills adult and continuing education, formal and informal relating

to occupational family, leisure citizen organizational and
retirement roles, vocational and technical education inducing
new sub-professional fields, industrial arts and vocational
rehabilitation for the handicapped

CG ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling
and Personnel Services
University of Michigan
School of Education Building, Room
2108
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
Telephone (313) 764-9492
Preparation practice and supervision of counselors at all
educational levels and in all settings theoretical development of
counseling and guidance use and resuli3 of personnel
procedures such as testing interviewing disseminating and
analyzing such information. g-o up wor k and case work nature of

pupil, student and adult charactenstk s personnel workers and
theirrelationtocareerplar ing f amity consultattons and student
orientation activities

PS ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary
and Early Childhood Education
University of Illinois
College of Education
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telephone: (217) 333-1386
piinmailaCtOrs parental L ihavlOr the physical psychological
Jodi! educatiOnal, and cu, ural development of children from
both thrckxyh the primary grades ,educational theory research

and practice related to the development of Young children

9S

EA ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
Telephone (503) 686-5043
I eadership, management ano structure of public and private
educational organizations practice and theory of administration

presence andinservicepreparaboroladministrators tasks and
processes of administration, methods and varieties of
organization organizational change, and social context of the

organization
Sites buildings, and equipment for education planning
financing constructing renovating equipping maintaining
Operating, nsi.. -mg utilizing, and evaluatingeducabonal facilities

EC ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped
and Gifted Children
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
Telephone. (703) 620-3660
Aurally handicapped, visually handicapped mentally hands
capped physically handicapped emotionallydisturbed speech
handicapped Warning disabli les and the gilled, behavioral
psychomotor and communication disorders administration of
special education services. preparation and contihuing education
of professional and paraprofessional personnel preschool
lea-ning ,o development of the exctptional, general studies on

creativity

HE ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher
Education
George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone (202) 296-2597
Various subjects relating to college and university students
college and university conditions and problems college and
ovversity programs cu icular and instructional problems and

programs faculty institutional research federal programs
professional education (medical, law, etc 1 graduals education
university extension programs teaching -leaf tung, planning
governance, f inance, evaluation intennatitutional arrangements

and management of higher educational institutions

IR ERIC Clearinghouse on Information
Resources
Syracuse University
School of Education
Syracuse, New York 13210
Telephone (315) 423-3640
Management operation, and use of libraries the technology to

improve their operation and the education, training and
professional active:is of librarians ano int ormation specialists

Educational techniques involved in microteaching systems
analysis, and programmed instruction employing audiovisual
teaching aids 3,:1 teChology such as television radio
computes, anc able television, communication sateetes
microtorms, and public television

JC ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges
University of California
Powell Library, Room 96
Los Angeles, California 90024
Telephone: (213) 825-3931
Development, administration and evaluation of public and private

community junior colleges Junior college students staff
curricula programs librarians, and community services

FL ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages
and Linguistics
Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect St. N.W
Washington, D C 20007
Telephone: (202) 298-9292
Languages and linguistics Instructional methodulogy psychology

of language learning cultural and intercultural content
appliCabon of linguistics. curricular problem sand developments,

teacher training and qualifications language sciences,
paycholinguishcs theoretical ar 'lapelled linguistics language
pedagogy bilingualism and commonly taught languages
including English for speakers of other languages

continued on next page
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CS ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and
Communication Skills
National Council of Teachers of
English

1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telephone: (217) 328-3870
Reading. English., and communication skits preschool through
c Vigo Education& swarth and development in reading
writing. speaking, and listening Identification, diagnosis and
remedation of reading problems Speech communication
forensics. mass communication, in'erpersOnal and small group
interaction, interpretation rhetorical andcomunication theory
instruction development speei.n sciences and tt.aater
Preparation of instructional staff and related personnel in these

areas
All aspects of reading behavior with emphasis on physiology

psychcaogy sociology. and teething instructional materials
cumcula. tests and measurement. preparation of reading.
teachers and specialists. and methodology at all levels Role of

libraries and other agencies in fostering arid guiding reading
Diagnostic and remedial services in school and clin 'cal settings

RC ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural
Education and Small Schools
New Mexico State University
Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003
Telephone: (505) 646-2623
Education of Indian Americans. Mexican Americans, Spanish
Amencans and migratory farm workers and their chicken,
outdoor education. economic. cultural social. n other factors
related to edu- prog tarns in rural areas and small schools

disadvantaged of runt and small school populations

SE ERIC Clearinghouse for Science,
Mathematics, and Environmental
Education
Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Road, Third Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43212
Telephone. (614) 422-6717
An ieveisof sciencc, teethernatics,Rnd environmental education,
devil ,prnent of curriculum and instructional materials media

apffrestions impact of interest intelligence values concept
development upon learning preservice and insery ice teacher

education and supervision

SO ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies /Social Science Education
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorido 80302
Telephone. (303) 492-8434
All levels of social studies and social science all activities
relating to teachers. content of disciplines, applictions of learning

theory 6urnculum theory child development theory and
instruction..., theory, research and develeprnent programs
special needs of student groups education as a social
science. social studies social science and the community

SP ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher
Education
American Association of Colleges for
Teac'ier Education
One Dupont Circle, N W , Suite 610
Washington, D.C. 20036'
Telephone. (202) 293-2450
School personnel at all levels, all issues fr selection through

perServiCe and insetvice preparation and 'Ito retirement
curricula, educational theory and philosoc general education

not specifically covered by Educational Management Clear
inghouse Title Xl NOEA Institutes not covered by subject
specialty in other ERIC Clearinghouses. all aspects of physical

education

TM ERIC Clearinghouse oh Tests,
Measurement, anitEvaluation
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
Telephone: (609) 921-9000 ext. 2176
Tests and other measurement devices. evaluation procedures

and techniques. application of tests. measurement. or fhidiU ahon

on educational projects or programs

UD ERIC Clearinghouse on Man
Education
Box 40
Teachers College, Columpla
University
525 W 120th Street
New York, New York 10027
Telephone. (212) 678-3437
The relationship between urban life and schooling the effect of

urban experencs and environments from birth onward, the
academic. intellectual. and social performanceof urban ch ildren

and yout h from grade three ihroJgh college entrance (including

the effect of self concept, motivation. and other affective
influences). educahonof urban Puerto 'Rican andAsian American

pooulatans and rural and urban black populations, programsand
practices which provide learningexpnnences designed to meet

the special needs of d werse populations served by urban schools

and which build upon their unkpe as well as their common
characteristics, structural changes in the classro .)m, school

school system. and community and innovative instructional
practices which directly affect urban childr.n and youth.
programs. practices and malenals relatecho economic and eth roc

discrimination, segregation desegregation and integrator, in
edu:tion issues. programs, practices and materials related to
redressing the curriculum imbalance in the treatment of ethnic-

minonty groups

Educational Resources Information
Center
Central ERIC
National Institute cf Education
Washington, D C 20208
Telephone' (202) 254-5500

101
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II. INSTRUCTOR-DIRECTED LEARNING UNIT

s

, ..

B., C. The following 4 masters are used
to duplicate participant tests
and participant assessment of this
ERIC unit.
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PARTICIPANT TEST NUMBER 1
USING INFORMATION FROM ERIC

40

1 Match the ERIC resource with its appropriate use

RIE a. Guide to journal articles

CIJE b. List of ERIC decnptors

Thesaurus c Includes resumes of pnmanl- unpublished

documents

2 RIE and CIJE are published

a Weekly

b Monthly

c Annually

3. ERIC generally does not accession cr)rtain types of resourtes Mark the resources listed
below that you would expect to find in ERIC files

a Journal articles about education

b Journal articles about the substance political science (not political science
education)

c. Audio-visual resources (e.g., films, film strips)

d Education conference reports

e Educational research final reports

f. Educational dissertations

g Advertising or promotional material

h Catalogs

Legislation in progress

Final reports of federal projects

4. Ft,":. and CIJE contain several indexes. Circle RIE and/or CIJE if a particular index is included.
Index Found in

Subject Index RIE CIJE

Author Index' RIE CIJE

Institution Index RIE CIJE

Journal Contents Index RIE CIJE

Publication Type RIE CUE
.

ti

5 Semi-annual cumulative issues of RIE include indexes only True or False?

6. Semi-annual cumulative issues of CIJE include both indexes and resumes.
True or False?

7 ERIC, provides copies of most journal articles indexed in CIJE. True or False/

8. ERIC provides copies of most documents indexed in RIE True or False?

9. EJ stands for "ERIC Journal" while ED represents "ERIC Document True or False'
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10. Identify the meaning of each part of The following RIE resume.

QED,..-ED 184 679 PS OH 318.,
Suzanne P Railer Vichael I ..S.

.A SfulftDimensional Approach to Successful ,,,

Forty Childhood Intervene on
Pub Date Apr 80

ote 45p Paper presented at the Annual Meet
mg of the American Educational Resea-eh As-
sociation (Boston MA April 7-11 19801

Pub Ty pe Reports Research (143) Speeches -
Sleeting Papers (150)

EDRS Price SIFOI/PCO2 Plus Postage
Descriptors Ncademic Aches ement. Disadsan-

raged 'Youth Early Child400d u,iiiion
'Family School Relationship. Home S its. Ir,
dis 'dual Instruction Intersention. Lon: udinai
Studies Parent Participation Preschoo Chd-
dren Program Effecti.eness 'Success

Identifiers 'Multiple %lode! Preschool Prog m
This paper presents the design underlying the y

nd primary outcomes of the Multiple %lode! P
school Program (SI MPP) a threc> ear longat udin
early childhood inters ention progrim which

'focused simultaneously on the th re? dimensions of
parental insolsement, home-school relations and
indis idualized education In both homes and
schools at three different geographic sites, the
1117P examined the effects of a multi-dimensional
prograrri on the growth of 134 low-income children
identified at age three as potential academic high-
risks Results in the area of cognitise functioning of
the children, as measured la, a battery of standard-
ized aptitude and ac hies ement tests, resealed sig-
nificant gains of a magnitude which supports the
SI SI PP approach as a fruit .'ul one for increasing the

..,_ likelihood of academic success for this population
--"' I Author;

a. Where and when was this

gaper presented?

b. What would a microfiche of -this

document cost from EDRB4?

(Oue: Look at sample order

form on page 6).

c. What does this asterisk mean?

11. Identify the meaning of each part of the following CIJE resume.

....-E.J 212 454 .. EC 120 822
'Verbal Test Performance of Superior High School

or Students: 1963.19 olangelo, Nick. Ogburn- a. Which Clearinghouse entered
Colan ournal for the Education of the

-201 Sum 1979 this article in ERIC?
aceptional Child Research, Gifted,

ool Students, Secondary Education.
end Analysis, *Verbal Tests

e artnIe presents a trend analysis of test scores (1965
/1976) among superior high school students on the %neon-

/ sin Inventory for Talented Students-Verbal Performance
on the verbal test among superior ninth grade (S=4,8)
and eleventh gradF (S=423) .tudents has declined user
the past :2 years (Author)

(Oue: Use Clearinghouse ligt

in back of ti lis unit.)

12 What is the meaning of the following terms used in the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors?

SN

OF

NT

BT

RT
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PARTICIPANT TEST NUMBER 2
USING INFORMATION FROM ERIC

so

1 What is the location of the nearest ERIC microfiche collection? (NOTE If you do not

know, consult the "Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections" available free from *IC

or from your instructor ) ,

A

2 Where are copies of RIE, CIJE, and The Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors located in your

library?

3 Identify a topic, problem, or conliipt that you would like to know more about. State
...

it as a question "D i

4 Make a manual sLarch using this question as a guide

5 If this is your first experience with ERIC resources, spend some time simply glancing

through each to become better acquainted Find out in RIE what the currer! cost

for microfiche is from EDRS and how to order documents Read the ads in the back

about other ERIC resources. Note the names of journals indexed in CIJE Learn to

use two other displays in Thesaurus not introduced herein (Two-way Hierarchical

Term Display and Descriptor Group Display)

6 Where are complier searches available nearby? How long do they take? How

rn.,t,h do they cost? Who do'you contact to make one

7 Can microfiche be reproduced on paper copy at the library or institution with an

ERIC collection? How is this done? What are the costs?

1
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Participant AsTsment of Unit on ERIC

P:asse circle the numeral that best expresses your feeling about each of the items wnich follow. Your perception
will help in Improving this unit.

lir

1 Prior to this unit, my knowledge
Qf ERIC was

Extensive Some None

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2 In relation to my needs, the
conteif was

Very Not
Appropriate Adequate Appropriate

7 6 5, 4 3 2 1

a Oral presentations were:

Very
Interestmg Average Dull

7 6 5 4 3 2 i .

4 Printed materials were

Clear and Vague and of
Informative Average Little Use

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

5 The unit was

Very Well
Organized Organized Unorganized

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

6. Ovecall, I consider this unit.
Excellent Average Poor

7' 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 I would recommend the unit
to others.

Definitely Definitely
Yes Uncertain No

7 6 5 4 3 . 2 1

8. I will use information and
skills learned in this unit

Defindely Definitely
Yes Uncertain No

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

9 I now beilpve ERIC is:

Extremely
Useful

Useful Of No
Resource Value

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

10 Comments,Suggestions/Observations

l'ot3



11. INSTRUCTOR-DIRECTED LEARNING UNIT

D. The following 30 masters are used tc

make overhead transparencies to

use with your lectures.

I.

1 l"1L t
fi i
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WHY USEFUL?

400,000 REPORTS, PAPERS AND JOURNAL ARTICLES

RELATED TO EDUCATION

TIMELY

MANY NOT AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE

112 113

kJ

ERIC 3



EDUCATION It CHANGING

Discipline named No. 1 problem in schools

Teachers study efftiQe - of stress

Influx of bilingual students

Sturly reveals_. .

Microcomputers ordered for school

State adopts new textbooks
Researcher reports . . .

Gifted and Talented Program inaugurated
111



ERIC ACCESSES 'A WIDAANGE OF IMPORTANT
LITERATURE FOR TEACHERS

ED 182 108
usz 000

Activity Oriented Materials Developed to Help

the Low Achiever Attain Basic Mathemat-

ical Competencies.
ED 182 107 SE 029 368

It's Time to Challenge the Gifted: Some Tested
Lessons, K-9.

ED 144 251 CS 502 794

Designing a Positive In-School Suspension
Program.

ED 182 023 PS- 011:175

Classroom Management: Teaching Tech-
niques and Strategies for Dealing with Dis-

cipline Problems.

11C ERIC 5

1 1 7



YES

113

Journals

Print Documents

i

0

NO
Audio Visual Resources

Dissertations

,

Catalogs

0. Advertising

p Legislation in Progress

119 ERIC 6
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CENTRAL FACILITIES

(X) CLEARINGHOUSES
USERS (LIBRARIES SCHO
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Resources
in Education
EDUCATIONALRESOURCES

INFORMATION
CENTER
MANCH 1140

YOU Ali 1$
MASER 3

J

ID Irf 377-1711104

s9 0011341131
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rnais

inEd_ ion

1111111111
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JanuaryJune
1980

EJ 207 485-EJ
217 187
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CAN HELP YOU SOLVE

EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS
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S.
OBJECTIVES

1. Describe Information in 3 ERIC Publications

Resources in Education (RIE)

Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE)

Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors

2. Conduct an ERIC manual search.

3. Describe how to work with an information specialist

to complete an ERIC computer search.

127

,

ERIC 11
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DOCUMENT RESUMES

INDEXES

Subject

Author

Institution

Publication Type

ERIC 12
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Author Index

Drummond, William H.
A Description of the Florida Linkage System
Training Program.

ED 188 510

Institution Index

Florida State Dept. of Education,
Tallahassee.

Competency Testing in Florida. Report to the
Florida Cabinet. Part I. TaSk Force on Educa-
tional' Assessment Programs.

ED 183 607
A Description of the Florida Linkage System
Training Program.

ED 183 510

Resume

144.% ED 183 510 SP 015 557
Drummond, William H. And Others
A Description of the Florida Linkage System

Training Program.
Florida Staz:. Dept. of Education, Tallahassee.
Spons Aget,:y National Inst. of Education

(DHEW), Washington, D.C. Dissemination and
Resources Group.

Pub Date-79
Contract-400-76-0089
Note-28p.
Available fromOffice of Dissemination/Diffu-

sion, Florida Dept. of Education, Knott Building,
Tallahassee, FL ($1.00)

Pub Type Reports - Descriptive (141)
EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.
DescriptorsEducational Administration, Group

Dynamics, *Instructional Materials, *Learning
Modules, Problem Solving

Identifiers Linking Agents, *Research and Deve-
lopme Utilization Program
A b description of the Florida Linkage Sys-

tem's raining modules is provided. The training
pro:. am is designed to introduce teachers and edu-
ca enal personnel to a systematic approach to prob-
1 -solving and decision-making. Emphasis is

laced on group interaction, and raising awareness°
of self as an individual in a iocial context. The title,
purpose, expected outcome!, and school usefulness
of 25 modules are given and ordering information is
provided. (LH)

Publication Type

A Description of the Florida Linkage System
Training Program.

ED 183 510

Subject Index

ft

Problem Solving
Counseling Needs of the Older Adult. Module 44.

ED 182 678
A Description of the Florida Linkage System
Training Program.

ED 183 510

131
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION1

ED 183 510 SP 015 557
Drummond, Wiltiam H. And Others
A Description of the Florida Linkage System

Training Program.
Florida State Dept: of Education, Tallahassee.
Spons AgencyNational Inst. of Education'

(DHEW). Washington, D.C. Dissemination and
Resources Group.

Pub,Date-79
Contra t-400-76-0089
Note--28p.
Available fromOffice of Dissemination/Diffu-

sion, Florida Dept. of Education, Knott Building.
Tallahassee, FL ($1.00)

Pub TypeReports - Descriptive (141)
EDRS Price - M1410,1/PCO2 Plus Postage.

Descripto'rsEducational Admiciistration, *Group
Dynamics, *Instructional Materials, *Learning
Modules, *Problem Solving

IdentifiersLinking- Agents, *Research and De-
velopment Utilization Program
A brief description of the Florida Linkage Sys-

tem's training modules is provided. The training
program is designed to introduce teachers and ed-
ucational personnel to a systematic approach to
problem-solving and decision-making. Emphasis
is placed on group interaction, and raising,aware-
ness of self as an individual in a social context.
The title, purpose, expected outcomes, and school
usefulness of 25 modules are given and ordering
information is provided. (LH)
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ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE
P.O Box 190 ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22210 17031 841-1212

OPERATED BY COMPUTER MICROFILM INTERNATIONAL. CORP.

FERIC PRICE CODES

ipAPER COPY/HARD COPY

PRICE CODE PAGINATION PRICE

PC 01 . 1-25 1.82

PC 02 26- 50 3.32

PC 03 51- 75 4.82

PC 04 76 - 100 6.32
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INDEX TERMS

ED 183 510 SP 015 557
Drummond, William H. And Others
A Description of the Florida Linkage System

Training Program.
Florida State Dept. of Education, Tallahassee.
Spons AgencyNational Inst. of Education

(DHEW). Washington, D.C. Dissemination and

----------1-113ub Date-79
esources Group.

/".------ Contract-400-76-0089
Note-28p.
Available fromOffice of Dissemination'Diffu-

sion, Florida Dept. of Education, Knott Building,
Tallahassee, FL ($1.00)

Pub TypeReports - Descriptive (141)
EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.

DescriptorsEducational Administration, *Group
Dynamics, *Instructional Materials, *Learning
Modules, *Problem Solving

IdentifiersLinking Agents, *Research and De-
velopment Utilization Program

A brief description of the Florida Linkage Sys-
tem's training modules is provided. The training
program is designed to introduce teachers and ed-

. ucational personnel to a systematic approach to
problem-solving and decision-making. Emphasis
is placed on group interaction, and raising aware-
ness of self as an individual in a social context.
The title, purpose, expected outcomes, and school
usefulness of 25 modules are given and orderine;
information is provided. (LH)
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Descriptors

Identifiers
*Major concepts

41

ERIC 16
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ABSTRACT

ED 183 510 SP 015 557
Drummond, William H. And Others
A Description of the Florida Linkage System

Training Program.
Florida State Dept. of Education, Tallahassee.
Spons AgencyNational Inst. of Education

(DHEW). Washington, D.C. Dissemination and
Resources Group.

Pub Date-79
Contract-400-76-0089
Note-28p.
Available fromOffice of Dissemination/Diffu-

sion, Florida Dept. of Education, Knott Building,
Tallahassee, FL ($1.00)

Pub TypeReports - Descriptive (141)
EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Plus Postage.
Descriptors Educational Administration, *Group

Dynamics, *Instructional Materials, *Learning
Modules, *Problem Solving

IdentifiersLinking Agents, *Research and De-
velopment Utilization Program

A brief description of the Florida Linkage Sys-
tem's training modules is provided. The training
program is designed to introduce teachers and ed-
ucational personnel to a systematic approach to
problem-solving and decision-making. Emphasis
is placed on group interaction, and raising aware-
ness of self as an individual in a social context.
The title, purpose, expected outcomes, and school
usefulness of 25 modules are given and ordering
information is provided. (LH)
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objective statement of
document's contents
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Journal
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C1JE WkIN ENTRY

ERIC Accession No.

Article Title-

Availability

Abstract

Volume & Issue Clearinghouse No.

EJ 212 168 CS 711 315
Author(s)-----.......,'rlits...reachingTechnical Voca lary to Handicapped

Stu e . Gardner, David C.; Kurtz, Margaret A.
Reading Improvement; v 16 n 3 p252-57 Fall 1979 (Re-
print: UMI)

Journal Descriptors: *Curriculum Development; culum
Research; *Handicapped Students; Job Skills;
Learning Disabilities; *Mainstreaming; Secondary
Education; Teaching Techniques; *Vocabulary
Development; *Vocational Education

Identifiers: *Project VITA
Describes the field testing of a series of curriculum

Index Terms modules designed to be used in resource rooms to pro-
vide supplemental instruction for students with mild
learning handicaps who were mainstreamed into reg-
ular vocational programs. (FL)

143

Date

Pages

Annotator
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Current Index to
Journals

in Education

Vol 12 No 7-12
July-December 1980

4
Both RIE and CIJE publish monthly and semi-annual volumes.

RIE Semi-Annual
Indexes Only

RIE Annual
Indexes and Resumes

145

CIJE Semi-Annual
Indexes Plus Resumes
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L1 1
4 Alphabetical Descriptor Display

I 0 4 Rotated Descriptor Display
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ALPHABETICAL DESCRIPTOR DISPLAY

ViRCEPTION Jul. 1966
CUE: 1,604 RIE: 1,092

SN The process of becoming aware of
objects, 'qualities, or relations via
the sense organs (note: use a more
specific term if possibledo not
confuse with "attitudes" or "opin7
ions")

UF Awareness
NT Auditory Perception

Kinesthetic Perception
Spatial Perception
Tactual Perception
Visual Perception

BT Cognitive Processes
RT Adaptation Level Theory

Arousal Patterns
Attention
Color
Comprehension
Discovery Processes
Discrimination Learning
Figural Aftereffects
Neurological Organization
Novelty (Stimulus Dimension)
Paired Associate Learning
Patterned Responses

143

SN

UF

NT

BT

RT

Scope Note

Used For

Narrower Term

Broader Term

Related Term

ERIC 22
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0
ROTATED DISPLAY

151

READING
READING

INDEPENDENT READING
INDIVIDUALIZED READING

READING
READING

INFORMAL READING
READING
READING

SUPPLEMENTARY READING
MUSIC READING

ORAL READING
READING
READING

ADULT READING
READING
READING
READING

RECREATIONAL READING
REMEDIAL READING

HABITS
IMPROVEMENT

INSTRUCTION
INTERESTS
INVENT° S
MATERIAL SELECTION
MATERIALS
MATERIALS

PROCESSES
PROGRAMS
PROGRAMS
RATE
READINESS
READINESS TE

ERIC 23
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CONDUCTING A MANUAL SEARCH

1. STATE PROBLEM

2. IDENTIFY KEY DESCRIPTORS

3. EXAMINE RIE AND CUE

4. READ RESUMES; SELECT

5. SECURE ARTICLES AND DOCUMENTS

15:3



0
Locating information through ERIC
is a straightforward process

1

State
Problem

151

2

From your
problem,
list
descriptors
for search
using
Thesaurus

Use subject,
author,
institution,
and
publIcation
type
indexes to
locate
documents

Read
resumes
in RIE

=Ow

Examine
documents
in
microfiche,
paper copy,
or original

4 4'
,>+i

4.

3

1.0.

4

....

5

Use subject,
author, and
journal
indexes
to locate
articles

Read
resumes
in CIJE

Locate
articles in
original
journal or
secure from
UMI or
publisher

Solve
problem, or
write report,
or complete
project

ERIC 25



PROBLEM:

What are the effects of classroom
environment on disadvantaged youth in
elementary schools?

Descriptors
CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT
CLASSROOM DESIGN
CLASSROOMS
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

Descriptors
DISADVANTAGED YOUTH
CULTURA_L_ALT DISADVANTAGED
NEGLECTED CHILDREN

Descriptors
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
ELEMENTARY GRADES
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS

ERIC 26
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Set A = All 3rd Graders in Texas
Set B = All Mexican Americans in Texas

AND

A AND B

Only 3rci Grade
Mexican Americans

15

OR

A OR B

Either in 3rd Grade or
Mexican American

NOT o

A NOT B

Only non-Mexican
American 3rd Graders

I

/

0

tfic 77 0



PROBLEM:
. What are the effects of classroom environment on

disadvantaged youth in elementary schools?

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT -OR-- CLASSROOM
DESIGN -OR- CLASSROOMS -OR- PHYSICAL
ENVIRONMENT -OR- SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

AND

DISADVANTAGED YOUTH -OR- CULTURALLY
DISADVANTAGED -OR-NEGLECTED CHILDREN

AND-
4t

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS -OR-- ELEMENTARY
GRADES -OR- ELEMENTARY EDUCATION -OR-
ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS STUDENTS

I

1Go

c

ERIC 28
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MANUAL ERIC SEARCHES

ADVANit t GE S

Can be conducted in any
location if basic reference
tools are available.

Can be conducted inde-
pendently without assis-
tance of trained specalist.

Allows for immediate
identification and selec-
tion of appropriate
resources.

Allows for on-the-spot
revision or expansion of
search problem and scope
of search.

Allows for serendipitous
discovery of resources
that may otherwise be
overlooked.

Allows for 100% relevance
in documents retrieved.

1.62

DISADVANTAGES

Time consuming.

Limits scope of research
number of facets of a
problem that can be re-
searched; span of resources
that can be reviewed.

Limits the number of re-
sources that can be
identified.

Coordination of facets of
problem must be done by
researcher.

ERIC 29
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COMPUTER ERIC SEARCHES

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Allows for the assistance
of a trained specialist
to define a problem in
ERIC terminology.

Numerous facets of a
problem can be researched
simultaneously.

Can provide extensive,
in-depth coverage of any
and all facets of a problem.

Can coordinate facets in
different combinations so
that problem can be viewed
from differing perspectives.

Can yield vast quanti-
ties of information in
short time period.

161

Cost of servicethere is a per-item charge
for each listing identified. For searches
yielding many listings, expense may be
high.

Accessibility of servicecomputer
searches must be conducted where
facilities are available. If there are none in
your area, wait-time to receive results may
exceea the amount of time required for a
manual search of limited scope.

Research problem statements must be
translated into precise language by a
trained specialist. Accurate translation
may be affected by (1) your ability to
communicate your problem; (2) the
specialist's expertise in assisting in tile
process.

Computer searches yield only what is
asked for. Precise definition of problem
may eliminate relevant resources because
of the language used in the request, while
non-relevant documents may be included
because of the way they are indexed.

ERIC 30
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USING INFORMATION FROM ERIC
TO SOLVE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS:

A Resource Module for
Teacher Education

P A R T 111

INDEPENDENT LEARNING UNIT

This part of the Module includes all the masters required for the
Independent Learning Unit on ERIC.

Duplicate sections A and B for participant use

A. Participant Guide: A TEACHER'S GUIDE TO ERIC
B. Participant Assessment of the Unit

1



111. INDEPENDENT LEARNING UNIT

A. The following 34 masters are used

to duplicate the Participant Guide,

A Teacher's Guide to ERIC.

B. The last master is used to duplicate

the Participant Assessment of the unit.

V



INDEPENDENT LEARNING UNIT

A TEACHER'S GUDE TO

ERIC

W. Robert Houston
University of Houston

Ric]

Clearinghouse On Teacher Education

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

One Dupont Circle, N.W., Suite 610

Washington, D.C., 20036
169
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PROSPECTUS

Characteristic of today's society is the great need for
information--and the need for ready access to specific and
appropriate information. This need is especially intense -for
educators. To meet the unique information needs in education, the
U.S. Department of Education supports a nationwide, comprehensive
indexing system, the Educational Resources Information Center, or
ERIC.

Obfricdves

This unit is designed to assist teachers, prospective teachers, and
other educators to use ERIC. Upon completing this unit, you should
be able to:

1. Describe information available in three ERIC publications
(Resources in Education ERIE), Current Index to Journals in
Education [CUE), and Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors)

2. Conduct an ERIC manual search,

3. Describe how to work with an information specialist to complete
an ERIC computer search.

Procedure

The unit can be completed in about 90 minutes. To do so., simply
read the materials and complete the self-tests which follow. Answers
are found immediately after each test.
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THE NEED TO KNOW

Have you ever wondered how other
teachers deal with discipline problems-in-
inner city schools? How effective is
individualized instruction? What's
happeningnationwidein the education of
exceptional children and minimum
competency testing? What do the
"experts" and educational researchers have
to say about these trends? What do other
teachers say?

Answers to these questions and many,
many others are available to teachers and
prospective teachers through the
Educational Resources Information
CenterERIC

You Will find that ERIC can be an
important resource for several reasons:

It provides ready access to over
400,000 documents and journal articks

All are related to education

ERIC, established in the mid-1960's,
restricts itself to acquiring documents
that are recent and timely

ERIC includes many documents not
published elsewhere

Education is Changing rapidly today. New
programs for students, improved media, and
more effective teaching methods are being
developed in schools, universities, and
research centers. Many are described in

171

1)mtpltne
named No. I problem to

Teachers study effects of stress

"wolfs

shag reviL'

Movocompaters
ordered for scsoott

state adopts new textbooks
Researcher reports

Gifted and Talentio Program inaugurated
. _

Education is changing

documents that are unavailable or unknown
to most teachers, yet could be of invaluable
assistance. The purpose of ERIC is to
proN.Ale access to this literature

Teachers have used ERIC to learn about
new classroom techniques such as
simulations and educational games,
research and practice in working with
handicapped children, gifted and talented,
dropouts, and non-English speaking
residents They have secured bibliographies
on anthropology and world history
resourceS, children's television, and Piaget.

ED 182 106
Activity Oriented Materials Developed to Help

the Low Achiever Attain 134sic Mathematical
Competencies.

ED 182 107

Ifs Time to Challenge
Ku) OW. so Tested

Lessons,
it-9.

ED 182 023
Clessroom Management. Teaching Techniques

and Strategies for Dealing with Discipline
Problems.

ED 129 452
the Clactroom

W Children

ED 165 3S6
Prcteoures for Teachers of the Severely Nandi.

-,ed to Follow in Controlling Serious Ele-
vlor Problems within the Classroom

,hangs Episode Two.

ERIC accesses as wide range of
important literature for teachers

They have secured information on legal
issues such as student rights, implications of
Public Law 94-142, and day care centers
Some teachers have found personal
assistance in dealing with stress and
burnout, in assertiveness training, and in
personal and family finance.

ERIC doesn't do everything, but because
it is specifically devoted to the problems of
educators, it is especially useful in gaining
new ideas for your classroom or preparing a
research paper.
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ENIC is a national information system
composed of Central ERIC, several special
contractors, and 16 Clearinghouses that are
located at universities and professional
associatiortS. Each Clearinghouse
specializes in a different educational area
Each searches out pertinent documents or
journal articles th't are screened,
abstracted, and indexed

ERIC helps you find relevant documents
through two montNy publications

Resources in Education (called RIE)
includes indexes and resumes of
research findings, project leports,
sp3eches, program descriptions, and
curriculum materials

Current Index to Journal, in Education
(CUE) covers educational articles in
about 800 major educational c
education- reL.ted journals Both RIE
ano CI.. are published monthly

A third publication is also useful, the
Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors ERIC

has developed a standard vocabulary
witn tress- referencing for consistency in
indoxing educational documents and
journal articles These tents, called
descriptors, are found in the Thesaurus

173

@ CLEARINGHOUSES

CENTRAL FACILITIES

USERS (LIBRARIES, SCHOOLS)

The purpose of this unit is to help you
learn to use these three ERIC resources to
gather information or solve educational
problems In an age that is characterized by
an information explosion, such a resource is
especially helpful to teachers whose
available time is very limited Yc like other
educators, will find that ERIC can assist in
solving even your knottiest problems

Now, let's check on progress Complete
Self-Test Number 1, then check your
answers with those printed at the ena -of the
test

171
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1 c RIE, b CIJE, a Thesaurus 

2 Monthly, although as we shall learn, cumulative volumes are published for both RIE 

and CIJE 

3 ERIC annotates many u..-uments, including a, d, e, and ,, ERIC generally does not 
accession b, c, f,,g, h, or i There are exceptions, some dissertations and congres- 

sional proceedings or bills are included in RIE, for example 
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RESOURCES IN EDUCATION (RIE)

The first ERIC publication we will explore
in Resources in Education, usually referred
to as RIE. RIE is a guide to documents such
as descriptions of educational programs
conference papers., research reports,

curriculum materiels, and other educational
resources. ,

Each issue of RIE includes about 1,200
resumes of documents and four indexes.

Author Index

Drummond, William H.
A Description of the Florida Linkage System
Training Program

ED 183 510

Institution Index

Florida State Dept. of Education,
Tallahassee.

Competency Testing in Florida Report to the
Florida Cabinet Part I -Task Force on Educa-
tional Assessment Programs

ED 183 607
A Description of the Florida I inka System
Maims Program

ED 183 510

afa

Publication Type

A Description of the Florida Linkage System
Training Program

ED 183 510

Subject index

Problem Solving
Counseling Needs of the Older Adult. Module 44.

ED 182 678
A Description of the Florida Linkage System
Training Program

ED 183 510

Resume

ED 183 510 SP 015 557
Drummond. Witham If And Others
A Description of the Florida Linkage System

Training Program.
Florida State Dept of Education, Tallahassee
Sams Agency Nation.. Inst of Education

(DHEW). Washington, D C Dissemination and
Resources Group

Pub Date-79
Contract--400-76 0089
Note-28p
Availaole fromOfEce of Dissemination /Diffu-

- sion Florida Dept of Education. Knott Building.
Tallahassee. FL (SI 00)

Pub Type-- Reports - Descriptive (I41)'
EDRS Pricy - MFOI /PCO2 Plus Postage.
Descnptors Educational Administration. 'Group

Dynamics. 'Instructional Materials. Learning
Modules. Problem Solving

Identifiers Linking Agents. 'Research and Deve-
lopme Utilization .Program
A b description of the Florida Linkage Sys-

tem's raining modules is provided The training
pro m is designed to introduce teachers and edu-
ca al personnel to a systematic approach to prob-
1 -solving and decision-making Emphasis is
laced on group interection, and raising awareness

of self as an individual in a social conteht The title,
purpose, expected outcomes, and school usefulness
of 25 modules are given and ordering information is
provided (LH)

Figure 1: Indexes

17"

Excerpts from the four indexes are
illustrated below for a resume Please note
the relation between items in the resume
and the indexes.

Each resume provides detailed
information on a document Examine the
resume in Figure 2 and compare it with the
description which follows

Each document in ERIC is given two numbers

ERIC Clearinghouse Ac session Number When
the document is first received, the Clearinghouse
processing it gives it an accession number In this
resume, the SP identifies the Clearinghouse on
Teacher Education which entered this document in
ERIC

ERIC DoCument Number is ED 183 510 Resumes
from all 16 Clearinghouses are listed sequentially
by ED number in HIE. Therefore, this is the most
Important number for users to remember when
referencing ERIC documents

Authors of this document are William Drummond
and others

Title is "A Description of the Florida Linkage Sys-
tem Training Program

institutional Source, the organizepn originating
the document, is the Plorida State Dept of Educa-
tio-I, Tallahassee. The Sponsoring Agency, Na-
tional Institute of Education, sponsored or funded
the dr. cument Date of Publication is followed by

178
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ERIC Clearinghouse Accession Number

ED 183 510 SP 015 557
ERIC Document Number----7-... Drummond. Wdlam H And Others

.0.0' A Description of the Florida linkage System
Author(s) Trend% Program.

Ronda State Dept of Education, Tallahassee.
Title Spons Agency National Intl of Education

(DHEW), Wastungt-m. D C Dissemination and
Institutional Source Resources Group

Publication Date-----Pub
Date-79

Contract -400-76 -O0$9
Note -2$p.
Available fromOffice of Dissemination/Diffu-

Alternate Availability mon. Florida Dept. of Education; Knott Building,
Tallahas ice, FL (11 00)

Pub Type-- Reports - Descriptive (141)
EDRS Prices EDRS Price - MF01/PCO2 Phu Postage.

DescnptorsEducational Administration, Group
Descriptors and Identifiers' Dynamics, 'Instructional Materials. 'Learning

Modules, 'Problem Solving
IdentifiersLinking Agents. 'Research and Deve-

lopment Utilizaton Program
A bnef descnpuon of the Florida Linkage Sys-

tem's training modules is provided. The training
program is designed to introduce teachers and edu-
cational personnel to a systematic approach to prob-
lem-solving and decision-making. Emphasis is
placed on group interaction, and raising awareness
of self as an individual in a social context. The title.
purpose, expected outcomes, and school usefulness
of 25 modules are given and ordenng information is

Abstractor's initials

Abstract

0

Figure 2: RIE Resume

the Contract or grant number of the spcnsonng
agency In this case. the NIE contract was number
400-76-0089

Notes include the length of the document (28 pages),
list of any related documents. and other relevant
information

Alternate Availability includes the source and cost
of obtaining the original document This document

179

can be purchased from the Office of Dissemination/
Diffusion, Flonda Department of Education, Knott
Building, Tallahassee for $1.00,,

Publication Type indicates the source and type of
document (e.g , books, reference materials, reports,
speeches, and tests) Here it is a descnptive report,
which is classified as number 141 of the publication
types.

EDRS Prices. The ERIC Document Reproduction
Service (EDRS) is the principal source of most
documents listed in RIE. EDRS furnishes documents
in two ways.

1 Microfiche, a 4" x 6" transparent sheet of film
containing up to 96 reduced pages A micro-
fiche reader is used to enlarge the images.

2. Full-size paper copies made from the micro-
fiche.

To find the cost of a microfiche of this document,
look up MF01 on the EDRS Order Form which is in
a current issue of RIE. For paper copies, find the
cost of PCO2 on the same Order Form Paper
copies can be reproduced from the microfiche by
most institutions holding ERIC collect ons

Descriptors and Identifiers are two forms of
indexing terms in ERIC Descnptors are included in
the controlled vocabulary of the Thesaurus of ERIC
Descriptors Identifiers are additional words and
terms which may be useful in locating a document
or terms with specialized meanings. Identifiers
include proper names of people, tests, geographi-
cal locations, projects, and organizations

Some descriptors and identifiers are preceded
by asterisks (*). These represent the most impor-
tant concepts in the document, and are called the
majur descriptors and identifiers. These are
included in the RIE Subject Index Can you name
the five major descriptors and identifiers for this
resume?

Abstract is the final part of the resume Abstracts
are less than 200 words long and are intended to
provide adequate information for you to determine
the usefulness of the document. The Abstractor's
Initials at the end of the resume are those of the
person writing the resume (LH in this case)
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CURRENT INDEX TO JOURNALS IN EDUCATION (CIJE)

To locate materials in journals, we turn to
ERIC's second major publication, the
Current Index to Journals in Education,
usually referred to as CUE. Relevant articles
from about 800 journals are indexed in CIJE.
Like RIE, CUE includes Subje.,1 and Author
Indexes. Unlike RIE, there is no Institution
Index. Instead, there is a Journal Contents
Index which contains a- alphabetical listing
of journals reviewed in a particular issue of
CUE and, under each entry, the titles of
articles indexed from each journal. Journal
articles are located in CUE through these
three indexes:

Subject Index

Authpr Index

Journal Contents Index

Resumes provide greater oetell about each
article. Etamine the CUE resume in Figure 3.
In what-Ways does it differ from an RIE
resume?

ERIC Journal Numbers are coded EJ (here
EJ 212 168) and. like ED numbers, are important
in using CUE. Resumes are listed sequentially by
EJ number in CUE and are found in the front of
each issue in the "Main Entry' section.

ClawInghouse No. identifies the original
accession number of the Cleannghouse respon-
sible for the resume (CS idiintifiss the
Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication
Skills).

Article TM, its Author(s), Me Journal This
in which the article originally appeared, the
Journal's Volume and Issue Humber, Pop

1Si

ERIC Accession No.

Arucle Title

Author(*)

Journal Title/
Availability

Descriptors &
identifiers

Annotation

Annotator's initials------------I-'

EJ 212 161 CS 711 315
Teaching Technical Vor doyley to Handicapped Sta-
des' Gardner, Das.J C . Kurtz. Margaret A

Wing Improvement. v16 n3 p252-57 Fall 1979 (Re-
print UM!)

/0' Descriptors *Cu: -lc:ilium Develo Cur
/Research, 'Handicapped Students, kills,
Learning Disabilities, Mainstreaming, Se ary
Education. Teaching Techniques, Vocabulary
Development. Vocational Education

Identifiers Proiect VITA
Describes the field testing or a se :s or curriculum

/modules designed to be used in resource rooms to provide
supplemental instruct.on for students with mild learning
han.licaps who were mainstreamed into regular vocational
program IFL)

Figure 3: CIJE Resume

Clearinghouse No.

Publication Date

Page Numbers

Volume & Issue No.

Numbers of the article, and Publication Date are
included in the bibliographic cii.00n of the
resume

Availability. Reprints of articles in many
journals are available from University Microfilms
International. Availability is indicated by the
initials UMI, as in this resume.

Copies of joumal articles are not available

the
from ERIC or CIJE. If you want to read

the fet: text of an article, (a) locate the joumal in
the nearest library, (b) order a reprint from the
publisher, or (c) order a reprint from UM!.

Dacriptars and Identifiers. Descriptors, as
in RIE, refer to terms included in the Thesaurus
of ERIC Descriptors while Identifiers are other
words or terms necessary to describe the article's
contents.

Annotations in CUE are shorter than RIE
abstracts, and ire limited to 50 words.

In addition to monthly issues, both CIJE
and RIF publish cumulative volumes. CIJE
semi-annual volumes include both indexes
and resumes; RIE semi-annual volumes
include only the indexes. RIE also publishes
an annual volume which includes resumes
as well as indexes.

CIJE and RIE are the two major sources
of information on educational documents
and joumal articles.
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THESAURUS OF ERIC DESCRIPTORS

The third resource, Thesaurus of ERIC
Descriptors, provides a controlled vocabu-
lary which simplifies ERIC searches. The
Completely Revised Edition, published in
1980,organizes ERIC descriptors in four
displays. Two are used regularly by persons
making ERIC searches=the Alphabetical
Descriptor Display and the Rotated
Descriptor Display.

Alphabetical Descriptor Display

The Alphabetical Descriptor Display lists
descriptors in alphabetical order using bold-
face capital letters. One descriptor,
PERCEPTION, is illustrated in Figure 4. Note
that considerable information related to
PERCEPTION is listed. What does it mean?
HOw can it help you better use ERIC to
solve problems?

Examine the information for the
descriptor, PERCEPTION. This descriptor
was used first by ERIC in July, 1966. Since
then, 1,604 articles have been indexed in
tiklE using this descriptor and 1,092
documents have been indexed in RIE.
Several aids help in locating the most
appropriate,descripters to use in the se-rf,h.

SN Scope Note, which defines the
descriptor

UF Used For, terms (such as Awareness) that
are synonyms for the descriptor, but are not
descriptors themselves

NT Narrower Term (Auditory Perception, for
example, which is a specific instance of
Perception.)

ST Broader Term (Cognitive Processes are
broader as they involve not only perception
but other torms of cognition.)

1. S

r

PERCEPTION Jul P966
CIJE 1 604 RIE 1 092

SN The process of becoming aware of ob-
jects, qualities or reatJons vie the

S. -.;e organs (note use a more spe-
cific term if possible -- do not Confuse
with 'attitudes' or 'opinions")

UF Awareness
NT Auditory Perception

Kinesthetic Perception
Spatial Perception
Tactual Perception
Visual Perception

BT Cognitive Processes
RT Adaptation Level Theo-.

Arousal Patterns
Attention

Color
Comprehension
Discovery Processes
Discrimination Learning
rr-igoral Aftereffects

Figure 4: Alphabetical Display in CIJE

RT Related Term (Adaptation Level Theory is
neither broader nor narrower than
Perception but is related to it and could be
useful in locating documents or articles.

Examining some of these terms may
suggest additional descriptors that might be
helpful in your ERIC search.

Rotated Descriptor Display

The second often-used section rf the
Thesaurus is the Rotated Descriptk Display.
This lists descriptors alphabetically with
each word (in each term) arranged
alphabetically down the center of the
column. This orgnization helps find related
terms, since conceptually-related terms

READING WITS
READING IMPROVEMENT

INDEPENDENT READING
INDIVIDUALIZED READING

READING INSTRUCTION
READING INTERESTS

imromAL READING INVENTORIES
READING MATERIAL SELECTION
READING MATERIALS

SUPPLEMENTARY READING MATERIALS
MUSIC READING
ORAL READING

READING PROCESSES
READING PROGRAMS

ADULT READING PROGRAMS
READING RATE
READING READINESS
READING READINESS TESTS

RECREATIONAL READING

Figure 5: Rotated Descriptor Display

may not be close together in a regular
alphabgtical display.

A good example of this is the listing of
descriptor:. containing the word READING If
you consult only the Alphabetical Display
under READING, you would miss all those
descriptors not beginning with R (such as
INDEPENDENT READING, INFORMAL
READING INVENTORIES, and ORAL
READING).

Thus far, we have reviewed the three
major ERIC publicationsRIE, CIJE, and
the Thesaurus. Knowing how to use them
effectively opens new opportunities for
tapping a vast storehouse of innovative
educational ideas. Test your knowledge of
them with Self-Test Number 2 You may also
wish to examine copies of these
publications.
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SELF TEST Number 2

1. PIE and CUE contain several indexes.
Circle RIE and/or CUE if a particular
index is included.

Index Found in
Scbject Index 'RIE CIJE

Author Index RIE CIJE

Institution Index RIE CIJE

Journal Contents Index RIE CIJE

Publication Type RIE CIJE

2. Semi-annual cumulative issues of FaE
include indexes only. True or False?

3. Semi-annual cumulative issues of CIJE
include both indexes and resumes. True
or False?

4. ERIC provides copies of most journal
articles indexed in CIJE. True or False?

5. ERIC provides copies of most documents
indexed in RIE. True or False?

6. EJ stands for "ERIC Jourrill" while ED
represents "ERIC Document." True or
False?

ANSWERS:

uusl P01,1011--111 11u0.1.-Ao90043-19
MA0119144-1N PosnAn do3SNS u

ue4P1919 Mlle Pus
PoOdopcusH uomm0116u14,010 01113 el '1X0101101011 9

'an°
Poo 3111 10 00x0Pul PONDS It1 OteitA

to tacki 'mow!), Jolow oloue,00P ORR Peen )191

-191oo '101d1cooP KAM l'o) :C9' I'M :0961 :11-L
lOchi uo '10000 tufloo1u Vki31f (1) 'Pal 01 441101:1 L

t'arui mui 9

1%1:411untu1 EI-U910J3W4 AIIRAIM*1 WFul .119d POW all
531 PlaIRROIDIIIRROPO 04110 eglelle/ sic AAP 4119A "5.

I '11/1.11,

Aluo 31k1-4KIAI1100094:Ind 3110xogul
lauoluo0 ,,wool' :Aluo 310YoOultu0914119111 :3r10
Puy 3R! xoPullogloif Puy 3101-11oPul MIMS '1
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7. What is the meaning of each part of the following RIE resume.
ED 184 679 PS 011 318_...

"" Waller. Suzanne P Waller. Michael I.
/A Maiti-Dimeatiosal Approach Sr Soccessful

Early Childhood laterseatios.
/Pub DateApt 50

/Note

-45p. Paper presented at the Annuro
/Pub

of the American Educational Resew
sociation (Boston. MA. April 7.11, 1980)

Pub Type Reports - Research (143) Speeches/ -
Meeting Papers 1150)

EDRS Price - MFOI /PCO2 Pins Postage.
/Descriptors Academic ActueN cravat. DisadNan-

taged Youth. Early Childhood ucation
'Family School Relationship, Home V ts, 1n
dividual Instruction, InterNemuin. Lon udinal
Studies. Parent Parrwation, Preschoo Ch I-
dren. Program Effectiveness, Success

/Identdiers *Multiple Model Preschool Prog m

rid primary outcomes of the Multiple Model P
Thrs paper presents the design. underlying the y

school Program (MMPP), a three-year longituchh
early childh .od intervention program which I
focused simultaneously on the duce dimensions of
parental involvement. hom, school relations, and
individualized education In both homes and
schools at three different geographic sines, the
MMPP examired the effeCts of a multi-dimensional
Grogram on the growth of 134 low-income childrer.
identified at age three as potential academic high-
risks Results in the area of cognitive functioning of
the children, as measured by a battery of standard'
ized aptitude and achievement tests, revealed sig
ndicant gains of a magnitude which supports the
MMPP approach as a fruitful one for increasing the

...... likelihood of academic success for this population
-"" (Author)

N

a Where and when was this

paper presented 9

b. What would a:microfiche of 'his

document cost from Lt, 3S?

(Oue: Look at sample order

form on page 14.),

c. What does this asterisk mean?

8. Identify the meaning of each part of the following CIJE resume.
.

....Li 212 454 EC 120 522 .
Verbal Teat Performance of &varier High School

or Shantz: 1915-1 olangelo, Nick. Ogburn- a: Which Clear1nghouse entered
Colon ~nal for the Education of the

-201 Sum 1979 this anicre iri ERIC'?
Pesenpt xceptronal Child Research, Gifted,

ool Students, Secondary Education.
end Analysts, Verbal Testa

e article rodents a trend analysts of test scores (1965./11976) among superior high school students on the Waco,-
sin Inventory for Talented Students.Verbol Peiformance
on the verbal test among superior ninth grade Q4=455)
and eleventh grade (No423) students has deck ed over
the past 12 years (Author)

IMO

(Due: Use clearinghouse list

in back of this unit.)

9. What is the meaning of the following terms used in the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors?

SN

OF

NT

C.

BT

RT

10
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0
SOLVING PROBLEMS/SEEKING INFORMATION

How can the ERIC resources be used to
solve your problems as a classroom teacher
or to provide needed information? Read ,.

these three vignettes of how teachers used
and were aided by ERIC.

A high school economics teacher
wanted to make his course more
meaningfil to his students throtigh a
career-exploration unit. He stated his
needs in this way: "How can I design a
six-week unit on career exploration that
is activity-centerEkVand reality-based?"
Using the descriptor "Career," he
found more than 100 documents in a
single month's issue of RIE, two of
which he ordered, read, and used in
designing his unit.(ED 183 926,
"Community-Based Learning: Instruc-
tional Information for Developing and
Implementing Community-Based
Learning Programs for Career Develop-
ment in Secondary Schools;" and ED
183 920, "Dickinson High School
Career Awareness: Nine Week Mini-
unit").

With the influx of Spanish-speaking
students, a tural school in Arizona
initiated an ERIC search, using,as
problem questions, "What are other
school districts doing to teach bilingual
students? What curriculum materials are
available? Are there any special student
needs other than language that we
should be concerned with?" Several
ERIC searches were conducted to

1. 8

gather information on these questions,
resulting in a wealth of ideas, lists,
resources, and research by schools and
universities that formed the basis for a
bilingual program that was unique to the
community but based on a wealth of
experience.

A third-grade teacher was concerned
about her low-achieving mathematics
pupils. Her methods and materials did
not seem to motivate the children nor
result in increased learning. It was a
frustrating time. Her problem was, "What
can I do to increase mathematics com-
prehension of my students?" An ERIC
search turned up a 63-page document
developed by teachers and filled with
ideas, activities, and materials she could
use. She has already adapted some of
these and marked others for future use.

We can draw two conclusions from these
illustrative situations: (1) ERIC is helpful to
teachers in solving a wide range of
problems, and (2) the first step in the
promo.: ,s defining the problem..

4

These are two basic ways to use ERIC,
each of which will be described in the next
section. In one, we search for documents
ourselves (called a manual search); in the
other method, an information specialist
helps us complete a computer search.

A search of the ERIC information base is
similar to any literature research project: it

car be conducted systematically and
thoroughly and yield useful, organized
information or it can be conducted in a
sloppy, haphazard manner with sloppy,
haphazard results. ERIC is organized so
that a systematic, thorough search is
possible and relatively easy to do, proVied .

a few common-sense steps are carried out.

1 Q(.11
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CONDUCTING A MANUAL SEARCH

To illustrate a manual search, let's take a
topic teachers generally indicate is one of
their most persistent and pesky problems
classroom discipline. What does ERIC offer
with regard to this problem? Follow these 5
steps.

1 . State Problem

Define the problem. This is usually stated
as a guestionptempt to be precise It often
helps to think al concepts or key variables to
be used in the search:

Problem Statement

1
What can I do to improve discipline in
my fifth grade class?

(key variables are underlined.)

2. Identify Key Descriptors

Use the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors to
identify key terms for the search.

The Alphabetical Descriptor Display
includes "Discipline" as one descriptor. If
additional search terms are needed, use
narrower terms (NT), or related terms (RT),
or turn to other descriptors such as
"Discipline Policy" and "DisciVne
Problems."

The Rotated Descriptor Display often
suggests additional descriptors to use in the
search.

1SJ

DISCIPLINE

C.IJE 509 RIE 5t3
OF Classroom (Asap lie 4

Disciplinary Action
NT Dismissal (Personnel)

Expulsion

SusPenSion
Teacher Disaphne

RT Classroom Techniques
Codes Of Ethics
Corporal Punishment
Delay Of Gratification
Disapline Policy
Discipline Problems
Proctoring

untshrnent

Sanctions
Self Control

Jul 1966

DISCIPLINE POUCY
CIJE 351

BT Policy
-RT Codes Of Ethics

Corporal Purwshment
Discipline

Dress Codes
Plagiarism
School Policy
Student Rights

Jul 1966
RIE ;84.

DISCIPL'NE 'MOSLEMS Jul 1966
CUE 252 RIE 202

ST Problems
RT Behavior Problems

Disapfine
Stealing

Alphabetical Descriptor Display

PHYSICAL
SEVERE

ACCESSIBILITY (FOR

ECONOMICALLY
EDUCATIONALLY

TEACIER
INTELLECTUAL

DISABILITIES
DISABILITIES
DISABLED)
DISADVANTAGED
DISADVANTAGED
DISADVANTAGED
DISADVANTAGED ENVIRONMENT
DISADVANTAGED SCHOOLS
DISADVANTAGED YOUTH
DISARMAMENT
DISCIPLINE
DISCIPLINE POLICY
DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS
DISCIPLINE
DISCIPLINES
DISCLOSURE
DISCOGRAPHIES
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS

Rotated Descriptor Display
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3. Examine RIE and CIJE for Appropriate
Documents and Journal Articles

Consult the Subject Index in recent
monthly issues of RIE for current documents
listed under "Discipline" and other applicable
descriptors you have selected, Also, check
the curr dative indexes to RIE using these
same descriptors.

Discipline
Classroom Management in Cue Social Studies
Class How to Do It Series. Series 2, No 7

ED 178 419
Discipline, Discnnunation, Disproportions lay
and Discretion A Legal Memorandum

ED 177 731
The Forum. A Publication of the Department of
Studies in Education, Volume 1, Number 1,
Spnrig, 1979

ED 178 478
Studo.nt Discipline. Practical Approaches

ED 177 691
Styles of Parental Disciplinary Practices As a
Mediator of Children's Learning from Antisocial
Television Portrayals.

ED 178 094

RIE Subject Index

191

Extend your search to journals by
examining both monthly and cumulative
issues of CIJE.

Disc, hoe
I awning h. Neilson 4, hildrete. nCoi and Part ntal

pion 41, Pahin /I :s n4 p291 64 I I, I 1979
1121/ 9;9

I an Do It' Om Ono Moir. 14,1 la 1,106
(81,110.112 Sep 1979 13 213 0214

Open Education and Pupil ( ontr, Ideologies 14 I eai.hers
Journal of Educational RCW1111 h v73 n1 p19-19 Sep-Oct
1979 2)) 996

Descsplme Problems

E.;

"Mark I. a Fine Young Man" ImItpendent S. hoot via n4
p33 36 May 1979 E3211 998

Sc, Differences in Respolot to Simulated Employee thIllplifIC
ases Personnel Psi,110200 1,32 n3 p539 50 Fall 1979

EJ 212067
The Relationship between Student Victories in the Courts bid

Student Violente in the Schools Contemporary Education,
v50 r1 p226-30 Sum 1979 Ed 213 502

( lassroom Dostipline Where Are We hvolv7 Education v100
n2 p131 37 Win 1979 13 211 886

CIJE Subject Index

List the ED numbers from RIE and the EJ
numbers in CIJE of potentially appropriate
documents and articles.
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4. Reed Resumes of Documents and
Journal Articles

Use the ED numbers to find the R1E
resumes in the Resume section of RIE
volumes . . .

ED 177 691 EA 012 182
&Meat Ditelpate: Practical Affralebell
National School Boards Association, Washington,

D.C.
Report No.NSBA-RR-I979-2
Pub Date-79
Note-34p.
Available fromNational School Boards Assoc's-

twn, 1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, N.W , Wash-
ington, D C. 20007 (57.50; quantity discounts,
shipping and handling charges will be added to
billed orders) ,

Pub Type Reports Dacnpuve (141)
EDRS Pries MPO1 Plus Postage. PC Not Avails-

from MK
Descriptors Community Involvement, *Disci-

One, Discipline Policy. Elementary Secondary
Education, instructional Improvement, *Pr).
prim Descriptions
This report covers trends in discipline policies and

policy-making and alternative and innovative

RIE Resume

And EJ numbers to locate annotations of
journal articles in both monthly and
cumulative issues of CIJE.

13 on PS 508 010
Yoe Cm Do itl INaeigilm. Canter, Lee Instructor:
v119 n2 p1011-011,110,112 Sep 1979 (Reprint: UMI)
Dateripront *Assertiveness; Diseiphae; Discipline

Problems; Elementary Education; Elementary
School Teachers; Guidelines; Teacher Attitudes

Distress classroom discipline sad presents swages 'uonson
how mochas can become more assertive in theu clam
MINIM (CM)

CUE Resume
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5. Finally, Secure Articles and
Documents

If you want to read the full text of the
RIE document, you have several options

(1) Order microfiche from EDRS using
the ED number

(2) Order paper copy from EDRS

HOW TO ORDER ERIC DOCUMENTS

IMMO etrala=chrerg01 11Ufdd COW
INFORMR/WMUCNIMP mid

MINAM11111d idowao Odds WNW
dam deS to1 ow* dsdie dd.
MOWS dr A..., rowI
4111111 11111d11Idffid,1010*odd IINd

aodde
M.. .2001 .10

'17,11a, .."Sr
;WY.=

-iiiii'd:tes od.

II
OM= .10

OND f PM

Pad, 011411 C
%dd.* Mad.*dV aft,

aN

PASS 1,01111011 PON
sa I 4,11

<MY , ad, da
S

M CHAINIIII FOS

71.1,V drd d01 Mal

Odd1.1r
No -Ir.

airdid
40,C" Is. ad

Nr PC

st

IMMO
mg, PCrad.

.1,415.
Pc sir

dIeSdddi .d s>

low Pt
dir:47..eSkl

01-1 11"3"011
III-/./Ooan..nowsoo itt . Iowa .

(3) Read microfiche at any convenient
ERIC collection

(4) ReprOduce paper copies of
individual microfiche pages at the
nearest ERIC collection

(5) Order the document from its
original source

To read the full text of an article identified
in CIJE, you have three options.

(1) Locate Journal in the nearest library.

(2) Order reprints from journal publisher.

(3) Order reprints from University
Microfilms International if UMI is
indicated on the resume.
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Here is another way to conceptualize a manual ERIC search.

1 2

State
Problem

10 5

From your
prdblem, list
descriptors
for search
using
Thesaurus

.'
hoc

111.

41114

Use subject,
author,
institution, find
publication

type -
indexes,to
locate
documents

Read
resumes
in RIE

Examine
documents
in

microfiche,
paper copy,
or original

Solve
problem, or
write report,
or complete
project3 4 5

Cep0,N Use subject,
author, and
journal
indexes
to locate
articles

,II.

.
Read
esumes

in CIJE

,-0-

Locate
articles in
on ginal
joLmal or
sec, ire from
UMI v
publisher
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NEGOTIMINQ A COMPUTER SEARCH

Corriputer searches provide a viable
alternative to manual searches. In some
cases, a computer search is necessry, such
as when the question has several
dimentbcs. An example of'a multifaceted

-problem is "What are the effects of Public
Law 94-142 on bilingual children in
elementary schools?" There are three
aspects of the question: PL 94 -142,, bilingual
children, and elementary schools. Using a
manual search to locate documents which
deal specifically with this quAtion would be
time consuming and difficult. -

Corriputer searches typically are
completed by a trained iniormation
spkialist. In this section of the ,unit, you will
not learn to conduct a computer search, but
you will learn to work with a. computer
search analyst who actually completes )e
ERIC search.

We will explore, first, how to define a
problem; then, we will learn how to work
with the computer search analyst who is
making the search for us; and finally, we will
work through a search using DISCIPLINE as
our topic area.

Defining the Problem

Just as with manual sea-zhes, the first
and must important step in a computer
search is defining the problem. The more
specifically the topic is defined, the more
easily it can be researched and the more
useful the information obtained from the
searckis likely to be.

197

,Two rules can 'help ddfine a topic or
probler! more specifically.

1: Vhink about the facets of the topic that
are of particular interest to you. If
discipline is your area of interest ask
yourself questions about the topic such
as:

"Why is discipline of interest or
concern to me?"

"What particular aspects of discipline
am I interested in?"

"Who or what specific population
stimulated my interest?"

2. Write a con iplete statement or
question on the topic or problem
which the ERIC search is td be
conducted. re-

on

Conducting the Search

Hundreds of agencies, institutions, and
universities throughout the world are
equipped to conduct ERIC computer
searches. These are listed in the Directory
of ERIC Search Services, available f'ee
from an ERIC facility. Your first responsibility
is to locate the nearestisuch service.

A computer search analyst will help in
defining your problem, translating it into
descriptors to be used in the search, and
conducting the computer search. Discussing
the search with the analyst in person or by
telephone generally leads to more
satisfactory results. -

Scenario Of a Search

A fifth grade-teacher was concerned, with
classroom discipline. The problem statement
was as follows:

What cant do to improve the discipline I
in my fifth grade class?

He wondered how many documents were
related to each of these variables. The
computer was asked to provide the number
jor.the descriptors, Discipline, Discipline
Policy, and Discipline Problems. The printout
was

-
DISCIPLINE
DISCIPLINE POLICY
DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS
DISCIPLINE or DISCIPLINE

POLICY or DISCIPLINE
,PROBLEMS

Some of these documents Were indexed
under more than one descriptor. How do we
know? (1,109 + 664 + 469 =, 2,2321
however, the last statement tells us that
there were only 1,898 documents in all.)

Recall that Major Descriptors describe
important concepts in a document. Unless
otherwise dIrected, computer searches will
ideritify documents that are classified by
both major and minor descriptors. To further
limit the search, the teacher asked how
many documents had DISCIPLINE,
DISCIPLINE POLICY, or DISCIPLINE
PROBLEMS as major descriptors. The
answer: 1,055.

1.109 documents
664 documents
69 documents

1,696 documents
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Some of these documents and articles
were concerned with young children while
others with high school students or adults.
To narrow the search further, only
documents related to upper elementary
grades were considered. The following
-descrip;ors were used GRADE 5. GRADE
6, GRADE 4, ELEMENTARY EDUCATION,
and INTERMEDIATE GRADES. The number
of documents classified under each heading
was great.

1,3314documents
1,432 documents
1,191 documents
1,525 documents

16,421 documents
19,943 documents

GRADE 5
GirADE 6
GRADE 4
INTERMEDIATE GRADES
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
GRADE 5 Of GRADE 8 Of GRADE 4

or ELEMENTARY EDUCATION or
INTERMEDIATE GRADES

Of the 19,943 documents or articles on
Grades 4, 5. 6, Elementary Education, or
Intermediate ( rades, how many also were
concerned with discipline? The computer
responded 52 The answers to the teacher's
question about discipline for fifth graders ale
more likely found in these 52 manuscript
than in other ERIC resources.

A printout of the titles of the firSt 20
documents (ED numbers) and journal
article' (EJ numbers) follows. Read them,
marking those that seem most relevant to
the original questlotI

ED156314
The last straw A handbook ci` solutions to

school behavior problems

ED155216
Students' expectations Ratings of teacher

performance as biased by teachers' physical
attractiveness

ED153717
Parehtal disciplinary technique and the

development of children's moral judgment

ED151334
All ethnographic study of an elementary

school teacher's establishment and maintenance
of group norms

3150155
The Texas teacher effectiveness study

Student sex, grade, and socioeconomic status
differences in classroom process measures

ED127380
Towards a theory of selected knowledge

acquisition patterns among black children

ED095991
Influence of behavior Settings on role of

inappropriate and appropriate. behavior

EDO9A420
Language arts in the open school

ED084489
The modification of undesirable attitudes

and classroom behavior through constructive use
of social power in the school peer culture

ED084475
Disruptive students

EJ209067
Expectations and rea'l:,as A study of tran-

sition from primary to intermediate grades

EJ192942
If I were boss

EJ184001
The effect of observation of model behavior

on the establishment and stability of resistant
to deviation in children

EJ161646
More theater and less creativity, please

EJ156309
Ten ways to prevent classroom chaos

EJ105559
Behavioral group counseling with disruptive

children

EJ103607
Get kids intr the act

099911
Socialization practices of parents, teachers,

and peers in Israel The kibbutz versus the city

EJ093371
Other centeredness and susceptibility to

chantable appeals Effects of perceived discipline,

EJ089277
The effect of individual and interdepen-

dent contingencies on inappropriate classroom
behavior
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From the 52 documents, the resumes of
several were requested from the.computer,
Three resumes are found below. Which
would be most helpful to the fifth grade
teacher seeking assistance in handling
discipline problems?

EJ156309 AA525049
Ten ways to prevent classroom chaos

Garwood, S Gray
Teacher, 94, 2, 75 Oct 76

Descriptors *Discipline 'Guidelines *Substitute
Teachers/ *Student Teachers/ *Teacher Respon-

sibility/Elementary School Students
Substitute teachers are professional educators,

not merely shadows of regular classroom teachers
Here are some suggestions that not only encour-
ag3 creative teaching but also make the job and the
students easier to handle (Author)

EJ192942 RC503103
If I Were Boss .. .

Taylor, Raymond G Jr
Education, v99 n1 p8-9 Fall 1978
Reprint UMI
Language English

Descriptors *Curriculum *Discipline Elementary
School Students *Facilities Secondary School
Students 'Student Attitudes, *Teaching validity

Identifiers *PE nnsylvania
Describing Pennsylvania student responses (N

3,000. aged 8-19) to an open sentence"If I were
boss this article relates those responses to the
developmental stages of youth, evidencing concern
with facilities a ,c1 discipline among younger st,--
dents and more intellectual preoccupations among'
older students (JC)

20

ED153614 PS009919
The last straw: A handbook of solutions to school

behavior problems.
Volkmann, Christina S
78 105p
Available from R & E Research Associates, Inc ,

936 Industrial Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94303
(Paper, $6.00)

Document not available from EDRS
Descriptors *Behavior Problems *Class Man-

agement! Classroom Arrangement/Discipline
Policy Discipline Problems/ *Elementary School
Students/ Elementary School Teachers Par-
ent Teacher Cooperation/Problem Solving
Resource Guides,'Student Behavior/Student
Teacher Relationship/ Teacher Responsibility
*Teacher Role
This informally written handbook for elementary

school teachers describes typical classroom be-
havioral problen. 3 and proposes ways of dealing
with them The "problem- student is identified as
one who requires the teachers personal energy or
reactions, thawing attention away from the remain-
der of the class and creating added burdens for the
teacher Nineteen specific categories of problem
students are described, including the bully, the quiet
one, the superior snob, and the sneak For each
category, possible solutions to the behavior prob-
lem are described Penalties that students may be
subjected to in case the solutions prove inadequate
are also suggested In addition to this, general sug-
gestions pertaining to ways of building a classroom
behavioral foundation are discussed These include
daily, informal conversation sessions which allow
for free discourse between teacher and students,
parental involvement, and careful attention to the
physical arrangement of the classroom (CM)



COOOSING BETWEEN MANUAL AND
COMPUTER SEARCHES

Features of each type of search are outlined in the following chart.
Please read and analyze these summarr,ng t,:etements

MANUAL SEARCH

ADVANTAGES DISAL/ANTAGES

Can be conducted in any
location if basic reference tools
are available.

Can be conducted indepen-
dently withc0 assistance of
trained specialist

Allows for immediate
identification and selection of
appropriate resources

Allows for on-the-spot revise i
or expansion of search
problem and scope of search

Allows fur serendipitous
discovery pf resources that
may otherwise be overlooked

Allows for complete rcevance
in documents retrieved

Time consuming.

Limits scope of research
number of facets of a problem
that can be researched; span
of resources that can be
reviewed

Limits the number of resources
that can be identified.

Coordination of facets of
problem must be done by
researchers
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COMPUTER SEARCH

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Allows for the assistance of a
trained specialist to define a
problem in ERIC ;erminolegy.

Numerous facets of a problem
can be researched
simultaneously

Can provide extensive, in
depth coverage of any and all
facets of a problem

Can coordinate facets in dif-
ferent combinations so that
problem can be viewed from
differing perspectives

Can yield vast quantities of
information in short time
period.

Cost of servicethere is a per-
item charge for each listing
identified. For searches yielding
many listings, expense may be
high.

Accessibility of servicecom-
puter searches must be
conducted where facilities are
available. If there are none in
your area, wait-time to receive
results may exceed the
amount of time required for a
manual search of limited
scope

Research problem statements
must be translated into precise
language by a trained special-
ist Accurate translation may
be affected by (1) your ability
to communicate your problem,
(2) the specialist s expertise in
assisting in the process.

Computer searches yield only
what is asked for. Precise
definition of problem may
eliminate relevant taurces
because of the language used
in tha request, while non-
relevant documents may be
included because of the way
they were indeAed
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SELF-TEST Number 3

The first two Self-tests checked your understanding of ERIC This
one extends your knowledge-base by requiring you to search your
loca' area for ERIC resources.

1. What is the location of the nearest ERIC microfiche collection?

(NOTE. If you do not know, consult the "Directory of ERIC

Microfiche Collections" available free from ERIC or from your

instructor).

2 Where are copies of RIE. CIJE. and The Thesaurus of ERIC

Descriptors located in your library?

3. Identify a topic, problem, or concept that you would like to know
more about State as a question"

4. Make a manual search using this question as a guide

5. If this is your first experience with ERIC documents, spend some
time simply glancing through each to become better acquainted

Find out in RIE what the current cost for microfiche is from EDRS

and how to order documents. Read the ads in the back about

other ERIC documents Note the names of journals indexed in

CIJE

201

E. Where are computer searches available nearby? How long do

they take? How much do they cost? Who do you contact to make
one?

7. Can microfiche be reproduced on paper copy at the library or

institution with an ERIC collection? How is this done? What are
the costs?
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0
SIMULATION OF ERIC MANUAL SEARCH

Now that you have learned about each of
the ERIC resources, you should be ready to
apply your knowledge in a simulated
sttueene. Reed the information on this page,
then respond to the problem using materials
on the toile/ming pages. Also, please answer
the probing questions since they are
designed to provirie further experience in
using ERIC

The most persistent problem identified by
teachers is classroom discipline. A fifth grade
teacher initiated an ERIC search on this
topic because he wished to improve his
skills in managing disruptive students The
probem of his manual search was:

How can I improve discipline in my filth
grade class? Descriptors used in the search
were

DISCIPLINE

DISCIPLINE POLICY

DISCIPLINE PROBLEMS

*it
On the following three pages are the

Subject Indexes for a semiannual volume of
RIE, two monthly issues of RIE, a
semiannual volume of CIJE, and two
monthly issues of CIJE

1. Read through the titles on these three
pages, listing the ED numbers and the
EJ numbers for documents you think
might be most appropriate for this
problem

200

2. Resumes for some of the documents you
identify are reproduced on the seven
pages following the Subject Indexes
Read them. identifying those that might
be helpful in answering the problem
posed above

Now, please consider these probing
questions They will help provide new
insights in using ERIC resources

3. Which documents include research
findings?

4 Which documents summarize '
information from other sources.

t.

5. Which documents were accessioned
by the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Teacher Education"

6 Which documents are teacher
education modules?

7 Which documents are concerned with
the elementary school setting"

,,.

8. What cues in RIE and in CIJE did you
use in answering these probing
questions" Discuss them with your
colleagues. Did you use Publication
Type in4RIE resumes as a cue"
Descriptors for both RIE and CIJE? If
not, please review resuroes for these
cues

After you have answered all eight
questions. check your responses with those
found on page 31
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mal Research Study
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Coping With Classroom Distractions or Please
Take a Number I'll Be Right with You Training
Report
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Case Sti.dy Teachers A&W Perspective Kinder-
garten Classrooms
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Case Study Teachers GUY Perspective Second
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Court Intervention in Pupil Discipline Implications and Com-
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RESOURCES IN EDUCATION
RESUMES

ED 175 087 EA 011 824
Duke. Daniel L. Ed.
ammo's Managesseut. The Seventy-eighth Year-

book of the National Sirelety for the Study of
Education. Part II.

National Society for the Study of Education. -
Chicago, III

'--Pub-DaTe--May 79
Note-447p
Available from-The University of Chicago Press,

5801 South Efts Avenue ^hicago, Illinois 60637
($13 00)

Pub Type- Books (010, ted Works - Gen-
eral (020) - Information A....lyses (r '0)

Document Not Available from EDRS.
Descnptorst--Ability Grouping. Class Manage-

ment. Ltscipline Problems r..,:ational Re-
search, Educational Theories, Element.ry
Secondary Education, Environmental Influences,
Equal Education, Grouping (Instructional Pur-
poses), Handicapped Students, Mnbehavior, Or-
ganizational Theories, Paraprofessional School
Personnel, Special Educatton.*Student Behavior,
Student Grouping, Student Righti, Teacher
Aides, Teaching Methods

Identifiers-Education for All Handicapped Chil-
dren Act
This collection of essays is intended to give a

broad v' w of what is currently It town about the
Manx_ ment of classrooms Contents include "Con-
ceptualizing Classroom Management" by Mauritz
Johnson and Harry Brooks, "Making Managerial
Decisions in Classrooms" by Walter Doyle, "Au-
thority and the Management of Classroom Activi-
ties" by William G Spady and Douglas E Mitchell.
"Task and Authority A Sociological View of Clals-
room Management"' by Elizabeth G Cohen, Jo
Ann 1( Inuit. and Susan Hurevitz Robbins,
"Grouping Students for Instruction" by Robert Cal-
fee and Roger Brown, "Classroom Management in
the Elementary Grades" by Jere E Brophy and
Joyce .0 Putnam, "Problems of Student Behavior in
Secondary Schools" by John Feldhusen. "Class-
room Instruction and the Matter of Time': by Lyn
Corno, "Utilizing Nonteachers in the Instructional
P. cess" by finatnce A Ward and William Tikun
off, "Classroom Managerpent and the Exceptional
Learner' by Frank M Hewett and Philip C Wet
son, "Environmental Influences on Classroom
Management" by Dante' L Duke, "The Rights of
Students in the Classroom and School" by Donald
A Myers. and "Perspectives on Theory. Research.
and Practice" John I Goodlad (Author/1M)

ED 176 378 EA 012 084'
Hyman. Irwin .4
An Analysis of Studies on Effectiveaess of Training

and Staffing to Help Schools Manage Student
Conflict and Alienation. A Report.

Temple Um , Philadelphia, Pa National Cenier for
the Study of Corporal Punishment and Alterna-
tives in the Schools

Spons Agency-National Inn of Education
(DHEW), Washington. 13 C

Pub Date -IS Jan 79
Contras t -NIE-P-78- 0063
Note -305p, Occasional pages may be marginally

legible
Pub Type- Information Anilyses (070)
EDRS Pries MFOL/PC13 Phis Postage.
Descnptors- Administrative Personnel, Behavior

Change, Behavior Theories, Bibliographies.
'Conflict Resolution. Discipline, Efficiency,
Elementary Secondary 1118&ationi Inservice
Teacher Education, Prograrnt ffectiveess. Pro-
gram Evaluation, Research Methodology, Re-
search Problems, Star Improvement. Student
Alienation, Training
A sear..h of the literature was made on the effec-

tiveness of recruitment ,-nd selection procedures for
identifying and retaining administrators and school
staff who are effective in managing student r.iinflict
and alienation A classification scheme devised to fit
approaches to school discipline within a theoretical
framework includes (I) the r cychodynamec-Interp-
ersonal model, (2) the behavioral modal, (3) the
sociological model. (4) the eclectic-cc-40104
model, and (5) the human potential model At Mist
one approach within each model was reviewed In
the first section of the report, each model is ex-
plained ind available research,studies are cited The
limitations of the research and applicatioit of the
model are discussed followed by a bibliography The
next section contains summaries of selected pro-
grams from 52 of the Pargest city districts The con-
cluding section discusses the lack of data on both
the inservice training of school administrators and
the area of problems of recruitment, selection, and
retention of school staff who can manage student
conflict and alienation The report concludes with a
summary of the findings, methodological problems,
ar.: suggestions for further research (MLF)

ED 117 691 EA 012 182
Student Discipline. Practical Approaches.
National School Boards Association, 0, ashington,

DC
Report No -NSBA-RR-I979-2
Pub Date- -79
Note 340
Available from- National School Boards Associa-

tion, 1055 Thomas Jefferion Street. h W , Wash.
ington, D C 20007 (57 50. quanHay discounts.
shipping and handling charges will be added to
billed orders)

Pub Type-- Reports Descriptive 1141)
EDRS Price MFOrPlus Patine. P(' Not Avails- -

hie from EDRS.
Descriptors- Community Insolteement. 'Dist%

continued on next page
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R1E RESUMES (Cont.)

pline, Discipline Policy. Elementary secondary
Education. Instructional Improvement, Pro
gram Descriptions
This report covers trends in discipline otoliCies and

policy.making and alternative awl innovative
school programs designed to dimmsh behavioral
problems in the classroom The program, range
from improvement* in schools physical plant to
specific action plans for teachers and options in the
ufricutum designed to stimulate alienated students

Some of the programs are prevent.", others serse
as intervention measures Rut thinairostie of each
is an emphasis on identifying and dealing with the
root problem rather than symptoms tit the problem
The programs presented are intended as frame
works from which a school system may Mold a pro
pram based on its own resources and needs The
ippendit offers sample discipline Wide, from
three chiferem school riotous (Author)

Fp 177 729 EA 012 227
4zsu'lih %fichqe,
Discipline- A Renew of Selected t derma
'sari Diego County Dept of t du. anon ( alts
Pb o Date so, 'g\ :p
Pub Ty pc Information 1raly sec (0'01
IDRS Price - '\W01 PC01 Plus Postage
Des, riptors Helms ior C hinge lungs Sunt-

ans t. or pi iral Punishment Delimmenc Causes
Doss ,A1111. Policy DI, I p1ine Problems t !men-
hir) Secondary Education Problem Soling
Schoor Security, School Vandalism, "Student
School Relationship, 'Violence
The nature of school discipline problems has

changed user the past few decades In ths 1950s,
teachers thought that fighting, stealing, and disre-
spect toward authority were the most serious forms
of student misbehavior Violent assaults on teachers
and pupils, gang warfare, burglary, extortion, and
destruction of school property are included among
the discipline problems of today The existence of
these problems is well documented Some of the
causes, as suggested by research studies, are peer
and gang influences. televised aggression. and poor
home conditions Negative school experiences con-
sidered its causal factors include large classes, in-
competent and indifferent teachers, lack of
authority in the schools, and irrelevant curriculum
Some measures that research findings indicate may
help solve the problems are teaching school person-
nel alternative classroom instructional and manage-
ment techniques, 'mot' ing students, parents, and
the community m developing corrective measures,
strong leadership ry principals and rules of conduct
that are specific, publicized, and enforced (Au-
thor San
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National Council for the Social Studies, Washing-
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Pub Date- 79
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Available from National Council for the Social
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EDRS Price MFOI Plas Postage. PC Not Availa-
ble from EDRS.

Descriptors- Behavior Change, Change Strate-
gies, 'Civil Rights. 'Class Management, Class-
room Arrangement, 'Classroom Techniques,
Discipline, 'Effective Teaching, Elementary Se-
co-day Education. Social Studies
Classroom management is discussed in terms of

effective instruction. successful group management,
maximum use of space, time, and resources, mean-
ingful discipline, student rights, and change strate-
gies The discussion of effective instruction stresses
appropriateness, completeness, clarity, and a var-
iety of lessons Techniques for successful group
management include the teacher s ability to attend
to several issues at once and to achieve smoothness
in ongoing academic activities, group focus, student
accountability, and a variety of activities Sugges-
tions for maximum use of space, time, and resources
refer not only to the teacher who has his/her own
classroom but also to the floating teacher Measures
for assuring effective handling of routine matters
includs learning students' names immediately,
providing activetics during roll call, returning papers
efficiently, making available enrichment materials
and les eloping standard operating nrocedures
Classroom discipline is diki.ussed in terms of pre-
venting and dealing with problems through reality
therapy behavior modification, and changing ex
pectations I egal rights of students are , resented
reiatiee to Supreme Court cases Finally, the auth
outlines steps for initiating change through fort
field analysis which includes a written statement of
the goal, a brainstorming sesson, selection of appro-
priate ideas nnw development of a plan of action
(Is( )
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Ogletree. Earl J Rodnguez. Murganta
The Attitudes of Latino Pureats Toward

Disciplinary Measures.
Pub Date--(731
Note -15p
Pub Type Reports - Research (143)
EDRS Price - MFOI/PCOI Phis Postage.
DescnptorsAcculturation, Child Rearing, Cor-

poral Punishment, 'Discipline, Elementary Edu-
cation. Family Structure, 'Latin American

School

Culture, 'Mew Lean Americans. 'Parent Attitudes,
Patent School Relationship. Punishment, Spanish
Speaking _
To determine the attitudes of Latino parents to-

ward school discipline of elementary children, a
questionnaire was sent to families of 120 first, third,
and fourth grade Latino students in a Chicago public
school The parents were Spanish-speaking Mexi-
can Americana of low socioeconomic status, some
were recent arrivals from Mexico and others were
long-time U S residents The questionnaire, which
was in both Spanish and English. contained 30
open-ended items related to three general questions
(I) Should schools use corporal punishment/ (2) If
so, who should be the discipli-nnan and what form
should punishment take/ (3) If not, what forms of
discipline would parents favorT The use of corporal
punishment in the school was favored by 39% of the
parents and rejected by 15%, 16% were undecided
Those favonng corporal punishment indicated that
the punishment should be administered by the
teacher, using the hand The ma)onty of those re-
tecttng corporal panishment felt that embarrassing
the child and standing the child in the classroom or
hallway were acceptable forms of discipline The
parents' rejection of corporal punishment-unex,
pectel in the litht of traditional Latino child reanng
practices, which include stnct discipline and the use
of corporal punishment with younger children-may
reflect the parents' distrust of the school or their
assimilation of Amencan child tearing practices
(3H)
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High School Students.
Pub Date -26 Apr 79
Note 52p Resiseo Individual Practicum Report

`Noss L nisersity
Pub Type Dissertations Theses (040) Reports

Descriptive (141)
EDRS Price - %IFOl /P('OJ Plus Postage
Descriptors Corporal Punishment Discipline,

'Discipline Problems High School Students
Program Descriptions Program Et. aluation
Senior High Schools 'Student behastdr. Suspen-
sion

Identifiers- Thomas Jefferson High Sc hot.' PA
A mean, was developed to reduce the iieccssIts

for discipline among the 25 students who were the
most chronic discipline problems at Thomas Jeffer-
son High School a I ,C00 student school in subur-
ban Fittsburgh The students were identified by
assigning point sallies to erlous di,c 'pima') meas-
ures administered to stock . The 25 students met
with a vice - principal once each week for a minimu,n
of five minutes to discuss an) school problems, po
!enlist discipline nrohlems they kit might arise or
recent discipline they had received It was hoped
that the talks would help prevent more serious prob-

continued on next page
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ferns or additional disciplinary measures Weekly
sessions were scheduled during each student's study
hall The student could arrange Impromptu confer-
encet if an immediate protlerr could not wait until
the next scheduled session Results of this "preven-
tive maintenance" approach revealed that, com-
pared with the same semester a year earlier, total
suspension days were reduced 50 percent, instances
of corporal punishment were reduced 24 I percent,
and detention hours were reduced 54 percent (Au-
thor 1RT)
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Positive Approaches Toward Student Discipline
New 'inrk State Education Dept Albans
Pub Date 79
Note 46p
Pob Type Guides 'son (lassr.iom (0ss)
F DRS Prier 11}01'P(02 Plus Postage
Descriptors Alcoholic Hes erages %tie ndanct

Demonstration Programs Discipliot Policy
Discipline Problems Drug Abuse Program De
scriptions Si. hoot Policy School % and illS111
Sc. , 0411dr) ducat' in Smoking Surs t ys Suspt n
sion Truants silence.

Identifiers \tw lurk
This report presents a number of discipline policy

recommendations based on the results of a surrey of
stidents, teachers, and administrators in 60 ran-
domly selected Fogh schools in New York State The
bulk of the report is contained in the appendix and
presents exemplary discipline programs in public
and private secondary schools in New York These
programs were idtntified through a survey sent to
all NCs York schools The programs are concerned
with methods used to handle attendance problems
smoking, drug and alcohol abuse. vandalism vivo
fence, and food wars Inschool suspension programs
are also presented (Author/154)
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Pub Date [781
Note 7$p Pages 105 109 of the original does

merit are copyrighted and therefore not asailahlc
They are not included in the pagination
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rest 11,11 Dr S V. Atlanta GA 30315 (SI 00 10
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Descriptors ( lass ()rpm/anon ( lassroom
(irn,mun,camon ( lassroom I nsirdnment
*C. lassniom I echilltpleS Disc I Wine Discipline
Problems Elementary Secondary Educatiiin 110
pianism, I deka:ion 1 earning Act's Ines Perfor
man e ontracts Role Playing Self ( oncept Self
Esaluation Student Rehactor Student Interests

21S

'Student Teacher Relationship, 'Teaching Tech-
niques I. rban Education
Techniques and attic Ines for effcctice classroom

management are presented in this module The
stated obiactises of the module are to promote ap-
propriate student behavior to decelop good interp
ersonal relationships and a positice sotiocniotional
climate and to establish and maintain a productive
classroom organization Simples of pre-post assess-
ment instruments are included for student self-
evaluation student =erect insentory and teacher
Of administrator selt-evaluation A profile of the
typical disruptice student is also included Learning
tasks and ac tisities are presented for brainstorming
role playing contracting utilizing a rewards pro
gram employing a buddy cystem comriunicating
clarifying salues exploring self concept (Maslow)
and fol owing a pocitise discipline model (Glasser)
Types of control techniques are examined briefly
and classroom organization is touched upon Gen-
eral tips for bring a good classroom manager and
specifi tips for managing inner city classrooms are
offzreo A list of printed and audio s !coal resources
is indicted OMB)
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Pub Date 79
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Pub Type Opinion Papers 11201
EDRS Price - ME01,PC03 Plus Postage
Descriptors Black Students, Cultural Back

g-ound Cultural Differences Disads antaged
1 outn Discipline, Educational Histors Educa
tonal Oblectises, Educational Sociology, twis-
t monal Characteristics. School ( ommunits
Pelationchip SociarDifferences Teacher Char
acteristics
'The central thesis of the paper is that students in

American schools come crom diverse cultures and
ba.kgrounds and that appropriate instructional
51 ategies, teaching styles administrator behaswrs
and overall school climate must ruled a sensitis its
ti those realities The first part of the paper exam
Tres the historical philosophical and psychological
factors which hase contributed to the discipline
problem in American schools, especially for low ni
Come blaks Specific factors discussed include (II
(humanizing sch,o1 practices, (21 tele% ision inn ti-

t 'ices (3) increased availability of drugs and guns
4) coil rights and women's rights moceinents 15)

:conomic problems, (6) culture conflict, (7) increase
in single parent families, (8) increase in maternal
employment, and (9) history of racial discomma
turn The second part of the paper deals with posi-
tise approaches to discipline issues Among topics
:rammed are societal attitudes toward educarion

culture conflict, community insulsement, adminis-
trance leadership. parent support and teacher-stu-
dent relations Specific suggestions are offered for
principals on how to ameliorate school-community
problems and fur teachers on their role in working
with inner-city children LIMO)
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'Coping, Discipline, Educational Anthropology
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'Grade I "Grade 4. Open Plan Schools, School
En scrotum nt, 'Student Behavior Student
leacher Relationship. leacher Behavior Teach
ing Styles

Identifiers Disruplive Behavtoi
Ihis study sixth in a series of se-yen was written

bs oric third grade and one fourth grade leacher
from different open plan sv I mils The mortis tomsl
environments t f each neighborhood, school and
ciassrsim as well as the characteristic-, of the teach-
Lr, and then pupils arc described The types of alts
mac coins encountered oy the teachers are described
and a discussion is presented on coping techniques
used by the teachers and their comparative Ole.
tivencss Included in the appendices are the distrac
imn classification system, the coping tcchniqui
clussifii atom system, a sample of the teacher s daily
response form, a quantitative i hoc kilo, and samples
of cihnoarsphii notes III))

of Edit, anon
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Spins Agency National Inst of Education
(DHEW), Washington. D C'
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Pub Date -19
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Grant- 01)-NIEG-78-0103, OB-NIE-G.78-0203
Grant -0B-NIE-G-78-0103, OB-NIE-G-78-0203
Note 248p.. Prepared through the San Diego In-

teractive Research and Development on Teaching
Team For related documents, see SP 015 735-
736, SP 015 748, SP 015766-768 Best copy avail-
able

Pub-Type--Reports--Resetreh-fl-4-3)
EDRS Price MFOI/PCIO Plus Postage.
Descriptors -Cis- Management; C4416;00411 Ob-

servation Techmques, "Coping. Data Collection,
'Discipline. "Research Design, "Research Me-
thodology. 'Student Behavior, Student Teacher
Relationship, Teener Behavior, Teaching Mod-
els

identifiers- Disruptive Behavior
This report, second ins series of seven, addresses

the question. "What events disrupt classroom in-
structor -d what are the most effective techniques
teachers .se to cope with these disruptions'," This
report is a formal presentation of the research The
methodology of the study is delineated, the partici-
pants (teachers and observers) are described. and
the general data collection procedures which sere
used are summarized Comments regarding the na
lure of the data sourced, and a description of the
training of observers are also provided General de-
scriptive information relative to distractions, coping
techniques, and distraction coping linkages is prov-
ided A model emerging from this research is dis-
cussed and general conclusions of the study are
presented OD)
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Coping With (lauroorn Distractions: or Please
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Report,

Far West Lab for Educational Research and Deve-
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Spons Agency -National Inst of Education
(DREW), Washington. DC
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Note 145p Prepared through the San Diego In

teractive Research and Development on Teaching
Team For related documents, see SP 015 735-
736, SP 015 738 SP 015 748, SP 015 766-768

Pub Type Reports - Research (143)
FDRS Prier - MF01/PC011 Plus Postage.
Descriptors "Coping, Disciphne. Elementary

Education. Inserytce Teacher Education, P.o-
gram Design, Program Development, 'Program
Evaluation, 'Student Behavior, Teacher Behav-
ior, Teaching Models. Teaching Techniques.
Trainees 'Training Techniques

Identifiers 'Disruptive Behavior
This report. final in a series of seven. describes the

awing model developed from research protect

213

addressing the problem of copar g with disruptive
behavior in the classroom A detailed description is
given of the activities undertake n by an inservice
class A preliminary evaluation jf the impact of the
class upon participants is presented There are four
major sections The cvolv.ion of the training-
/development design, activities occupying the ten
sessions of the inservice p ogram. and two sections
evaluating the activities and implications for future
replications.. Samples of the-instrumentar ;neurotic-
and data displays used in this program are ap-
pended (3D)
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'Coping, "Discipline, Educational Research,
Kindergarten, Preschool Educition, School En-
vironment, 'Student Behavior, Student Teacher
Relationship, Teacher Behavior, 'Teaching
Styles. Teaching Techniques

Idenufiers-Duruptive Behavior
This study, third to a series of seven, was wntten

by two kindergarten teachers in different schools A
descriptions given of the two schools, ie com-
munity in which they are located, and tne physical
layout of each of the teachers' classrooms. The ohm.
acterutics of the teachers and their puma are de-
scnbed as are the types of distractions encountered
by the teachers in daily interaction with students A
discussion is presented on coping techniques used
and their comparative effectiveness Appended are
lists of common distractions, clautfication of coping
techniques, a quantitative checklist, and a teacher's
daily response form (3D)
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Descnptors-'Clan Management, Classroom
Techniques, 'Disadvantaged Youth. thscipline,
Discipline Policy, Discipline Problems. Elemen-
tary Secondary Education, Teacher Attitudes,
Teacher Influence, 'Teacher Role
Because of thetr deficits in academic attainments

and different cultural styles, socially disadvantaged
_cluldren-create-more-peiennal-than-ePrer-ehildren-
for classroom managegient problems To improve
classroom management. teachers should maintain a
clean room -gad tram their students So eisfrr that
room in an orderly fashion In dealing with their
students, teachers should learn their names. be im-
partial, be clear in their instructions, require their
students to be accountable in their homework as-
signments, and aim at full class participation In the
matter of discipline, the effective teacher, always
taking note of undercurrents of behavior and em
ploying high interest activities to mamtatn order,
will develop a rapport with students characterized
by friendliness, flexibility. and consistency with dis
cipline The good teacher, eschewing threats and
the temptation to frequently call in outside help, will
work with individual offenders and win avoid taking
misbehavior personally (Author/WP)
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Descriptors -Child Abuse, Discipline, Infants.

interaction Process Analysis, 'Mothers. Parent
Child Relationship, Pumshment, Self Control,
'Socialization
This study attempted to determine whether differ-

ent forms of child misdemeanors lead predictably to
given types of parental discipline Twenty-four
mothers and their children, who ranged in age from
10 to 20 months, participated in the study for a
9month period Mothers were trained to report
their children's behaviors and their own sucialus-
tion practices in narrative, sequential, tape-recorded
reports of their children's responses to the positive
rind negative emotions expressed in the familial en-
vironment Mother and child behaviors were also
assessed by home observers during 14 home visits
One finding was that immediately fallawu g a trans-
gression, mothers were more likely to use verbal
prohibitions than any other type of discipline .nd
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that if children Joel not comply to initial disc'pline.
mothers used additional dtsciphoe Additional re
sults showed that children who were frequently on
piloted sn harm to persons were especially likely to
have mothers who used explanation. while children
who were frequently involved in property damage
were likely to receive physical punishment and un
likely to hear explanations Frequent lant:s of self
control in children were re:iably associated with ,
mothers' relatively frequent .ist of love withdrawal
Other resutrs are presented and discussed and im-
plications for issues of child abuse are examined
(IMB)
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relive antcr I et Thrust fu, tdu, armful l eadli
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Des, riptors 'Assertiveness Behavioral (Nit to cv

*( lass Management Diuipline Polo y
Elemcotari Secondary Education. Performanii
Baud leacher Education Program
Development Program Effectiveness Student
Teacher Relationship fess her Behavior

McMillen Asurtie Discipline Roe Elementary
School A

Assertive Om (AD) advocates a systematic ap
prow .hwhuheniMesleacherstosetfom sunsnlenrltmtus
for students while remaining cognizant of students' need
for warmth and positive support this article desi, raves c I
lei its( and ineffective leacher dust ordinary hehavoit. Al)
kompetenk ree and the impktnent Ilion of At) at Roc 1 ic
manly) 'vk hool Author SJI
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Corporal Panishment. "limning. William H Jour-
nal of 7hought. v14 n1 p45-53 Jan 1979 (Reprint
(EM!)
Descriptors Constitutional Ias Corporal

Punishment, 'Court Cases. Distsplinv Policy
Elementary Secondary Education Student
Eights, "supreme Court Litigation

Identifier, Coss vs Opel, 16grahem vs Wog! .
This paper discusses the lower court decision and the t
Supreme Court des isms in the cast of Ingraham vs Wright
(Author SJI

LI 207 331 AA 529 989
Case Study Orientation for New Teachers, Richard.
son, James M Independent SthoM, 38 n3 p27-29
Fch 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors 'Beginning Teachers. 'Caw Studies,

( lass Management, Dissipline Policy. Discussion
Programs. Orientation Materials, 'School Policy,
Teas her Orstntatum. Teacher Workshops

This article dessobe Oldfields ',shoot's systematic siren
tation program fra beton:mg teachers They meet as a'
group and disci/01CW studies. who h give substance to the
regulations and policies listed in the school handbooks
1%111
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Schoolrooms. PION, sod Roles: The Role of Infer.
nullity in Beresocratic Socialisation. Sieber, R Tor-
oth) Human Organization, v311 n3 p273.82 Fall 1979
(Reprint ( MI)
Descriptors lureausrasy, ('lass Management.

(induct. onformity. Discipline. Elementary
Education. Informal Organization, Organizations
Kiroups), Rewards, School Role, Social
Behavior, Socialization, Student Role

Identifiers Formality, 'informality. 'Rules
Classroom informality helps attune pupil behavon to the
demands of bureaucratic life by contributing 10 pupil learn
ing of formal social behavior The paper discusses various
concepts of school and pupil roles and characterize, and
analyzes the function of the apparently patpdoxic al nature
of student rules (Author,S8)
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Dealing With Sludeal Misbehavior: An Eclectic Re.
view Glickman. ( art D Wolfgang. Charles H
Journal of leather Education, v30 n3 p7-13 May Jun
I r'9 (Reprint (IMI)
Vt4 ripiors 'Behavior Change C lass Management

Dist mime Pub y,
Problems 'Elementary Education Misbehavior
"student fear het Relationship

A combination of principles drawn Iran the current maw(
thethies of behavior discipline often proves to be more
t0cctot than the use tit any single ihcory II ell

L I 209 111111 CG 516 788
To* Misname d Paren t Consistency. Scheck,
Dennis C Psychology A arterly Journal of Hu-
man Behavior, vI6 n2 p37-3 Sum 1979
Descriptors Behsilor Rating Scales, Behavioral

Science Research. Dtscipline Policy, Parent
Attitudes. Parent Child Relationship. Parent
Role, Parents

Identifiers 'Consistency
Presents two scales which attempt to measure two distinct
aspects of consistency of parental behavior. Inconsistent
Parental Discipline Scale and Parental Disagreement on
Expectations of the Child Scale The paper concludes with
citations of reported research utilizing these measures
(Au.hor/BE
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Evaluating Selma Discipline through Empirical Re-
search. Clime, William H , Ill Education and Urban
Society. v11 n4 p440.49 Aug 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors Civil Rights, 'Constitutional Law,

'Discipline, 'Discipline Policy. Elementary
Secondary Education, 'Justice, School Policy,
Student Rights. Supreme Court Litigation

The problem of developing a widely acceptable lei of stan-
dards for evaluating school discipline ts examined The
issue of determining what kinds of evidence best indicate
whether schools are living up to norms of basic fairness in
their evaluation standards is also explored (ILY)
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Report Card a a Teacher. Mack, Jean Journal of
Teacher Education. v3() n4 p37-3t Jul-Aug 1979 Ike-
print UMI)
Descripton Class Management. 'Discipline,

DiScipline Policy, Misbehavior. Primary
Education, Teacher Evaluation, 'Teaching
Techniques

The considerable gap between educational policy regard
ing discipline techniques and the reality of the classroom
is explored all)
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Exploring Remedies from Within. Hollingsworth,
Ellen Jane Education and Urban Society. v11 n4
p511-26 Aug 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors Changing Attitude*. Conflict

Resolution. Discipline Palmy, Elementary
Secondary Education, G. tvance Procedures.
Innovation, Ombudsmen, 'Organizational Change,
Student Rights. Teacher Attitudes

The article explores two types of grievance systems widely
utilized in the American public school system code griev-
ance systems and alternative structures (RI VI
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Widely held community belief ts that lack of discipline is
the biggest problem that public schools face The commu
nity must be better informed regarding school discipline in
order to effectively participate in changing policy DILV)

ITJ 211 1144 CG 517 015
The Ras Haab Sellrmatit Scalar Norms he Be.
Mehra, Disteditrod Madam Bloom, It chart B ,
And Others l'hyclio.'00, m the Schools. v16 n4 p483-
86 1979 (Reprint UMm
Detcnixors. Aggression. 'Anti So..

Behavior Problems. Comparative A is, '
'Emotional) y Disturbed, Norms, ioblem
Children, °Self Concept

identifiers 'Poem Hams Children, Self Concept
Scale

The Piers-Hams Self-Concept Scale was administered to
behaviorally disordered children referred to a child study
center foe oatmeal. suressoa and cnrmnal behavior
Compared to the aggregate mean for published scores of
wog children, the subset moup's scores were synifi.
costly Iowa mid more samba (Author)

Ti 210 196 E/. 311 112
Tye Sacasda1Metherklas Dada, with Didpiat.
Nudist*, John H NASSP Balkan, v63 n430 p111-
14 Nov 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors: After School Programs, Clam

Attendance, Discipline Policy. Secondary
Education, Truancy

2"n

Identifiers. air School Detention Programs,
'Richland Northeast High School SC, South
rgrolins (Columbia). 'Student Courts

The Wickland Northeast High Schoolln Columbia, South
Carolina, finds an after - school detention porno and a
student supreme court to be successful in handling disci-
pline problems OW

LI 211369, HE 511 896
Ovate in the Omnsaml Postman, Neil Atlantic,
v244 n3 p35-38 Sep 1979
Descnptors Behavior Problems, Behavior

Standards, 'Classroom Environment, Discipline,
Dress Codes, Educational Change, Group
Relations, Higher Education, Intellectual
Development. Maladjustment, 'Student Behavior,
'Student School Relationship

Student attitudes fundamental for achievement of certain
kinds of learning are identified tolerance for delayed
gratification, a certain measure of respect for and fear of
authority, and a willingness to accommodate one's individ-
ual desires to the interests of group cohesion and purpose
(MLW)

EJ 211 743 . SO 507 624
Court laerviattms la Papal Median*: Implications
sod Cosameat. Hazard, William R American He-
bailors! Scientist, v23 n2 p169-205 Dec 1979 (Re-
print UMI)
Descriptors 'Court Role, 'Discipline, 'Discipline

Policy, Educational Environment, Educational
History. Educational L,egulation, Elementary
Secondary Education, Student Attitudes

Traces expanding involvement by state and federal court.
in elementary and secondary schooling -- particularly in
the area of purl discipline Court cases and their influence
on school authorities are dimmed (Author/DB)

EJ 213 On PS 501 010
Ye. Cm Do 111 Disdplae. Canter, Lee Instructor,
v89 n2 p106-08,110,112 Sep 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Downplay. 'Aaaertiveneas, Discipline, Discipline

Problems, Elementary Educatiorr, Elementary
School Teachers; thueishnes Teacher Attitudes

Dummies classroom dermas( and presents augiatvica on
how teachers cam become more assertive is their clam-
room (CM)

EJ 213 SS6 SP 509 063
Open Edscofies sod Pupil Ceara Idookiles of
Tambora. Hoy, Wayne K, JalovIck, Judith M
Journal of Educational Research, v73 n1 05-49 Sep-
Oct 1979 (Reprint UM1)
Desenptort Class Management. Classroom

Environment, Cumculum Design. Discipline,
Humamsttc Education, Open Educatton,
'Student Teacher Relanons 'Teacher
Attir..des. Teacher Behavior

Tests of attitudes and behavior of teachers showed a direct
relationship between open attitudes and open educational
Pulsed, custodial pupil control orientation was inversely
related (Editor)

EJ 211 166 RC 503 550
Resource Mimagement: The Key to Skull. Ameri-
can Indian Journal, v5 ail fp21-32 Nov 1979 (Reprint
UMI)
Descriptors 'American Indians, Coordination,

Energy Conservation, Environment.
'Environmental Education, Natural Resources,
'Reservations (Indian), Resources, Tribes

Identifiers Energy Development. Resource
Management, Water Rights

Gary Kimble, past staff attorney of the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs, cites resource management is one
of the most imoortant current issues in Indian affairs Dis-
cusses water sights, coordination of energy efforts between
tribes, and the need for Indians to know all the ramifica-
tions of reservation energy development (DS)

LI 216 073 EA 512 481
Esparta' Alternatives to Punishment: The Keys to
Effective Discipline. McDaniel. Thomas K Phi
Delta Kaman v61 n7 p455-58 Mar 1980 (Reprint
UMI)
Descriptors Behavior Change, Class Management,

Classroom Techniques. Corporal Punishment,
Discipline, Elementary Secondary Education.
Models, 'Punishment

Outlines the behavior, the human relations. and the peda-
gogical models of disciplinary practices that can serve as
alternatives to punishment Argues that increased. society
wide efforts to find and implement alternatives to punish-
ment are called for (IRT)

EJ 216 MI SP 509 t2
The Discipline Weems. Horacek, Thelma To-
day's Education, v68 n2 p20-21 Apr-May 1979 (Re-
print UMI)
Descriptors Class Management. Discipline.

Parent Responsibility, Parent Teacher
Cooperation. School Responsibility, Student
Behavior

Guidelines for effective discipline techniques are given
(JD)

EJ 216 WM SP 509 223
The Teacher Who Disciplines LEAST,,. Mallory,
Richard M Today's Education, v68 n2 p2) -26 Apr-
May 1979 (Reprint UMI)
Descriptors Behavior Change, Classroom

Environment, *Classroom Techniques,
Discipline, 'Teacher Response, 'Teaching
Methods

Not overreacting tc disruptive behavior can be an effective
way of maintaining classroom discipline (JD)

continued on next page
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CUE RESUMES [cont.]
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El 217 U3 EA 51242'
How to Discipline Haadiempped kids Howe. fond-
than T Amencan School Board Journal, v'167 n2 p30
Feb 1980 (Reprint UM!)
Darnptors 'Discipline. Due Process, Elementary

Secondary Education, Expulsion, Handicapped
Student' Student Rights, Suspension

Identifiers 'Education for All Handicapped
Children' Act

Handicapped children are not immune from a school's dis
ciplinary rules but such children may have additional pro-
tection under Public Law 94.142 (Author,IRT)

EJ 21k'94 EA 512 550
Clarify* 'I sackers' /Mkt, abed Dismipilse Glick-
man, Carl D . Tamashiro. Roy T Educational Lead-
enly, v37 n6 p459-64 Mar 1980 (Reprint 15,41)
Descriptors Behavior Theones, "Discipune Policy

Elementary Secondary Education, Esannition
Methods, 'Measurement Instrumens. 'Student
Teacher Relationship

Introduces an nutriment for teachers to use in clarifying
.thee beliefs on discipline so they can select strategies with
which they are comfortable (Author ,MLF) J

EJ 211 INN PS 508 194
Robtleaddp at Demographic rectors to Paresis'
Dim:10in radial's's. Zussman, John Unger De-
s byte:dal Ptychology v14 n6 p695-116 .Nov 1978

visitors Assertiveness, Children,
'Demography. 'Discipline. Family Structure.
°Parent Child Relationship. Sea (Characteristics).

a Differences, Socioeconomic Status
Employs three demographic variables (sea of child, socio-
economic status, and family alleles predictors of parental
discipline Subjects were 44122 male 22 female) fifth grad
era and their mothers IMP)

EJ 211 124 PS 509 031
Clildres Live by Rinks /Let Them Help Make mi..
Hesch, Patricia Yunker Da) Care and Early Educa-
tion. 57 n2 p12-15 Win 1979 (Reprint UM1)
Dacnptoia Day Care Services. 'Discipline. Early

Childhood Education, Preschool Children,
Student Behavior, Student Participation.
Teaching Methods

Identifiers Rules
Suggests some ways that teachers can establish and main-
tain appropriate behavior in preschool children in day carecemen (MP)

2`) 4.., .

U 211 231 PS 509 150
DbelplIary Eacoaaten between Yowl Boys and
Their Metiers ad haws: Is Mere s CoatiaseatySlates? Lytton, Hugh Deielopmental Psy-
chology 515 n3 p256-61 May 1979
Descnptors Behavioral Science Research,

Discipline, Fathers. 'Interaction Process
Analysis, Mothers. Observation, Parent
Attitudes, Parent Child Relationship 'Preschool
Children

Li 211 694 TM 504 897
Bastallees to a Mid's Mistakes as Affected by Her/ -His Leeks mad Speech. Berkowitz. Leonard Frodi,Ann Social Psychology Quarterly. v42 n4 p420-25
Dec 1979 (Reprint UM!)
Desciptors Aggression, Bias. 'Children,

'Discipline, Emotional Response. Females Higher
Education, Intermediate Grades, *Interpersonal
Attraction. Physical Characteristics, Punishment
Reactise Behavior, Stimulus Behavior,
Stuttering

Identifiers °Aversive Stimuli
Undergraduate females were or were not provoked by a
confederate and then required to discipline a girl who wasi pretty or i_ unattractive, or to discipline a boy who stut-tered or one who spoke normally The undesirable physical
haracteristics provoked stronger punishment one. tall>
when subjects were angry (Author GDC)

12 219 179 AA Sin '7l
laceworkins. helping 'students Suer Face in the( las.room I ash.) 1 bonus ./ ( '.smolt !hose V C )
"I P5 7 Sep 1979 (Riprint L MI1
Dist t Imo, c Behavior ( hange ( iassroom

' ei. hniouss, Diu tpluit Ldixatiosial Philosophy
I II4t tile It at hung I lenicutary St.. ,,,,,, AN
I ,1,1,1611"11. liUlndliMil Illill atom) Inierpt rsonal
it elaiionship, Sell t imt.epi, "self Esteem StudentIt at ht r Relationship I eather Attitudes teat hingI t Moot .

I At .otkina or allirwitis student tor Nal% fait enablesti Ai (Iris Its Seal with mild dot 'rime pruhleitis without , le
alma unnei crows, t ,tiirlis ts Presented ar ways teat h
1 an list t it, using humoring or ignoring to enable 'nude
to maintain their self esteem while iii the smut tii7"
lying 01(11 ht W.A.' At I



.
ANSWER TO SIMULATION EXERCISE

142. Some of the potential documents and journal articles
include:

. ED 177 691 EJ 200 758 EJ 213 556
ED 178 -, .9 EJ 207 504 EJ 216 073
ED 179 887 EJ 207 505 EJ 216 898
ED 180 115 EJ 210 896 EJ 216 899

. ED 182 023 'EJ 213 023 EJ 217 683
EJ 218 124

3. Documents with research findings include:

ED 175 112 ED 182 780 EJ 209 186
ED 175 534 ED 183 285 EJ 210 366
ED 175 536 ED 183 541 EJ 210 664
ED 176 378 ED 183 542 EJ 213 556
ED 178 094 ED 183 543 EJ 214 886
ED 179 328 ED 183 545 EJ 218 088
E :80 075 ED 183 549 EJ 218 657
ED 180 985 ED 184 729 EJ 218 696

.. .
4. Documents summarizing information on "discipline" include:

ED 175 087 ED 181 150
ED 177 729 ED 182 015
ED 180 054 ED 182 827

5. Document accessioned by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacho,
Education are coded SP

ED 183 541 EJ 210 271
ED 183 543 EJ 213 556
ED 183 545 EJ 216 898
ED 183 549 EJ 216 899

225

6. Teacher education modules include.

ED 183 545 7 207 538
EJ 216 899

7. Documents on elementary school settings include:

ED 175 534 ED 183 550 EJ 211 743
ED c178 094 ED 183 551 EJ 213 028
ED 175 536 ED 184 722 EJ 218 124
ED 183 541 ED 184 729 EJ 218 238
ED 183 542 EJ 208 467 E., )18 657
ED 183 549 EJ 209 458

8. Some of the cues for question 3: title: "Study of
Publication Type: R oorts:research (143); reported in journal
like American Educational Research Journal that publish only
research studies.

Some cues for question 4: Publication Type. Information
Analysis (U70).

The LAIC Clearinghov:w accession code SP for Teacher
Education, the only clue, is listed only in resumes.

->.

Question 6 clues include titles, words lik 'nservice and teacher
education, use of the descriptor, teacher education.
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SOURCES OF ERIC PUBLICATIONS

Resources in Education (RIE)

For subscription: Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.0 20402.

Back issues from 1968-1978: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc ,

100D Brown Street, Riverside, New Jersey 08075.

Back issues from 1979 - present Oryx Press, 2214 North Central
at Encanto, Phoenix, Ariz. 85004.

Current Index to Journals In Education (CIJE)

For subscription: Oryx Press, 2214 North Central at Encanto,
Phoenix, Ariz. 85004.

Back issues from 1969- 78: MacMillan

Back issues from 1979-present: Oryx Press

Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors, Completely Revised, 1980: Oryx
Press

Directory of ERIC Search Services

Free list of organizations offering computer searches of ERIC
ERIC Processing iind Reference Facility, 4833 Rugby Ave , Suite
303, Bethesda, MD. 20014.

Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections

Free list of locations of ERIC microfiche collections: ERIC
Processing and Reference Facility.

Microfiche and raper Copies of Most Documents: ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EDRS), P.O. Box 190, Arlington, Va. 22210
(703) 841-1212.

Reprints of Journal articles, University Microfilms International. 300
North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, Michigan 481,06, (800) 521-3042.
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ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES

CE ERIC Clearinghouse on Career
Education
Ohio State University
National center for Research in
Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone (614) 486-3655
Carla' education formai and informal at all levels, encompassing
attitudes, sea knowledge, decision-making skills gnats; and
occupational knowledge and specific vocational and occupational
skesedultandcontinuingeducation formal and informal relating
to occupational family leisure citizen organizational and
retirement roles, vocational and techneaf education including
new sub-professional 1*gs. industnal arts, and vocational
rehabilitation for the handicapped

CG ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling
and Personnel Services
University of Michigan,
School of Education guiding, Room
2108

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
Telephone. (313) 764-9492

Preparation practice and supervision of counselors at all
educational levels end in aft settings theoretical developmental
counseling and guidance use and issues of personnel
procedurAs such as testing interviewing, disseminating and
analyzing suchinforrnabon group work andpasework natu e.
pupil student and adultcharacteristics personnel workers and
their relationtocareerplanning family consuttations andstudent
oentabon activities

PS ERIC Clearinghouse on Elen.entary
and Early Ch:ldhood Educatico
University of Illinois
College of Education
Urbana, Illinois 61801
Telephone (217) 333-1386
Prenatal/actors pal sntalbehavror the physical zsych,iogial
social educational and cultural development o; idren from
birth through the pinery grades educational thapry research
and practice related to the development of your ;

22S

EA ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
Telephone' (503) 686-5043
Leadership, management, and structure of public and private
educabona/ organizations pract.ce and theory of administration
presence and inseroce preparation of admi nistiator s tasks, and
processes of administration methods and vanities of
organization. organizational change, and social context Otte
organization

Saes buildings. and equipment for education, planning
financing, constructing, renovating, equipping, maintaining
operating. insuring utilizing and evaluating educational facilities

EC ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped
and Gifted Children
Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, Virginia 22091
Telephone (703) 620-3660
Aurally handicapped visually handicapped mentally handl
capped. physically handicapped emotionally disturbed speech
handicapped, learning disabilities and the gifted behavioral
psychomotor and communication disorders administration of
special educaltort emNices preparation and continuing education
of professional and paraprofessional personnel preschool
learning anddevelopmentof theexceptional general studies on
creativity

HE ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher
Education
George Washington University
One Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, D C 20036
Telephone (202) 296-2597
Venous %pacts relating to college and um. students
college and university conditions and problems, college and
university programs curricular and instructional problems and
programs faculty, institutional research federal programs
professional education (medical law, etc ) graduate educaton,
university extension programs teaching learning, planning
governance finance evaluation intennstitutionalarrangemonts
and management 01 higher educational institutions

IR ERIC Clearinghouse on Information
Resources
Syracuse University
School of Education
Syracuse, New York 13210
Telephone: (315) 423-3640
Management, operation and use of libraries ill e technology to
improve their operation and the education limning and
professional activities of librarians and information specialists
Educational techniques involved in microteaching systems
analysis, and programmed instruction employing audiovisual
Wining aids and techology, such as television radio
computers and cable television communication sate1110N--
microforms and public television

JC ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges
University of California
Powell Library, Room 96
Los Angeles, California 90024
Telephone' (213) 825-3931
Development administration andevaluationotpublic andprivate
community turn' alleges Junior college students stall
curricula programs, librarians and community services

FL ERIC Clearinghouse on Languages
and Linguistics
Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect St NMI
Washington, D C 20007
Telephone: (202) 298-9292
Languages &Ad linguisbcs Instructional methodulooy psychology
of language learning. cultural and intercultural content
application of linguistics, curricular problems and developments
teacher Mane; and qualifications, language sciences
PSycholinguistics theoretical and applied linguistics language
pedagogy, biting Aim and commonly taught languages
including English for speakers of other languages

continued on next page
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CS ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and
Communication Skills
Nitional Council of Teachers of
English

1111 Kenyon Road
Urbana, Illinois 61801

Telephone. (217) 328-3870
Reeding, English aPd communicator skits preschool through
college Educational research and development in reading,
writing speaking, and listening Identeicabon datums's and
?mediation of reading problems Speech communication
forsnsics massoammuncabOn interPersonal and small group
mieraction interpretation. rheloncalandcommunication theory
instruction development speech sciences, and theater
Preparation of instructional staff and related personnel n these
areas
A/I aspects of reading behavior with emphasis on physiology
psyChology sociology, and teaching instructional materials
curricula feels and misaSurement, preparation of reading
teachers and specialists. and methodology at all levels Rote of
hbranes and other agencies in fostering and guiding reading
Diagnostic and remedial services in school endchnical settings

RC ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural
Education and Small Schools
New Mexico State University
Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003
Telephone: (505) 646-2623
Educibon of Indian Americans, Mexican Americans, Spanish
American*, and migratory farm workers and their children,
outdoor education economic cultural social or other factors
relaledlosykicatiOnalProlyems in rural areasand smail schools
drsedventaged of rural and small school populations

SE ERIC Clearinghouse for Science,
Mathematics, and Environmental
Education
Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Road, Third Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43212
Telephone. (614) 422-6717
Altlevelsof sconce. me, ',mates, endemmoninentaleducation
develOpment of curriculum and instructional materials. media

230

appbcations impact of interest inIthgenCe, values concept
development upon learning presensce and inservice teacher
education and supervision

SO ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/Soclal Science Education
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Telephone: (303) 492-8434
All levels of social studies and social science, al: activities
relating toteachers, contentot disciplines applictionsoflearning
theory curriculum theory, child deveiopment theory, and
instructional theory research and development programs
special needs of student groups, education as a social
WOOD, social studies soctel science and the community

SP ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher
Education
American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education
One Dupont Circle, N.W , Suite C10
Washington, D C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 293-2450
School personnel stall levels, all issues from selection through
PerserviCeand warms preparation and training to retirement
cis. 4. oducabonal theory and philcsophy, general education
not spec:Swam hv 'Educational Management Clear-
inghouse, Title XI NDEA institutes not covered by subs:id
specially m other ERIC Clearinghouses, all aspects of physical
education

TM ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests,
Measurement, and Evaluation
Educational Testing Service
Pnnceton, New Jersey 08540
Telephone: (609) 921-9000 ext. 2176
Tests and other measurement devices, evaluation procedures
ardtachnptes aPPlicatiOnof Ws, measurernei tor evaluation
in educational Medi or programs

UD ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban
Education
Box 40
Teachers College, Columbia
University
525 W. 120th Street
New York, New York 10027
Telephone: (212) 678-3437
The relationship between urban life and schooling, the effect of
urban expenencs and environments from birth orward the
academic intrefectual, and small performance of urban children
and youth from grade three through college entrance (including
the effect of sett concept motivation and other affective
influences), education of urban Puerto Rican and Asian American
PdPulabons ancl rural and urban black populations programs and
practices which provide learning experiences designed to meet
the special needs of diverse populations served by urban schools
and which build upon their unique as well as their common
characterisbcs, structural changes in the classroom, school
school system. and community and innovative instructional
practices which directly affect urban children and youth
Programs, practices and materials related to economic and ethnic
discrimination segregation, desegregation and integration m
eduction, Issues programs, practices arid materials related to
redresung the curriculum imbalance in the treatment of ethnic
minority groups

Educational Resources information
Center
Central ERIC
National Institute of Education
Washington, D.0 20208
Telephone. (202) 254-5500
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0 Participant Assessment of Unit on ERIC

Please circle the numeral that best expresses your feeling about each of the items which follow. Your perception
will help in improving this unit.

1. Prior to this unit, my knowledge
of ERIC web:

2. In relation to my needs, the
content was:

3. Oral presentations were:

4. Printed materials were:

5. The unit was:

Extensive Some None

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Very Not
APProPOokl Adequate APProPriote

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Very
Interesting Average Dull

7 8 5 4 2 1

Char and Vague and of
ktforinstiVe Average UN* Use

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Very Wel i.

Organized Organized Unorganized

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

6. Overall, I consider this unit:

7, I would recommend the unit
to othors.

8. I will use information and
skills learned in this unit.

9. I now believe ERIC Is:

Excellent Average Poor

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Definitely Definitely
Yee Uncertain No

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Definitely Definitely
Ves (*vrmin No

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Eirtrenwtly Useful Of No
Ueeful Resource Value

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

10. Comments/Suggestions/Observations
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V

USING INFORMATION FROM ERIC
TO SOLVE EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS:

A Resource Module for
Teacher Education

P A R T IV

ATTACHED RESOURCES

A number of resources on ERIC should be used with this Module.

The following can be purchased through the ERIC Document Reproddction
Service (P.O.'Box 190, Arlington, Virginia 22210):

`ERIC Information Analysis Products .(and other Clearinghouse
Publications). An Annotated Bibliography of Information
Analysis Publications of the*EVC Clearinghouses. (Order
ED 191 502; price: MF01/PC03).

Bibliography of Publicati "ns About ERIC. (Order ED 169 955;
price: MF01/PC01).

These publications may be obtained free of charge from the
ERIC Processing and Reference Facility (4833 Rugby Avenue,
Suite 303, Bethesda, Maryland 20814):

Directory of ERIC Search Services

Directory of ERIC Microfiche Collections

The brochure "How To Use ERIC" is appended.
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1.
HOW TO. USE ERIC

-1111111111/ Inions

EdUcational Resources Information Center
Central ERIC
National Institute of Education
Washington, D.C. 20208

Throughout the educational community,
today's predominant themes are the ;

acceleration of educational improvement
and increased learning opportunities foF
students. Improved curriculums, new media,
and more effective teaching methods are
being designiicl and developed in
laboratories) research programs, and
classrooms throughout the country.
These activities are going on at a rate
unprecedented in the history of education.
All this recent and expanding activity has
produced much valuable information. This
information is contained in documents that
have not always reached the people who
need them. The purpose of the Educational
Resources Information CenterERICis to
provide access to this literature.

ERIC is a national information system
supported and operated by the National
Institute of Education (NIE), for providing
ready access to descriptions of exemplary
programs, research and development efforts,
and related information that can be used in
developing more effective educational
programs.

For S.I. by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington D.C. 20W2
1Repraned September IWO
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INTRODUCTION
What is "ICRIC? I Who can use ERIC and how?
A national information system

A source for obtaining documents on
education.

A network of decentralized information
centers

What does ERIC
Jo?

Collects, screens, organizes, and disseminates
reports

Furnishes copies of educational documents
at nominal cost

Acts as an archive of educational literature

Prepares interpretive summaries, i.esearcli
reviews, and bibliographies on cr!tical
'io;cs in education

,....dviCes information centers throughout
the country

Answers educational information questions

239

teachers
To obtain the latest information on
preservice and inservice training

To learn about new classroom techniques
and materials

To discover "how-to-do-it" t )jects 1,:w

personal and professional development

school administrators
To identify new and significant
educational deve!opments

To apply new management tools and
practices

To base budget estimates on the iatest
research data

undergraduate and
graduate students
To gain access to the latest information
for preparing term papers, theses, and
dissertations

To obtain information on career
development in education

To build a personalized, low-cost library
on education

professional vzganizations
To assist members in keeping abreast of
research in a specific area cf education

To inform members of significant develop-
ments in peripheral or related areas of
education

To keep members up-to -sate on information
systems

information specialists
To compile bibliographies and summaries
on specific educational topics

To search ERIC publications for answers to
inquiries

To locate and order documents for local
information centers

researchers
To keep up-to-date on research in their
field of interest

To avcid duplication of research efforts

To obtain full-text documents on research

anyone interested
in education
To learn about continuing adult education

explore the rale of parents or school
Ix rd members

understand new legislation on education
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Policy for the ERIC system is established
by central ERIC, a unit located in the
National Institute of Education (NI E).
Central ERIC awards and monitors
contracts to operate the system. $ixteen
clearinghouses, located at universities or
professional societies, acquire and process
documents as well as create information
analysis products, and serve user needs.
Commercial contractors provide support
services in data base management, pub-
lishing products, making microfiche
and reproducing documents. Finally,
users rec,ive the benefit of these activities.

REFERENCE &
RESOURCE CENTERS
Local User Dissemination
Computer Searches
Reference Services

CLEARINGHOUSES
Subject Oriented
Acquisition
Selection

Abstracting
Inriexmg
Information Analysis
Inquiry Processinn

FACILITY
Editing /Vale atmn
Data Input
Lexicography
Computer Systems
Publication Preparation
Data Rust Management

GPO
Photocomposition
Astractilnriex Journal
Publication RIE

Subscription Management

EDRS
Microfil-rina
Dissemination
Microtiche
Paper Copy

CUE PUBLISHER
Commercial Publishing

CUE Journal
Other Publications
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ERIC AS A RESOURCE

There are 1 6Clearinghouses in the
nationwide ERIC network Each
specializes in a different, multi-
disciplinok, educational area Each
searches out pertinent documents
current research findings, project and
technical reports, speeches and
unpublisned manuscripts books, and
professional journal articles These
materials are screened according to

e
ERIC selection criteria, abstracted,
and indexed All of this infgrmation is
put into the ERIC computer data base **.

44,and announced in the ERIC reference % lepublications Through theseese sources O ,any person interested in education has .coeasy access to reports of innovative sip*o eprograms, conference proceedings,
e .bibliographies, outstanding

s 5professional papers, curriculum- e

related materials, anc reports of the :,.
most significant efforts in educational

"rch and development, regardless 5. .a. ..,..,:e they first appeared. It is
through these chanrels that ERIC
brings to the community of educators -

_
current information and also insures es e
that valuable writings on the subject of
education will be permanently stored
and that documents which might
otherwise oe lost co the profession are
safeguarded, and continually
available
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ERIC CLEARINGHOUSES

The ERIC Clearinghouses have
responsibility within the network for
acquiring the significant educational
literature within their particular areas.
selecting the highest quality and most
relevant material, processing (i e .
cataloging, indexing, abstracting) the
selected items for input to the data
base, and also for providing
information analysts products and
various user services based on the
data base

The exact number,of Clearinghouses
has fluctuated over time in response to
the shifting needs of the educational
cc,limunity. There are currently 16
Clearinghouses Thesp are listed
below, together with full addresses,
telephone numbers, and brief scope
nctes describing the areas they cover

,

ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult , Career, and
Vocational Edudation
Ohio State University
Center for Vocational Education
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone (614) 486-3655
Career education formal and informal at all levels
encompassing attitudes sell-knowledge decision-
making skills general and occupationalknowledne and
specific vocational and occupational SkillS adult aed
continuirg education formal and informal relating to
occupational family leisure citizen organizational
and retirement roles vocational and technical
education including new sub- profess'onal fields
Industrie, arts and vocational rehabilitation for the
handicapped

ERIC Clearinghouse on Counseling
and Personnel Services
University of Michigan
School of Education Building, Room 2108
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109
Telephone. (31Z) 764-9492
Preparation practice and supervision of counselors at
all educational levels and !nail settings theoretical
development of counseling and guidance use and
result' )1personnel procedures such as testing
interviewing disseminating and analyzing such
information group work and case work nature of pupil
Student And adult characteristics personnel workers
arri the!, relatior '0 carzer p'annn. family
consultations and student orientation activitiet,

ERIC Clearinghouse on Educational
Management
University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403
Telephone: (503) 686-5043
Leadership management and structure of publiZ and
private educational organizatiOns practice and theory
of administration preservice and inservice prepa.ation
of administrators tasks 'and processes of
administration methods and varieties of organization
organizational change antisocial context of the
organization

Sites buildings and equipment fo,education planning
financing constructing renovating equipping
maintaining operating insuring utilizing and evaluating
educational facilities

ERIC Clearinghouse on Elementary
Early Childhood Education

University of Illinois
College of Education
Urbana, Illinr,is 61801
Telephone- (217) 333-1386
Prenatal factors parental behavior the physical
Psychological scciat educational and culturar
development of childrun from birth through the primary
grades educational theory research and practice
related to the development of young chilven
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ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped ERIC Clearinghouse on Information ERIC Clearinghouse on Languagesand Gifted Children Resources and Linguistics
Council for Exceptional Children Syracuse University .

Center for Applied Linguistics1920 Association Drive School of Education 3520 Prospect Street, N.W.Reston, Virginia 22091 Syracuse, New York 13210 Washington, D.C. 20007Telephone (703) 620-3660 Telephone (315) 423-3640 Telephone. (202) 298-9292
Aurally handicapped visually handicapped mentally

Management operation and use of libraries the Languages and linguistics Instructional methodologyhandicapped physically handicapped emotionally
technology to improve their operation and the psychology of language learning cultural anddisturbed speech handicapped learning disabilities
education training and proteaSional activities of intercultural content applicatici of linguisticsand the gifted behavioral psychomotor and
librarians and information specialists Educational curricular problems and developments teacher trainingcommuniciation disorders administration of special techniques involved in microteaching systems and qualifications language sciences psychoeducation services preparation and continuing
analysis and programmed instruction employing linguistics theoretical and applied linguisticseducation of professional and paraprofess,:mai
audiovisual teaching aids and technology such as language pedagogy bilingualism and commonly taughtPersonnel preschool learning and development of the
television radio computers and cable television languages including English for speakers of otherexceptional general studies on creativity
communication satellites microforms and public
television

languages

ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher
ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading andEducation ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Communication SkillsGeorge Washington University Colleges
National Council of Teachers of EnglishOne Dupont Circle, Suite 630 University of California at Los Angeles
1111 Kenyon RoadWashington, D C 20036 Powell Library, Room 96
Urbana, Illinois 61801Telephone (202) 296-2597 Los Angeles, California 90024
Telephone (21 7) 328-3870Various subtects relating to college and university Telephone (213) 825-3931
Reading English and communication skills preschoolstudents college and university conditions ant.

Development administration and evaluation of public
through college Educational research andemblems college and university programs. curricular and private community junior colleges Junior college
development i iling writing speaking andand instructional problems and programs faculty students staff curricula programs libraries and
listening Identilieatik.i, diagnosis and rerr Mallon ofinstitutional revairch, federal programs professional community services
reading problems Speech communication forensicseducation (medical law etc i graduate education
mass communication interpersonal and small groupuniversity extension programs teaching-learning
interaction interpretation rhetorical andPlanning governance finance evaluation
communication theory inst-uction developmentinterinstitutional arrangements and management of
speech sciences and theater Preparation elhigher educational institutions
instruc tional staff and related personnel in these areas

All aspects of reading behavior with emphasis on
Physiology psychology sociology and teaching
Instructional materials curricula tests and
measurement preparation of reading leache's and
specialists and methodology at all levels Role of
libraries and other agencies in fostering and guiding
reading Diagnostic and remedial services in school and
clinical settings

sal
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ERIC Clearinghouse on Rural
Education and Small Schools
New Mexico State University
Box 3AP
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003
Telephone. (505) 646-2623
Education of Indian Americans, Mexican Americans,
Spanish Americans and migratory farm workers and
their children outdoospeducation economic cultural
social or other factors related to educational programs
i n rural areas and small Schools d.sadvantaged of rural
and small School populations

ERIC Clearinghouse for Science,
Mathematics, and Environmental
Education
Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Road, Third Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43212
Telephone: (614) 422-6717

_

All levels of Science mathematics and environn ental
education development of curriculum and instructional
materials media applications tt,ipact of interest
intelligence values and concept development upon
learning preservice and inservice lea, her education
and Supervision

2 4 9 ,
.

ERIC Clearinghouse for Social
Studies/Social Science Education
855 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80302
Telephone (303) 492-8434
All levels of social studies and Social science all
activities relating to teachers content of disciplines
applications of learning theory Curriculum theory child
development theory and instructional theory research
and development programs special needs of student
groups, education as a social science social
Studies /Social science and the community

ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher
Education
American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education
One Dupont Circle, N W , Suite 616
Washin ton, D C. 20036
Telephone (202) 293-7280
School personnel at all levels all issues from sefectron
through preservice and inservice preparation and
training to retirement, curricula educational theory and
philosophy general education not specifically covered
by Educational Management Clearinghouse Title XI
NDEA Inalitutes not covered by subject specialty in
other ERIC Clearinghouses all aspects of physical
education

ERIC C:learinghouse on Tests.
Measurement, and Evaluation
Educational Testing Service
Princeton, New Jersey 08541
Telephone' (609) 921-9000 ext 2176
Tests and other measurement devices evaluation
Procedures and technioueS application of tests
measurement or evaluation in educational projects or
programs

ERIC Clearinghouse on Urban
Education
Box 40
Teachers College, Columbia University
525 W 120kh Street
New York, New York 10027
Telephone- (212) 678-3437
The relationship between urban life and schooling the
effect of urban experiences and environments fro 3 birth
onward the academic intellectual and social
performance of urban children and youth from grade
three through college entrance (including the effect of
self 6oncept motivation and other affective
influences, education of urban Puerto Rican and Asian
American populations and rural and urban black
populations programs and practices which provide
learning experiences designed to meet the special
needs of diverse populations served by urban Schools
and which bund upon their unique as well as their
common characteristics structural changes in the
classroom school school System and community and
innovative instructional practices which directly affect
urban children and youth programs practi..eS and
material; related to economic and ethnic
discrimination segregation desegregation and
integration in education issues programs practices
and materiala related to redressing the curriculum
imbalance 4, the treatinenregIrthrire-rninority groups

.
Educational Resources Information
Center
Central ERIC
National Institute of Education
Washington D.C. 20208
Telephone: (202) 254-7934

5 C
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ERIc REFERENCE 'TOOLS

Thesaurus of
ERIC Descriptors
The Thesaurus is a controlled
vocabulary of educational terms called
descriptors that are used to index and
enter documents into the ERIC system
and to assist users in searching the
sytem

Continuing announcement
publications for comprehensive
current-awareness

Resources in
Education (RIE)
A monthly abstract journal announcing
recently completed research reports,
descriptions of outstanding programs, and
other documents of educational significance
indexed by subject, author, institutidnal
source, and publication type.

Current Index to
Journals in Education
(CIJE)'
A monthly guide to the periodical literature
with coverage of more than 775 major
educational and edu9ation-related Rubli-

wations. It includes d main, entry section
with annotations, and is indexed by subject,
author, and journal title. Semi-annual
cumulative indexes are available.

k

,
Directories for informatiod on
ERIC collections and services

Directory of ERIC
Microfiche Collections
A listing of every organization with a
sizeable ERIC microfiche collection. This is
organized alphabetically by state and by
cities within each state for the convenience
of the user.

Directory of ERIC
Search Services
This document listi and describes briefly
the orianizations which are currently
providing computerized seart.hes of the
ERIC data base. It is organized alphabeti-
cally, entries are grouped by state, and
within state by city.
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HOW TO USE ERIC REFERENCE TOOLS

ERIC publication are desie", so
that, once familiar with the format of
one, you will be able to use all others.
They are indexed to offer a variety of
appro.. :hes for finding information by:

subject
To find documents and projects on a
specific topic through the use of
descriptors.

author or investigator
To find out what an author has written
or to learn what an investigator is now
doing

institution
To find out what an institution or
ept,asoricig agency has published or
what research projects are now being
conducteJ at an institution

accession number
To identify a document when only the
Clearinghouse number or ERIC ED
number is available

Methods of conducting a subject
search of the ERIC system, using ERIC
reference tools, can be illustrated with
the following exdmple

A school district is planning to
supplement its study skills program
with individualized reading
instruction A committee has been
asked to prepare a planning paper
for the design and operation of this
program If you were assigned the
task of supplying this information,
how could ERIC help?

One method of obtainer,, such
information is to search the
professional literature on this topic
ERIC provides both the reference tools
for locating relevant documents and
access to the actual collection of
documents Depending upon how much
indepth search: g is needed, you can
follow several routes, using the
various ERIC tools.

10



LA_MANUAL SEARCH

First:

You need to become familiar with ERIC
terminology in order to do your search.
Using the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors,
identify key descriptors relevant to your
search, such as Individualized Reading. If
additional search items are needed, use the
narrower terms (NT), broader terms (BT),
or related terms (RT) listed under the
descriptor heading, as shown in the example
on the right. SN stands for scope note.

255

INDIVIDUAL tat) PROGRAMS

INDIVIDUALIZED READING
23

11

'tli Its
q ^4,

cipaot, ti ,

Thesaurus

t.

2
Then:

Consult the monthly issues of
Resources in Education R 1 E)tor
current documents on the subject
Check the Subject Index sections
under the descriptor Individualized
Reading, and other applicable
descriptors you have chosen

Check the most recent Semiannual
Index to Resources in Education for
relevant documents using the same
descriptors Each document is
identified by an accession (i.e., ED)
number.

indhioualized Programs
..rpotc, .sote f ducational

PrograrnmIng
f f) 111 .71

'rnorn,nonal 1>e,elopnoni for Spetta1 Needs
I earners An friservn.e Resource runic

11) 111 Y4,I

Individualized Reading
The Pt.0,1em TernAger. Re n11ng on 11r111C11ta, r,rIs An AnAly%1* of Approachsa or
rfo. I, feat ( t,, Dode

691

RIE Subject Index
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3
A'so:

Extend your search to the periodical
literature by consulting the monthly
indexes of Current index to Joup:dis
in Education

Check back through the CUE
Cumulative Indexes, using the same
descriptors The identifying
numbers for journal articles in CIJE
are labeled EJ

R tr,,

CIJE t index

Finally:

From the Subject Index of each
publication, go to the Resume
section to read the abstract of the
document or the annotation of the
periodical article identified These
sections are clearly marked and the
identifying numbers (ED. EJ) appear
consecutively You can then
determine whether you warn to
obtain the full text of the document
or article (availability information is
given in each resume)

i I

t, Ill II R. 11,1 t I ,

Iti I II I

CUE Article Resume

D 111 695 int I 1

8nroir 4r, 7
The Problem of Teenagers Reading or if...mentor

I etets .n Analysis of Approm hes or How to
Teach NIL to Dude

fiate
r :1; Paper presented at the Annua. Mem

4 the International Reading Association
S ,s'hraocre Regional ( sinference Ch
Ja (odic Ponds February la 21 1976:

DR's /eke MES1 83 FIT -SI 67 PM Postage
Des_ riptors - Diagnostic Teaching Tirouping

trona! Purposes) Indoidualized Reading
earnirs I aboratorits Reading Failure

Reedng Instr.iction Rtmedial Reading Prri
gr iT4 Resource Teachers Secondari F luc

m Tutoring
I help an elernentari reader in

iis s, his, I 'earn ti read the prilgrarn must no
atm, The students ego r undermine peer ap

and t must he indiiitilualited in the (hag
rreiairipteie mold An organizational plan

it itscr is these s wena should he workable The
II 1, trristii s It sacra, possible appri ac he, art

abed in. ',ding Trading absl

lasts her, hIlfilt/gC1nr till. grItIps
r ft a, her Lissriiiinis and heti rsigenein

s rir tr t, ht ( A 1

111 690, t Mil I t"
derriwra

I ingutath and I one rptual Prot...rim It, the om
orehenc000 of Spattal Antonyms

!Litt Sep 'h
trip Pay, PICNented at the Annual Meet

iris, th< an iRsc hidsigis al Assotiation
n (- Mptenther 19'61

F Peke NIF 10 81 .t( St 47 Plus Postage
( t+0.10e. iiIghrf I till

II I IfIgIiAgf Hesears h Miistchi Hcai ti, n
1itc 1.1.ng 1 iniptehensnin Sernantis s

Mitirisins
I E , it iai r Inal antiinorts i higher
i4 ri 411 than hfl,4 and rising awes

I, II, 1 Wng 1.4 n 'r ri, were ir-sisd in a IANk in
t his t is wdg, it whether a sentence at u

RIE Document Resume 25'
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A COMPUTER SEARCH

Using a computer to search through the
ERIC data base is an efficient method of
retrieving information. A search may be
conducted through an ERIC clearinghouse
or one of the organizations listed in the
ERIC publication Directory of ERIC
Search Services.

The subject of a search will be translated
by a search analyst into terms from the
ERIC Thesaurus and a strategy will be
formed for information retrieval. For
example, in a computer search on the
subject of preparing teachers for the
physical education of handicapped child-
ren, we can picture three "sets" of docu-
mentsone dealing with teacher education,
one with physical education, and one with
handicapped child education. The user is
interested in documents which discuss all
three of these "sets", as illustrated by the
shaded portion in the Venn diagram to the
right.
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HOW TO OBTAIN DOCUMENTS

14

To enable readers to obtain the full 'next
of documents cited in the reports
section of the monthly issues of
Resources in Education, ERIC has
established the ERIC Document
Reproduction Service (EDRS) EDRS
supplies copies of these ERIC Reports
in two forms

microfiche (MF)
4" x 6" sheet of microfilm on which up
to 96 pages of text are reproduced

paper copy (PC)
reproduction of the document on paper
at the original size

The current cost of each document cited in
Resources in Education, both in paper copy
and microfiche, can be calculated from a
table on the back pages and cover of the
most recent issue. Document orders should
include the complete accession number (i.e.,
ED number) type of reproduction (PC or
MF), and the number of copies. An order
form will be found in the back pages of
every issue of RIE. Order from.

ERIC Document
Reproduction Service
P 0 Box 190 Arlington
Virginia 22210

Reprints of articles from a majority of
the journals regularly covered in
Current Index to Journals in Educatiur
(CIJE) are now available through a
reprint service from University
Microfilms International Orde-ing
information appears on page IV of the
monthly issues of CIJE. 2



YO AND ERIC

You wilt most often be a user of ERIC,
however, you may also be a
contributor If you have prepared a
report, speech, or paper which you
would like to have considered for
national dissemination through ERIC,
send two clear, legible copies to

ERIC Processing and
Reference Facility
4833 Rugby Avenue, Suite 303
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

Your contribution will be forwarded to the
proper Clearinghouse, screened, and if
found appropriate, will be entered into the
system

If the mate-nal is copyrighted, please
include your address so a reproduction
release form may be sent to you



HOW TO ORDER 'ERIC PRODUCTS

Resources in Education (RIE) Current Index to Journals in Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors
Yearly Subscription Education (CIJE) (Completely Revised 1980)
Semiannual Indexes

Single copies
order from: /

order from:
Yearly Subscription"

Semiannual Cumulations The Oryx Press
Superintendent of Documents .2214 North Central Avenue
U S Government Printing Office Phoenix, Arizona 85004 .

Washington, D C 20402 order from:

(Current prices listed in the most
recent issue of RIE)

The Oryx Press
2214 North Central Avenue

(Current price )<sted in the most
recent issue o4RIE)

Phoenix, Arizona 85004

(Current prices listed in the most
recent issue of CIJE)

2Cf.;
I 0f

; r,t.
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The following
products can be
ordered from:

ERIC Processing a 0 Reference
I' acitity
483,3 Rugby A'i, :nue Suite 30 _i
Bethesda Maryland 20014

The latest information on ERIC products
may De found in the-back-pages of CI le
most recent edition of Resources Iii Edu-
cation (R1E).

ERICTAPES
The ERIC data base is now available
on magnetic tape for those
organizations that have computers
Report literature announced in RIE is
covered from 1966 to date, and
journal article literature announced
in CIJE is covered from 1969
Monthly, quarterly, and annual
updates are available for RIE and
CIJE, so that the files may be kept
current

'?2('-., "'4) I

IRICTOOLS
For organizations without access to a
computer, ER ICTOOLS provide manual
multi-viewpoint access to the ERIC
document collection. They are a series of
printed indexes, usectories, and cross
reference lists, which have heretofore
been available only internally to
components of the ERIC network.

e.g. The Title Index, Source Directory

2,,.)

4
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Directory of
ERIC Microfiche
Collections (Free)

There are over 700 locations ii. he United
States where the collections are maintained
many college and university libraries, and
most State Departments of Education, and
there are over 6C collections in other coun-
tries.

Computer searches are available from at
least 500 locations nationwide.



.....
ERIC HAS COME A LONG WAY

For example, in
one year alone-
ERIC products and services were used
over 10 million times.

Undergraduate and graduate
studeits accounted for 62% of the
users, teachers, 21%, school
administrators, 11%, others, 6%

9 out of every 10 users reported
that through ERIC they obtained
information which they probably
would not have found otherwise

7 out of 10 users reported that the
information obtained from ERIC
helped them professionally

Over 178,000 persons used ERIC
reports on microfiche during a typical
week 0

OVer 135,000 persons used ERIC
reports on paper copy during a typical
week

Over half used more than 11 titles
per year

190,600 persons used Resources m
Education weekly

3 out of every 4 local school
teachers and administrators using
ERIC materials considered RIE
very useful

Over 138,000 persons used Current
Index to Journals in Education weekly

,

3 out of every 5 reported success in
finding sought after informatior'

AND
About 690 organizations subscribed to
complete ERIC Microfiche Sets
(including 60 foreign)

Annual sales of microfiche came to over
17,000,000.

Data Base Searching Services

56 subscriptions to ERIC
Magnetic Tapes via the ERIC
Facility (including 10 foreign)

6 software systems providing online
access to ERIC files (BFIS, DIALOG,
ORBIT, STAIRS, WISE ONE,
PIRETS).

500 services offoring computer
searches of ERIC Files

.

ERIC Clearinghouses have produced
approximately 3,000 separate and
distinct information analysis products
(bibliographies, literature reviews,
state-of-the-art papers, evaluation
summaries, etc

Approximately 300 professional
organizations linked with
Clearinghouses represent a total
membership of over 4,000,000

.

t
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